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To complete wour kewboard section

you haue got to listen to the now
GANT, 111:TrlySTFilf1a machine

The new Insta-string machine provides a complete
string ensemble, violins and cellos in your group. The split
keyboards with individual balance and volume controls
give the widest variety of sounds.

Photo shows Tony Back playing the Insta-string machine
with the new Galanti F5 Organ, just one of 4 models.

Tony Back says :- "There's only one sure way to convince
anyone how much greater the Galanti Organ really is;
just let them sit down and play it ... that's what
convinced me."

General Electro Music (UK) Limited
Viscount House  Ashville Estate
Royston Road  Baldock
Hertfordshire Telephone: Baldock 2411/2
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ge Mar
One man band

Pick any organ - what do you get? Flutes certainly.
Strings and bass maybe. Two manuals perhaps.
Even bass. Special effects possibly. But none can
compare with the Yamaha '45, with its unique
range of tones and textures. Two independent
preset boards give you instantaneous voicing.
Funky touch -sensitive piano, crystal clear harpsi-
chord, deep, liquid vibraphone-sounds that add
vivid contrast to your music. Thick, rich fuzz tones
for the ultimate rock sound. Exclusive touch
vibrato and touch mute for delicate fingertip
control and expression. Portamento too.

Spend some time with a '45 - if you can't find that
elusive sound on this one, you may never find it ...
Hit your dealer for a demo - you'll never look back.

r Please send me details of Yamahas' YC45 organ.

NAME

ADDRESS

BI

Kemble (Organ Sales) Ltd., Mount Avenue,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK I 11E.

Telephone Milton Keynes 71771.
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YOUR LETTERS
AN QUERIES

CASSETTES

Dear Sirs,
I would be most grateful if you

could possibly help me in finding
some good reading on the subjects
of music publishing and the setting
up of a publishing company and
the process and manufacture of
musicassettes. Any information
would be greatly appreciated.

Yours faithfully,
A. K. Brown,

Gravesend, Kent.

If you write to the Music
Publishers Association, 73
Mortimer Street, London W1,
they have a very useful pam-
phlet, price 50p, which deals
with many aspects of starting
a music publishing company.

With regard to your inquiry
about the manufacture of
musicassettes, we had a word
with E.M.I., who reckon that
their system of cassette
manufacture is probably the
most up-to-date in Europe.
This is how it's done. First of
all a master tape is recorded
and from this, a ;in. tape
master is made, known as the
preparation master. This is
kept permanently on file.
Then a working master tape
is recorded. This is a con-
tinuous loop of tin. wide tape
containing one -cassette pro-
gramme. This working master
is placed into a master record-
ing unit which in turn drives
'lateen slave recording units.

The working master tape
then runs through the master
recording unit, floating on a
bed of air to minimise friction,
at a speed which is 32 times
greater than the normal listen-
ing speed of a musicassette.
Each slave unit contains what
is known in the trade as a
'pancake' of cassette tape,
long enough to record up to
30 complete cassette pro-
grammes. That tape also runs
at 32 times the listening
speed.

Each 'pancake' takes about
20 minutes to record 30 corn-

plete cassette programmes.
The 'pancake' is then taken
to a loading machine and fed
in one side at high speed. On
the other side of the loading
machine, the machine auto-
matically cuts each pro-
gramme separately, splices it
onto the loader tape and fits
it into the cassette case. It
takes five or six seconds to
load each cassette.

Then it is taken to another
machine for labelling, sealing,
etc. The process for cartridges
is virtually the same except
that the cartridges have to be
loaded by hand and it is all
done at a slightly slower
speed.

LOCAL BANDS

Dear B.I.,
I was very impressed with a

group I saw way back last March
in Dorchester, Dorset. They were
called Sandgate and came from
Newcastle. Their appearance was
biased towards the Unisex all
except their bassist, who was
dressed in country yokel style rags
and pulling staggering riffs from
a Fender.

The band played a good mixture
of originals and standards. All the
members were extremely talented
and the lead guitarist deserves
special mention for his sheer
brilliance let alone his energy
expended in bouncing and rocking
about the stage.

All in all, they were a marvellous
rock band who deserve the best
they can get and I hope to see
them again.

Yours faithfully,
Jim W. Hardy,

Dorset.
Dear ELI.,

There is a band I know who are
really good. They are called
Whisky Mac and I saw them in
Middlesbrough and thought they
had a very tight sound. At the
moment they are playing in
Southend. They write their own
material and I certainly think they
are well worth hearing.

Yours
Hazel Mayhall,

Brighouse, West Yorks.
We were very interested to

hear about good bands in
other parts of the country and
we shall certainly keep a look
out for these bands ourselves.

GIBSONS

Dear Sir,
I'm thinking of part exchanging

my Gibson S.G.200 for a second-
hand Gibson Melody Maker. On
hearing Lew West (ex -Mountain),
I was attracted by its great tonal
qualities and sustain and its
simplicity of design but I know
little about its construction. Could
you tell me what wood is used
for the body, the type of pick-up
fitted, the string length, ease of
action and the different finishes
available.

Also, when did Gibson start
manufacturing this model, what
was it originally designed as and
when and why did they cease
production ?

Do early models have better
pick-ups due to higher quality
copper -windings and finally, what
is an average price for a good
second-hand Melody Maker, and
where am I likely to find one? I am
prepared to travel to London if
necessary.

Yours sincerely,
Duncan Wood,

Newmillerdam, Wakefield,
Yorks.

There were actually two
different versions of the Gib-
son Melody Maker model.
Henri Selmer Er Co., UK
distributors for Gibson,
haven't an exact date for the
original introduction of the
model, but say that an edu-
cated guess would make it
around 1961. The first version
of the Melody Maker was
available until 1965 in three
different forms, the Melody
Maker D, which was a double
pick-up model with a Sun-
burstfinish, the Melody Maker
S, a single pick-up version,
and the Melody Maker 1, on
which the fingerboard joined

the body at the twelfth fret.
These last-mentioned two
were also available in Sun-
burst finish only.

Described as 'student
models', these early Melody
Makers were in Gibson's
cheaper range and they had a
very distinctive shape, fat at
the bottom and narrow at the
top with a double cut -away.

The second version of the
Melody Maker was intro-
duced in 1967 and ran until
1970. This was made in the
more familiar SG shape and
was in fact the forerunner of
the SG 1 and 2 models. This
model was also available in
single and double pick-up
models with the addition of
the Melody Maker 3, which
was a three pick-up model and
the Melody Maker 12, a twelve
string version. Except for the
12, which was not available
in Walnut, there were three
finishes available, Walnut,
Sparkling Burgundy and Pel-
ham Blue.

The logical development
from the Melody Maker was
the Gibson SG and when this
was introduced the Melody
Maker was discontinued.

The wood used for the
body of the Melody Maker is
mahogany. The string length
is 241". The pick-up is a single -
coil as used on the SG1 and in
fact the pick-up on the later
Melody Maker models is
exactly the same as on the
older ones. If you do hear a
superiority of sound from the
older ones this is on account
of the maturity of the instru-
ment and nothing to do with
the pick-ups.

Sample prices when the
instrument was discontinued
in 1970 were £139 13s. Od. for
the Melody Maker 3 and
£131 5s. Od. for the 12 -string.
Second-hand prices now will
vary considerably with the
condition of the instrument.
If you are coming down to
London, we suggest you call
into Top Gear in Denmark
Street, who specialise in
second-hand guitars and fre-
quently have Gibsons in stock.
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Top left:
Alvin Lee, friends
and outbuilding

Bottom left:
The Band recording in
Alvin's home studio

BY LORNA READ

LAST year Alvin Lee reached the end of the line, musically speaking.
He suddenly found he was lacking any sort of musical stimulus

and needed a total rethink about his career. 'The stopping point
came when I felt like I'd written every song I could think of with
Ten Years After and played every solo,' he said in a previous interview
with B.I. 'All I was doing was pinching bits from this and that and
putting them together differently and it was starting to get repetitive.'

For several months after that it looked like he was experimenting
madly with just about every musical variation he could think of that
might invigorate a tired brain. At one and the same time he had
T.Y.A., various recording projects of his own with Mylon LeFevre
and musicians, friends and neighbours such as George Harrison,
Stevie Winwood, out of which came the On The Road To Freedom
album, his studio, his production company, even last March's Rainbow
gig, which was the result of a friend's dare.

Now at last some sort of order seems apparent in the chaos. It's
Alvin resurgent with his old travelling companion, the bestickered
Gibson 335, a new solo album, In Flight, and quite a lot of future
plans to look forward to.

His mansion, which he purchased from tycoon Charles Clore for
an astronomical sum, looms on the Berkshire horizon like Hampton
Court, topped with lines of twisted tudor chimneys and flanked with
decaying outbuildings whose sagging, mossy tiled roofs reach almost
down to the ground. Alvin sat in his enormous kitchen like some
feudal lord, the epitome of the pop aristocracy, blond hair curling
on his shoulders, being served tea by Suzanne, the lady of the manor.
A bevy of dogs and cats of various sizes and breeds surrounded him
and he looked very well and relaxed, as he waited for his musicians
to arrive for a rehearsal in the studio.

If his material surroundings are anything to go by, his mansion,
his studio, the tasteful antique objects dotted round the place, his
decade with T.Y.A. has certainly set him up comfortably.

'I wouldn't like to have to move to the States,' he grimaced,
looking round the spacious kitchen with its heavy oak timbers.
'I know lots of people are moving out of England for tax reasons but
I wouldn't like money to rule my life too much.'

Musicians seem to be divided into two schools, the first being the
people who play for playing's sake, and wouldn't take any other job
even if they were starving in the gutter, and the others who, while
they enjoy playing, also see it as a means to an end, a worthwhile
way to earn a lot of money.

Alvin places himself in the first category. 'I never set out to be a
millionaire or anything. I'm not. I don't have four Rolls-Royces or
anything like that. Some money comes in and then you have to
reinvest it in whatever you're interested in.'

More than £50,000 of his money has been invested in the recording
studio built in one of his barns. Great care went into the construction
of what is in effect a room within a room, a soundproofed studio
through which protrude the ancient timbers of the five -hundred -year -
old barn. 'Those timbers were ship's timbers even before they were
used to build the barn. Who knows what Armadas they may have
repelled,' conjectured Alvin.

It was a very delicate job, but the builders succeeded admirably
and the studio has a very good sound, according to Alvin. A control
room has been constructed in the rafters, looking down into the
studio. This features an 18 -channel Helios desk with two channels
for reduction and monitor facilities. The recorders consist of a 16 -track
Studer with Dolby M16, a Studer two -track and two Revox machines,
Both Tannoy and JBL monitor speakers are used. Alvin remarked
that he's adding things all the while.

As far as returns on his investment are concerned, to date his
company, Space Productions, have issued On The Road To Freedom,
and his In Flight album, the album of that Rainbow gig. Lee has
been so involved with work on these that, although he has found
some musicians whom he'd really like to record and produce, he
hasn't had a spare moment to do it. It's obvious that the technicalities
of sound recording and the possibilities of the studio are totally
monopolising his working hours at present.

'I'm really into electronics, but it hasn't come into the music as
yet. One night I just plugged the 16 -track back into itself and left
it playing itself all night. The result was amazing.' He demonstrated
with some ear-splitting vocal sound effects.

It seems that working as engineer on your own album not only
makes you a perfectionist as to the sound quality but also has the
unfortunate effect of robbing you of any enjoyment in listening to it.

Continued on page 9
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LEE
IN FLIGHT

Continuedafrom_page 8

Since Alvin's album with Mylon LeFevre, LeFevre:has7gone,back
to Georgia, where he is working on a solo album in Alain Toussaint's
studio. 'There's something big happening in the South, in Georgia,'
remarked Alvin. 'It looks like the music there is at last getting the
recognition it deserves'.

And T.Y.A.? 'Ten Years After aren't functioning at the moment.'
Thence followed a pregnant pause. 'It's a very long story. It goes
back two or three years really. My plan originally was to continue
gigging with T.Y.A. but to do my own things in between. That was
my plan, but then what happened was ... well, I don't like going
over this really because it was all a bit grim. They sacked the
road crew'. Who's "they"? 'T.Y.A., whoever that may be, you know
what I mean ?

'They all went in to Chrysalis one week for their wages and they
said, we're not paying you any more. I still don't know quite how to
take that one. I mean, John and Andy had been with us for six years.
So I took the roadies over.'

He didn't want to talk any more on that subject. Obviously there's
a very sore point there but Chrysalis, the company to whom T.Y.A.
are signed, state that Lee is still signed to them with T.Y.A., although
there are no records or tours scheduled. The band are, as they say,
'resting'.

In the meantime, Alvin has assembled Alvin Lee & Co., consisting
of Mel Collins on sax and flute and Ian Wallace on drums, both of
whom accompanied him at the Rainbow, Steve Thompson on bass,
Ronnie Leahy on keyboards, both ex -Stone the Crows, and four girl
singers, Stellina Macarthy, whom Alvin thinks is a fantastic singer,
Donnie Perkins, Jeanette Tavernier and Joanna White. Alvin also had
plans for incorporating another guitarist. He had a short-list, but at the
time of going to press he still hadn't made a decision. He also thought
he might add a South American guy he knew on congas.

That afternoon they got down to some very hard, serious rehearsing
for the tour. Thompson is a very fluid bass player - 'what I was
looking for was someone with some good fingerwork rather than a
thumper', Alvin remarked - and Ronnie Leahy, who wrote the song

Queen Of The Night for Maggie Bell, is a very chordy, constructive,
keyboards man.

'It's fantastic working with new musicians after working purely
with T.Y.A. for so long. It's a great stimulus to my songwriting as well.
When I was bringing in the Kokomo singers for the Rainbow gig, I

was able to give them ideas for three or four numbers just off the top
of my head which would go with that sort of background. I'm not
usually a prolific writer, by any means. I write best to a deadline.

'Steve and Ronnie have put a whole different light on the music
I'm doing. It's an extension of what we did at the Rainbow, that
sort of thing, and about half the numbers are the same, but it's
changed even in a few months.'

In what way? 'Difficult to say. Maybe it's a little more like the
real thing, if that means anything to you. It sounds better, I feel more
relaxed'.

There is no form of contract between him and the band. They
are signed to him for the tour and it's all pretty free and easy. 'I've
been through all that binding contract stuff and I know how it is,'
said Alvin, with a weary shrug. 'You never get any respect from
tying anybody up and if they want to leave they leave anyway and
all you've got is a big legal hassle. If there's nothing official in it,
you get the advantage of the enthusiasm that comes from working
with different musicians who are changing all the time.'

I left them still hard at work at the studio. It all sounded like a big
jam, something like the atmosphere that prevailed at the Rainbow,
where everyone was out to have a good time and Alvin was out to
prove he could conquer the Rainbow after ten day's rehearsal.
'We'll get all the basic numbers off this week,' he promised.

As I said, it sounded like a happy jam. but every so often Alvin
would stop playing and round on someone and suggest an alteration
in what they had been playing. It's obvious that Lee's in command.
He knows exactly what he wants, his batteries are recharged now,
his waning enthusiasm re -fired and that old magic's back in the
flying fingers, though in a funkier vein than he's ever played before.
It certainly looks as if Alvin has entered into a brand new stage in
his musical development.

9
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Georgie Fame

Interview by Lorna Read

The music of Georgie Fame and the Blue Flames was the underground
scene of ten or eleven years ago. The hippest people in town used to hang
around the now defunct Flamingo Club to hear this exciting R & B
influenced band with its black -sounding singer.

In 1965 Fame's single, Yeh Yeh, toppled the Beatles from number one
position in the charts and the following year Get Away was another huge
hit for him. That same year, at the height of their popularity, Georgie
and the Blue Flames split and in the years that followed, Fame was more
often in and out of the Sunday papers on account of his involvement
in a scandalous divorce case than in and out of the charts.

Then there was the Bonnie & Clyde period, Fame posing self-consciously
as a tough guy with a machine gun. That was incongruously followed by
the Fame and Price period of TV schmaltz.

To many people it would now seem that he has at last come to his
senses and has done what they thought he should have done all along,
reformed the Blue Flames. He now seems to regard the name with a
certain amount of superstition, almost as if certain old bands of his would
never have failed if only he'd called them the Blue Flames. He's now
gone right back to the type of music he was doing with his original band
and has a new album out. The wheel has come full circle. Why?

Why did you originally disband the Blue Flames?
I just wanted a change of scene. I'd had it up to there. I wanted to sing

with a big band so I financed an album with the Harry South Orchestra
out of the money I'd made from Yeh Yeh and Get Away. It was great.
I loved it. Then after that I put a new band together but I didn't call it
the Blue Flames. If I had done I suppose everything would have been

all'right. John Hiseman was on drums, it was a good band and I was still
doing a lot of the old numbers like Pink Champagne but people always
associate that era of music with the Blue Flames so I think people just
wouldn't accept the new band.

There seems to be a current mood of nostalgia for the 'good old
days', with lots of old records being released and old artists being
rediscovered. Was it partly out of a desire to catch this wave that
you reformed the Blue Flames?

I don't know what's going on on the music scene at the moment. I
don't listen to the radio very much. I've heard a lot of rumours. I even
read in the papers that I was going to reform the Blue Flames before
I'd even decided myself. Apart from costing a lot of money it's a hell of a
responsibility keeping a band working on the road and keeping everybody
happy. One of the reasons I broke it originally was that I'd had enough
of the aggro and responsibility. That's why I took a lot of persuading
to reform it. It was Island Records that finally persuaded me, so we'll see
how it goes. The interest is there so I just hope the album sells. We're
booked to do a college tour and colleges haven't wanted to know about
me for the last four years.

Do you think you are getting all your old fans, who admired
the original Blue Flames, back now?

I think we're getting quite a few of them. People keep coming up to
me at gigs and saying, 'you don't remember me, do you?'

How many of the original band are with you now?
Only three - Colin Green, Eddie Thornton and me - so that's only

two! Mick Eve has got his own band, Gonzales. I don't know where the
baritone player Johnnie Marshall is. Peter Coe, the tenor player, he's
got a toy shop in Wimbledon and also does cartoons - he's a great artist -
so I don't suppose he'd want to come out on the road again. The old bass
player lives in France now, but I'm really happy with the one I've got,
Brian Odgers, who I first met in '69 when I put together a band called
Shorty.

How do you feel the music you are doing with this Blue Flames
line-up compares to the old stuff?

It sounds more mature now. I play better, I sing better and I feel
better. When I listen to some of the old stuff I think it sounds awfully
immature. I shall keep trying to do it better till I've got it right. That's
the only way to keep music fresh.

1 Georgie Fame
2 Brian Odgers
3 Brian Bennett
4 Colin Green
5 Steve Gregory
6 Buddy Beadle
7 Stan Sultsman
8 Alan Skidmore
9 Elton Dean

10 Lennox Langton
11 Eddie Thornton
12 Bernie Holland
13 Mark Charig

10



Have you consciously gone full circle, because you realise that
blues -based music is what you like doing best? Were the other
ventures of yours purely experiments?

I've never really stopped doing that music. I've always kept in numbers
like Pink Champagne. When Alan Price and I worked together for those
three years we did a lot of rock and roll but it wasn't heavy enough for
some people and because we did a few TV shows where we weren't
allowed to do anything serious, it had to be light music between the jokes,
people assumed we were just a cabaret band, so that was the only sort
of offers we used to get. We couldn't break through any other way apart
from splitting up and doing our own things.

What, then, was the original intention behind your partnership
with Alan Price?

When we first started working together it was a permanent thing but
we intended doing our own things as well. However, we never did. We
put a lot of effort into what we were doing together and found all we were
getting for it was cabaret spots which was fine for a while as we went down
great in cabaret but, after a couple of years, I wanted to do something else.
I didn't want to get lumbered with that shit all my life.

Did you feel the split was the best thing?
Well, I think Alan's really come into his own since then. He's doing

what he's wanted to do ever since leaving the Animals but it's taken him
a long time to get round to it. That's the fault of us all. It's taken me a
long time to get round to it as well.

Do you think the whole Bonnie & Clyde thing was a mistake?
I didn't want to do it in the first place. The people who wrote the song

knew the film was going to be a biggie. CBS said to me, 'You'd better
record this, it's going to be a hit,' and I tried to get out of it. I didn't
really want to record it and I even lied to them on the phone, saying I
didn't think I could do the arrangement. In the end I sat down and
arranged it the way I wanted to do it and it was a big, big hit, but the
trouble was I was saddled with that kind of thing for a couple of years.
It didn't require a band so they sent me round the world on my own
doing TV shows holding machine guns, me, who's most comfortable
when sitting behind the piano. I had to hold those weapons and try and
look sincere. Then CBS wanted an album to follow it up that was 'in
that bag', the Forties thing. So I tried to put an album together but it
didn't work. Mind you there were a couple of good tracks on it, Someone
To Watch Over Me, which I did very tongue in cheek, and a Mose Allison
Blues. But as far as I'm concerned, it's all been a musical education.

Do you still feel the same enthusiasm for music after all this
time and having gone through all these experiences?

Me? Oh yeah. I don't buy as many records though. I used to spend
all my money on records and now I haven't got any to spend. But I still
enjoy playing just as much.

Who has been your greatest musical influence?
Mose Allison. He's perfect. He's complete. Marvellous pianist, great

writer. For me, he leaves Dylan way behind when it comes to writing
lyrics and tunes with 'a message' in inverted commas. For about five or
six years I couldn't sound like anybody else. I was just hooked on that
nasal way of singing and it's only with having a couple of years not doing
that sort of thing all the time that I managed to break the habit and on the
new album I don't think my voice has ever sounded better. I think it's
because I broke with Mose that I managed to get out of the habit, but I
still love Mose.

Are you pleased with your new album?
Yes, very. We've covered a lot of bags. I've always tried to do that.

People used to ask me to define the music in the old days and I didn't
know what it was. It's basically the blues but there are so many different
kinds of blues, city blues, even happy blues - I try to get off on all of
them. It took a lot of time for people to accept that. I think I've achieved
more on this album than I have in the past because I can nail every track
and I know what each one means and can give you the background to
each one.

Leaving The City Behind was an unusual song for you, being
quieter, more ballady, more poetic. How did that one come about?

I'm not very good on lyrics and when it came to doing this album I
was stuck. I had lots of melodies but no words so I gave a poet friend of
mine, Jeff Ryan, a call. He said he had a few lyrics and no music. He got

on the train at Waterloo and looked out of the window and just wrote
it as it happened, 'I'm leaving the lights that kill the stars, the noise that
hurts my mind, the smoke and fumes of a million cars, I'm leaving the
city behind'. By the time I picked him up in the car, he had half the song.
I sat down at the piano and finished the tune before he'd finished the
last verse. That's how we work together. All the voices were me, too.

Do you find the fact that lyrics don't come easily to you
frustrating?

Not really, because it's much easier writing with Jeff. I can tell him
the story and he can write it. But I do write some. I wrote Get Away,
but generally I wouldn't call myself a brilliant lyricist. I often get a
beautiful line in my head and then it's gone. That Old Rock And Roll is
one I wrote - Jeff just helped me with the rhymes. It was one of my
step -daughters who started that one off. She goes to a boarding school
in Wiltshire and I went to pick her up one day and when she got in the
car she asked me if I'd ever heard of Jerry Lee Lewis. Apparently all the
girls at school were playing his records. So I wrote the song about children
being innocent until suddenly exposed to a bit of rock and roll, like losing
their virginity.

Do you still feel that you don't come over on record the way
you'd like to sound?

It's always been a bit of a problem. The best album I made with the
old Blue Flames was Sweet Things which was recorded by Denny Cordell
at a mixture of the old Olympic Studios at the back of Baker Street and
Lansdowne. The band sounded pretty good although a bit thin. You see,
we have always been essentially a live band who sounded great in a club
but nobody knew in those days how to get it down on record. I'm pleased
with this one though.

Your career really seemed to take off when you switched from
piano to organ. Have you always stuck to Hammonds, since that
first Poo one you bought?

I switched instruments when I heard Booker T. and Jimmy Smith
and saw Graham Bond playing. He'd just bought a Hammond and
suggested I got one. I used to have an L, which is the cheapest one you

continued on page 12
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continued from page

can get but I could never get the depth of sound out of it that I wanted.
I've got an Moo still, which I've had for about four years. It's a beat up
old thing but it gets a good service every now and then and it's going fine.
I've got a C3 at home which I keep at home, because taking it on the road
would ruin it. Besides, it's really heavy and I can't afford four roadies yet!

Talking of money, what will you do if this album doesn't get
into the charts?

I won't be upset as long as it sells to a wide enough audience to en-
courage me to carry on doing it. We live in a world at the moment where
everything is built around money. If the record company don't get
enough money from record sales, they won't ask me to do it again. If that
happened, I'd still carry on playing, take the band out when I could,
make a few bob, just enough to tick over. I might even end up playing in
pubs. As long as there is somewhere to play, I'll go out and play. I think
I'll go round collecting a few old pianos so that if the Russian Revolution
ever comes, I can put them in pubs so people will still be able to play.
That's the only way to keep music alive.

What are your plans at the moment?
Well, the interest seems to be back in the band and I'll keep that going

for as long as possible. Because of the soft touch on television, you can't
blame people thinking that that's all I was into for the last four years,
which is not true. You can't really get up there before the television
cameras and say to people, 'excuse me, folks, this is just a musical inter-
lude between jobs'. It's the same with doing ads for the telly. If I haven't
got an album out, the only way I can get any money apart from slogging
out on the road is by doing a few other things.

4,17-SE.NINIFIEISE111

Microphones
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Microphone for
Soloists
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* Special anti -pop filter
* Isolation against handling noise and mechanical

shock
* Smooth frequency response
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I'VE Got My Own Album To Do is, perhaps, one of the most appro-
priately titled albums released this year. Ron Wood's done something

he's been meaning to do for years, but he's been too politically conscious
to do a solo project before.

The most interesting thing about the album is that Ron recorded the
whole thing in the basement of his house in Richmond. It's an eight-
track recording (and I think sounds all the fresher for that) and Ron's
obviously felt completely relaxed in such a natural environment.

'I started to think about doing my own album quite a few years ago.
I suppose it was because I was writing certain things that we couldn't
use in the band and I kept them by me, and I felt that I wanted to tie
all the loose ends up and get this album together. I always travel with
a cassette recorder and my little library of cassettes. On these are stored
my attempts over the years to make up little bits of tunes and lyrics and
I guard that collection more carefully than I guard anything else. To be
honest I get all sorts of ideas all the time. I write quite a bit when I'm
on tour and in the end I just had to string it all together.'

So why did it take so long ?
'In fact it didn't take so long, it was recorded in five or six weeks,

which is a really short time to put this sort of album down. The reasons I
waited so long before starting the album are because I was waiting to
get my home studio ready - I really wanted to record it at home - and
because I didn't want to start releasing solo albums during the time
that Rod was building as a solo artist, I think it would only have confused
things within the band.

'I really didn't want to be accused of attempting to be a solo artist
so I felt that I had to wait until a suitable time before releasing all the
stuff. I was getting quite anxious though, as some of the stuff is seven
years old.'

Like most successful instrumental stars (and a few singers) a home
studio has been Ron's aiming point for more than a few years. To get
the thing together he's had to develop an understanding of the technical
side of things most musicians decline to become involved in (as well
as getting the loot together in one place). Even for a star of Ron's
stature collecting the money necessary would involve some thought.

'I started, as most people do, with a Revox. That was several homes
ago and each time I moved I was waiting to get the right room for the
studio. When I moved to this house I knew I had it.

'The house is over four floors and it used to belong to John Mills.
There's a huge basement that was in a terrible state and after I'd been
in the house for a while I discovered another section of basement
that nobody had known about. I found it by lifting a trap in the living room.

'The basement seemed perfect for the studio and I set out to equip
it just for demos, I was intending to spend about £12,000, but in the
end I spent over £25,000. Things really run away with me.

'That's the real reason I waited so long to record. I mean when you're
paying for studio time somewhere you feel a little rushed, don't you ?.'

Many stars have studios exclusively for their own (and perhaps their
friends') use. Ringo, Alvin Lee, Tony McPhee all seem to keep their
studios to themselves. Is this going to happen to Ron's?

'I'd like to see people hiring it, although because it's in our house
they'd have to be friends. It doesn't matter that much whether others
use it or not, I think it'll pay for itself on just a couple of albums.'

The studio is eight track which many would consider old-fashioned
and insufficient.

'I like eight track, I always have. There are certain limits that are
imposed by the number of tracks and I quite like that. There comes a
time in all recording when you have to mix so you might as well do it
sooner than later. Naturally we bounced a few tracks together during
the recording and I really was quite happy working with eight tracks.
People have already started asking whether we'll go 16 -track, the
studio seems to be developing itself but I don't think I can afford 16 -track
really.'

Naturally his involvement with his studio has increased Ron's
understanding of the balance engineer's problems and on this album
he's done a considerable amount himself.

'I'm not an engineer of course, so I left all the main decisions to my
engineer, but I think I know something about it now.'

Ron's not anticipating a massive solo career ahead. He'll be happy
with a successful album and the next one planned. Naturally he's
going to promote the thing and he'd like to work with a fairly stable
bunch of musicians but there's no thoughts of a permanent solo outfit.

The Faces are more than busy now anyway. After a long, long layoff
the band are into a European tour that will lead them to the rest of the
world next year. But Ron's got his own album done.
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WHO'S WHO
IN SOUND

RUPERT NEVE

Anyone who is anyone in sound knows, if professional audio control and distribution
equipment is to do its job, only the best is good enough. They know what they want.
The highest standards of quality and reliability and technical performance as near the
theoretical limits as possible. Plus the fad that Neve equipment is custom built to
individual requirements and tailored to fit neatly into limited studio space. Naturally
it all goes to produce a very impressive list of Neve customers.

Here's a list of some of their
1973 customers:
Radio and TV: RTV Romania; Link Electronics;
B.B.C.; Marconi; Granada Television; Radio
Luxembourg; Tyne Tees Television; Damascus
Radio; HTV-Ltd.; Radio Telefis Eireann;
Greater Manchester Radio; Gospel Radio
Fellowship; H SV7, ATN 7, ATVO, Australia;
B.F.B.S. (British Forces Broadcasting Service);
R.T.V. Singapore; Yorkshire Television; Capital
Radio; Ampex; Rediffusion; London Weekend
Television; I.B.A.; Radio Sofia; Nigerian
Broadcasting; United Evangelistic Church;
WGBH; WRMF; Encounter Ministries; KBYU;
KHOF TV; WSM; WBZ; CBC.
Theatres: Royal Opera House;
Congress Hall, Bucharest.
Communications: Pye Business
Comms.; Fernseh GmbH.
Film: Shepperton Studios; Felix
Acaso; Pinewood Studios;
Consolidated Film Industries;
Imperial War Museum; Zaar
Films.
Recording: J. Albert; Metronome
Records; Preview Sound; R.C.A.;

Radio Triunfo; C.T.S. De Lane Lea; Federal
Records; CBS -Sony, Japan; Cockatoo Sound;
R.G. Jones; Music for Pleasure; Pye Records;
Weir Sound; Polydor; West of England
Studios; Maritime Studios;
EMI; Festival Records; Bavaria
Atelier; Arne Bendiksen;
Gallo; Belter Records;
Carbo; Elliot
Mazer; CBS

/.../itt.Records;

N Neve internationally sound people

lyanda Records, Nigeria; Multi -Media;
Creative House; Caribou Ranch; Eastman
Kodak; Harcourt Brace; His Masters Wheels;
PAC Inc.; Sound City; Track Recorders;
Whitney Recording; Griffith Gibson; Les
Productions Paul Baillargeon; Marc
Productions; Mercey Brothers; Jeff Smith
Interchange; Linkage Sound; Studio Marko;
Studio 3; Intervideo; Mahogany Rush; Sound
Toronto; Chatham Square; Neil Young;
Belafonte Enterprises; Air Studios.

Universities and schools: Syracuse
University; University of Surrey;

Plymouth Polytechnic; Yale School
of Music.

Rupert Neve, Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts. Telephone: Royston (0763) 60776. Or Cambridge (0223)53454. Telex 81381.
Cables Neve Cambridge. 2719 Rena Road, Melton, Ontario L4T 3K1, Canada.Telephone: 416 677 6611. Telex 0696 8753.

Berkshire Industrial Pork, Bethel, Connecticut 06801, U.S.A. Telephone: (203) 7446230. Telex 969638. Hollywood Office: Telephone: (213) 465 4822.
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drumming with honrit
Bob Henrit continues his series for drummers
THE

nicest thing about being a
drummer as opposed to being

a guitarist, pianist or horn player is
we don't have to be sitting at our
instrument to practice. We can
work out ideas on the bus or at
work, anywhere we like - even in
bed if we can find the time! Of
course it's important to practice
on the kit but the noise can be a
disadvantage, on the other hand
it can be advantage if you really
want to annoy the neighbours, or
have something in your system
you would like to get rid of!

TUTORS
There are many tutors on the

market written by drummers who
are more able to teach the rudi-
ments than I am, so, I suggest you
use the tutor I hope you already
possess and adapt my ideas to
your drum kit via your tutor. If you
don't have a tutor Carmine
Appice's is excellent, really heavy.
I have an old one by Sam Ulano
called Rudibops written in 1949,
which contains more Rock n' Roll
than more modern ones! At the
start I feel it's necessary to learn
something interesting and relative-
ly easy to play, that will give you
satisfaction and be a springboard
to something more difficult and
demanding. A little while ago
Adam Faith decided to learn the
piano and almost the first thing
he learnt was John Lennon's
Imagine, a not too difficult song
that Adam liked very much. As
soon as that was mastered he
moved on to more complex scales,
chords and fingerings. Now when
he gets bored with his scales and
things he can go back to playing
Imagine and re -awaken his interest
and enjoyment. Of course it's a

little more difficult to apply this
concept to drums since we can't
actually play tunes on them but
we can play rhythms. So I will
show you some of my unusual
funky rhythms and when you get
fed up with your formal rudiments
and exercises you can play around
with these, and, hopefully, reacti-
vate your taste buds.

Here's a different way of playing
a paradiddle. You play all of the

right-hand beats on the hi -hat and
all the left-hand beats on the
snare -drum; be sure to accent the
two off beats,

RLRRLRLLRLRRLRLL
(sixteen notes)
the bass drum can double each
right hand. When you get pro-
ficient you can miss out the first
left hand beat and third right hand
beat, doubling the bass drum with
the remaining two left-hand hi -hat
beats. Try to make all the other
beats on the snare less heavy than
the actual off beats. You can also
open and close the hi -hat quickly
for the first two -eighth beats. It's
all very well being able to play the
rudiments but the problem can be
adapting them to your everyday
playing. You have to sit down and
think how to apply them to general
playing as opposed to using them
just for filling in, etc. The para-
diddle thing I have shown you is
just one example - it's up to you
to find others. Try playing a

normal rock feel and instead of
striking all eight beats on the
cymbal or hi -hat bring the stick
back to the snare for 2, 4, 6 and
8 - this leaves us playing fours on
the cymbal, very effective. This
works pretty well for shuffle
rhythms (dotted eighths) too. It
leaves a lot of room for you to
play funky grace notes with your
right hand.

KIT
With the acquisition of a much

larger kit, within the last couple of
years, I have been forced to change
my style and technique. For years
I have played with the orthodox
left-hand grip but now find it's
impossible to fill round six or
seven tom-toms with any degree
of speed or force using this grip.
I'm now in the insidious position
of using orthodox grip for the
snare (after all these years I still
find it's best), and matched grip
for the tom-tom work. It's ridicu-
lous but with hard practice I've
managed to change the grip in
mid -fill from snare to tom-toms
quite successfully. While I'm on
the subject of orthodox grip and

Continued on page 18
Matched Grip
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drumming with henrit

matched grip I think if I were just
starting to learn drums I would
use the matched (parallel) grip. I

think it leads to a funkier feel - but
as I say it's too late for me. The
orthodox style evolved because
it was the only left hand grip you
could use when you were march-
ing and playing at the same time.
Anyway I'm stuck with it but you
needn't be. I thought I would
mention recording technique in
passing and talk about reading at
the same time. Many moons ago
I was booked for a Unit Four plus
Two session and, being scrupu-
lously honest I said I didn't read
too well but would appreciate a part
as a guide. The Producer said it
was only Rock n' Roll and I

wouldn't need a part. I arrived at
the studio just in front of 50 other
musicians (honestly) who all had
their parts. Needless to say it
wasn't only Rock n' Roll and I had
to learn my part while 50 musi-
cians waited for me. A very sweaty
experience! At that time young
musicians were vaguely frowned
upon by the session -man frater-
nity, especially if they had long
hair. Anyway I got through it in
the end and over the years I've
talked to all sorts of session
players who, funnily enough, have
all had the same sort of embarras-
sing experience. Anyway to sum
up it's essential to read if you
intend to do all sorts of musical
sessions. Somehow everything
seems easier if it's written down
and you can almost understand it.

Normally on recordings I find
it's better to underplay rather than
overplay, that's to say don't play
two beats if one will sound better.

It's the drummer who draws
attention to the punctuation marks
of a song by fills and accents or,
more importantly, by tacets. Some-
times it's what you leave out that
makes all the difference. The
acoustics of most studios tend
not to flatter the drummer's
sound - he has to work really
hard to get a percussive sound,
especially if he has a single
headed kit. The music tends to be
much neater and more concise if
the drums aren't overplayed. Any-
thing the drummer plays on record
(or elsewhere) sounds better if
it's played positively. Get in there
and play it with confidence even
if you are wrong at first. It's better
to be positively wrong rather than
almost right. Henrit's second law.

LISTEN
Finally, listen to and watch as

many drummers as you can (bad
ones as well as good), copy them
unashamedly but adapt their ideas
to your own style. There's no copy-
right on drum styles or techniques
and you're fortunate these days in
having so many good players to
emulate. Remember half -an -hours
applied drum thinking is more
beneficial than two bored hours of
practice.

Orthodox Grip
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The EV Eliminator...
Ci)The first Eliminator was built to
prove a point. Because young mu-

sicians, in a search for more volume,
were literally driving the guts out of
some very good speakers mounted in
some very poor enclosures.

It started an intensive investigation
into the failure of speakers (ours and
the competition) used by guitars and or-
gans. The testing was very rugged. For
instance, we 'took miles of high-speed
motion pictures while test speakers de-
stroyed themselves with sound.

We found out a lot about how to im-
prove our speakers. But we also learned
that by simply putting our SRO/15
speaker in a folded horn enclosure we
created a combination that was unbeat-
able for efficiency, high power handling
capacity, low distortion, and extended
bass. It was an important first step.

Of course, this now meant we needed
a solid high end. So we added the time -

tested 1829 treble driver and 8HD horn,
or (optionally) a T25A treble driver plus
a pair of T35 super tweeters. These com-
binations were a revelation to Musicians.
They got more sound power per watt
than they thought possible. And 'they
could use the Eliminator for both vocals
or instruments.

But we weren't quite satisfied. If the
Eliminator was good for popular music,
what would it do 'with other kinds of
programme material? So we tested it in
good rooms and bad rooms. With test
instruments and with live audiences.

For example, in one test installation
in a difficult domed building, four E -V
Eliminator I speakers far out performed
an elaborate multicell installation in nat-
uralness of sound for voice and music,
in uniform sound pressure level through-
out the listening area, and in the ability
to reproduce the extremes of loudness
of a big, driving jazz band with ease.

Granted, the E -V Eliminators have a
flash of chrome. But don't be misled.
They perform to beat the band. And
they solve problems.

Get turned on to .the great sound of
the E -V Eliminators today.

ELIMINATOR 1 (3 -way system) £260

ELIMINATOR 2 (2 -way system) £220

DIVISION OF

Gulton Europe Limited
The Hyde, Brighton BN2 4JU
Telephone 0273 66271 Telex; 87172
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MAN just may be the original band on the run. Ever since their
inception in the autumn of 1968, Man have set a frantic pace

which has gradually become their life style.
The personnel changes in the band would do an international

football side justice. Amicable partings they may be, but their
frequency - Deke Leonard reckons that Man have changed mem-
bers every six months - is attributable to one thing - the road.

And yet, as Deke Leonard says 'We're always on the road, and
it suits us. Whenever we have a lay-off, the band drifts apart.'

To anyone unfamiliar with Man, all this could sound like a con-
tradiction. But in fact, Man is more of a life style, more of a
musical existence than a band. Regardless of changes, departures
and reunions, this feeling of an idea and the various musicians
who subscribe to it has risen steadily in terms of album sales
and audience numbers. Now, after perhaps 1,000 gigs and a total
of 12 albums (which includes the work of Deke Leonard's solo
effort), Man are bubbling somewhere just below the bottom of
the charts. And are they concerned ?

No, not much. The road is the life for them. Some bands have a
destination in mind, a place, a status, a market, if you will, where
they know they can sell themselves.

Other bands, Man among them, just go out and do what they
do, or rather do what they enjoy doing, and leave it up to the public
to choose them. That takes time.

And time is one thing that the current Man line-up are prepared
to take. With Deke on lead guitar and sharing the vocals with
Mickey Jones on rhythm guitar, Ken Whaley on bass and Terry
Williams on drums, Man are all set to attack the charts at their
own pace.

Thus, it should surprise no-one that Man can call their eleventh
album Slow Motion.

STEADY GROWTH
'It more or less describes our progress up to now,' Deke told

me with an unapologetic grin. 'Our growth has been steady, we've
built up audiences of Man freaks gradually, in spite of not having
management that could pump a lot of money into the band early
on, in spite of a lack of hype, and with some really primitive gear
at the beginning.'

The italics in the paragraph above are mine and, as I discovered,
Deke's as well.

Would he have preferred to have money early on to back his
fledgling ventures, and for a bit of promotion? 'Yeah. It would have
helped. So many times when we were recording I would think to
myself "This track could really use an Echoplex". We've got that
and quite a lot of stuff now, but at the time it would have made
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a lot of difference.' Even now, one gathers, a bit more financial
success would hardly hurt Man. While I was waiting for Deke
Leonard to turn up, I heard one of his roadies and a management
representative arguing about whether it was worthwhile to get
the band a synthesizer - not buy, but hire.

There's no money to be had on the road, according to Deke.
'Most of what we make touring goes back into equipment.' The
pace at which Man tour is very hard on equipment. In their recent
tour with Badfinger, their P.A. was running an average of eight
hours a night.

So they may be a good band that's bubbling at the bottom of
the indices of success in spite of themselves, in spite of their
preference for the road. But if they can crack the top, there won't
be too many complaints.

What, I wondered, is it that makes a band a success. Besides
good music, besides good records, and besides the basic desire ?

'Well, I think it's the image more than anything. A band like
Crosby Stills Nash and Young for instance. They had been around
separately for a long time, making good music, but they just got
together at the right time and caught the mood of the public.'

There is more to image than that of course. There is, in the end,
marketing something attractive. Like a stage show, for instance.
Which is, I might add, one of the aspects of Man which most of the
music papers criticise. They just don't do anything, you know?

I mean, they just go on in anything, Levis and T-shirts even. And
they don't move around too much.

They just sort of play their songs.
They don't bring motorcycles on stage, and they don't throw

glitter at the audience.
They just play.
So how can they expect to make it to the top, or even into the

bottom of the charts? What will they look like, should they stumble
on to Top Of The Pops?

Probably like a bunch of Welsh musicians, which of course is
exactly what they are. What a peculiar idea! What kind of an image
is that? I mean, you don't just slog around on the road for six years,
playing 100 gigs a year punctuated by a couple of frantic two week
breaks spent in the recording studios if you want to get to the top,
do you?

L. -R. Mickey Jones, Terry Williams,

What sort of divine fools have I talked to? What brand of pro-
tracted, painful innocence is this? Surely anyone in the business
now knows that you have to have a gimmick.

I mean, if you want to make it to the City of Success, all you
need is to find the right motorway, follow the signposts and you'll
get there. Unless you have a breakdown or doze off at the wheel.

I give up. Man must have spent enough time on the move to
know that motorways can be pretty boring, regardless of the
splendour at the end.

PRETTY BIZARRE
So they have settled for something else. A good road all their

own, without signposts or maps or even a really familiar bend of
any kind. They don't even know where it's going.

'You've got to do what you believe in; life can be pretty bizarre
and there are a lot of things that you can't rationalise, you've just
got to go on and live with them. 'Bands are as different as the
people in them, and I don't really think that we could do anything
that wasn't really us.'

But, the audience ... won't they want something special? 'People
have an idea of us as being heavy, I guess - that's what they say
anyway.' They also say that they like Man - most of the gigs are
packed, and, as I said before, the venues they can play now are
limited by their own popularity.

Someone, then, is listening to Man, and what a queer bunch they
must be. People who like to go out and just hear music; not a
happening, mind you, but quite good, professional music, made by
people who like playing it, who enjoy like entertaining an audience.

The only possible good that come out of this rather stubborn
approach to life - imagine doing what you want to do for a career -
is success of a major scale. Man could become one of the lucky
few bands to break into the charts, and the public consciousness,
by doing things their way.

It could just be the 'gimmick' that will make them. If it doesn't,
then you can just about be sure that one form or another of Man
will be playing the various Greyhounds, Locarnos and Meccas of
Britain, without too many complaints. And just think - it's all up to
you whether or not they make it.

Ken Whaley and Deke Leonard
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By JAMES LYNTON

NOW that the dust has settled
over the Crosby, Stills, Nash

& Young Wembley supershow,
where in excess of 70,000 turned
out to see the Woodstock wonder
boys do their stuff and ride off
happily into the distance again, it's
an ideal time to reflect, not on how
the band shaped up but more
important how one vital com-
ponent of the line-up continued
on his long road to near perfection.
Neil Young, the tall, shuffling,
laconic Canadian who fits the
reluctant superstar role better
than anyone you know.

Oh yes, he's improving on that
so they say, still can't find anything
to say to reporters, in fact he never
could but Neil's certainly a

changed man, musically at least.
He's grown since those early
times in the mid- Sixties with
Buffalo Springfield, the music,
writing style and singing haven't
changed dramatically they've just
grown, grown to the proportions
that put Neil way up there among
the most talented rock arid rollers.

But the rise hasn't been gradual
he's been one hell of a musician
for years now, the proceas has just
edged him further away from the
commonplace into the realms of
the very special. It's been some-
thing he's been able to control, at
least it seems that way. He's work-

ed with a handful of musicians and
producers over the years to create
a feel that's grown and the lack of
frantic switching and changing
the people around him has helped.

OK so you can't mistake
Young's music, some might refer
to it as stylised, boring and
wimpish but the facts speak for
themselves, he's maintained stand-
ard and musicianship that the rest
of the 'band' - Crosby, Stills &
Nash and others - have found
virtually impossible to keep pace
with.

HANGUPS
From the outset Neil has been,

because of his own self doubts
and hangups and the full scale ego
battles that finally split the original
CSN &Y team, the man at the back,
the odd ball in shades singing the
weird songs, a guy who fitted
uncomfortably in the superstar
system, but look at his record sales
and the story's a lot different.

Buffalo Springfield was Young's
first real testing ground and in the
company of some excellent rivals
his talents began to stir right away.
The band were looked on in the
States as one of the most exciting
and creative of the period and
Neil's contribution, along with
Steve Stills, Richie Furay later
Poco and now in the highly
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thought of Souther, Hillman,
Furay band), Dewey Martin and
Bruce Palmer (later replaced by
Jim Messina), was as singer, pro-
ducer, writer and guitarist. Neil
Young's careful climb had begun.

Perhaps the most typical Young
song during these days was
Broken Arrow, a number that he
could include on one of his latest
albums and it wouldn't be out of
place. It's all there, Neil's fine
sense of orchestration and drama-
tics, simple but powerful guitar
and the down, almost languid
vocals mould perfectly to create a
song that some five -years on is
simple but beautiful.

Out on his own Young started
his solo recording career with
Neil Young and some of the names
his followers would grow to come
to expect on his later albums
appeared. The highly talented
Jack Nitzsche from Springfield
days, David Briggs and manager
Eliott Roberts. By the time the
second of Young's six solo
albums hit the market he was on
the way up and Everybody Knows
This Is Nowhere with Crazy Horse
sold over a million copies.

This fine album was produced
by Young and Briggs and the
Crazy Horse line-up was one to
be respected, Danny Whitten
(guitar), Ralph Molina (drums),

Billy Talbot (bass) and Neil also
on guitar. The NY guitar style was
beginning to gain some real
strength by this album too and,
along with his writing, marked
Young as something of a big star
in his own right without really
hitting the big time - yet.

Everyone Knows contained
some classic Young tracks like
Cinnamon Girl and Cowgirl In
The Sand but what was to come
was really going to outstrip these
first two albums. After The Gold-
rush was his third 'solo' and this
one really started to turn Young
into the superstar he was always
destined to be, much against his
will it seems.

STYLE
The album started to get near

the 2 -million mark and it was
achieved with virtually the same
style and approach Neil had been
employing since Springfield days.
The writing, playing and produc-
tion was all improved but the
initial source could be easily
recognised. Briggs and Neil pro-
duced again and along to help out
Crazy Horses were Stills, pianist/
guitarist Nils Lofgren and Greg
Reeves (who also worked a while
in the CSN &Y team).

The fragility of Young's vocals
was nowhere better illustrated
than on the title track and in fact
this album shows the full range of
emotions from Neil. This album
perhaps shows the man at one of
his lowest but most creative ebbs,
incredibly moving songs like Don't
Let It Bring You Down and Birds
highlighting Young's writing
talents. But there's love songs too
and the powerful and deep felt
Southern Man.

A track that could be Neil's
best known piece of writing, in the
States at least, that movingly tells
of the repression, murder and
general mistreatment of blacks by
the whites in the Southern states.
The mood is malevolent, the
rhythm section and electric guitar
used so well that you can almost
feel the charge of fear and excite-
ment in the air.

Goldrush, and most of the
songs, had been inspired by the
Dean Stockwell -Herb Berman
screenplay After The Goldrush
and apart from the feeling that
comes through there's also
stronger signs of the early pro-
gression solidifying into some-
thing Neil had been working on for
a long time. The album doesn't
contain a weak track and Young
moves around among the mu-
sicians he knows with a growing
self assurance and ease.

That was in 1970 but Neil's
fourth album Harvest didn't hit

until '72 but it was his biggest
seller to date, the accumulative
effect of those earlier outstanding
albums had taken and the sales
soared over the 2 -million mark.
Obviously the tie up with the
CSN &Y roadshow helped but you
can't help feeling that such is
Young's talent it would have
happened anyway.

There's a much more down
home, funky feel about the
Harvest album, perhaps a reaction
to the slickness of CSN &Y work-
ings, and the appearance of the
Stray Gators helps this feel. The
familiar name of Nitzsche is there
again on piano and slide, Ben
Keith (steel) and the highly rated
Nashville team of Kenny Buttrey
(drums) and Tim Drummond
(bass), who'd played in the distant
past with Conway Twitty in the
good old days and James Brown.

Again the brilliant tracks clock
up, Alabama, Heart Of Gold, A
Man Needs A Maid and the help
of producers Nitzsche, Eliott Mazer
and Henry Lewy, Young got
another beautifully balanced set.
An album that had all the touching
dramatics of Maid and the throw-
away lightness of Out On The
Weekend and still Neil managed
to jack up his performance by just
another notch, the improvement,
not as rapid as before, continued.

By this time CSN&Y was just a
memory and Stray Gators much
more a reality, so much so that
Neil decided to get back on the
road, try and loosen himself up a
piece and get to know his public
again. But Neil bit off a little more
than he could comfortably chew
and the ensuing six or eight
months did not go at all well for
his career.

CAPACITY
He and the Gators - Nitzsche,

Drummond, Keith and Johnny
Barbata (drums) called in on over
sixty towns and cities in three
months, working the big 15,000-
20,000 capacity halls and the
schedule and other things started
to wear Young down noticeably.
Young had also completed a film
Journey Through The Past which
he failed to get a distributor for
and the accompanying theme
album didn't take off in the NY
tradition at all.

Time for the fifth album to be
released (if you don't count
Journey, which most don't) and
it was back to Mazer to help out
on production. Titled Time Fades
Away it was recorded live on the
Gators' tour and took in gigs at
Seattle, San Diego, Oklahoma,
Cleveland, etc. and, like the later
Young albums, took a bit of
getting into.

This one didn't jump up at you
instantly and say 'POW! I'm a

Neil Young record, listen!', it was
a much longer affair of having to
get to know the songs and come
back regularly to check out new
angles that you'd missed first time
round.

After hitting Britain, Neil had
an album planned called Tonight's
The Night but it was scrapped, he
had worked with the Crazy Horse
line-up and got a very funky old
club feel according to bassist
Drummond but the final results
did'nt suit Neil at all. A rest, father-
hood and by the time the Spring
of '74 had rolled round On The
Beach was in the can and plans
for the CSN&Y reunion were
blowing hot.

On The Beach captured the new
Neil Young attitude, more out-
going, more in the limelight
approach and the distillation of
his guitar style. Everyone had
thought Young was a pretty mean
player but Beach proved he'd
moved past that and could rival
the best players around, at any
level. The line-up was familiar,
Briggs, Keith, Drummond, Billy
Talbot, Ralph Molina all cropping
up along with Nash & Crosby and
two Band members Danko and
Helm in the rhythm section chair.

Again this was an album that
you had to listen to to fully under-
stand, it bristled with more get up
and go and wit than most Young
fans expected, but you had to give
it a dozen or so plays before the
sheer depth and beauty filtered
through, especially the Young
guitar pieces. Walk On, Motion
Pictures and See The Sky About
To Rain are all instant Young
classics but the title track, with the
most underplayed and meaningful
guitar you'll hear anywhere, is

captivating and moving.
So, despite the reported over-

night change, Neil Young remains
the reluctant up fronter. On the
reunion tour he turned up on
stage in St. Paul in front of nearly
20,000 in patched cord trousers
and a Buick service jacket and the
traditional shades but played with
a vigour and dash that few had
seen since those mix -Sixties.

Young's career, with the CSN &Y
get together, this new found ease
and the On The Beach release is
ever closing in on the full fruition
of his myriad talents, When you
hear people speak about the
leaders of rock and roll, Wonder,
McCartney, Joni Mitchell and the
likes, remind them of Neil Young,
a name that won't be left out of
any history of the music, a music
he's help elevate and retain at an
outstandingly high level.

Remember the name.
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ALBUM OF THE MONTH

THE ROLLING STONES IT'S ONLY ROCK'N'ROLL ROLLING STONES
COC 59103

If you've been waiting for the Stones to regain their old fire, this is it.
It's amazing how unchanged the band sound. I recall them playing at the Richmond venues in 1964 and

their sound was exactly the same as on this album. That's not a criticism, it's a compliment to their ability
to keep things together. Not because of the simplistic approach they consciously adopt, it's because they've
managed to still make it sound like they mean it.

There's some really fabulous guitar work from Keith Richard and Mick Taylor - especially on the first
track If You Can't Rock Me and the whole album is one of crushing guitar licks and very heavy chord work.

Bill Wyman's bass is as powerful as it's ever been, listen to the way he and Charlie work on Dance Little
Sister and you'll remember how a group should be.

When I first heard the single track It's Only Rock 'n' Roll I was a little disappointed, but the album holds
far greater tracks than this.

Ain't Too Proud To Beg, If You Really Want To Be My Friend are as good as anything the 'Golden Years'
produced. Long live the Stones, with albums this good, you've really no need of superlatives. Just hear the
album. R.H.

VARIOUS ARTISTS ANOTHER SATURDAY NIGHT OVAL OVL 3001
This is a collection of finger -picked acoustic guitar pieces which should appeal to anyone with a liking

for the country blues.
The legendary Rev. Gary Davis contributes two of the tracks: Swingin' Blues, and a fine interpretation of

Darktown Strutters Ball. The latter has also been recorded by Tex Isley of North Carolina, who may well
have gained his inspiration from Davis's version. Although the Davis tracks lack the polish of the others,
they are compensated by an individuality and indefinable 'feel' for the material that one normally finds in
artists of his stature and influence.

His one-time pupil, and probably the best known of white blues -pickers, Stefan Grossman plays two
bottleneck pieces: an unfortunately instrumental -only version of Sonny Boy Williamson's Good Morning
Little Schoolgirl and Tell Me Baby, which Stefan tells us (on the sleeve) is 'after the playing of King Solomon
Hill, a mysterious figure'. He even obligingly goes as far as to give the number of the original recording.

Roy Bookbinder sings and plays three numbers in an orthodox but competent manner, the most interesting
one being an old minstrel song, / Got Mine.

A contemporary influence is noticeable in Delta Swing, a dextrously picked track by Larry Sandberg 'an
original instrumental in the delta (i.e. Mississippi Delta) style'.

The artist that I was the most impressed by is Woody Mann, whose driving vocal and instrumental style
lies somewhere between the city and the sticks. Woody is heard to best advantage on Who's Been Here,
which contains some powerful 'spat out' vocals and a particularly outstanding guitar break. D.R.

JOHN DENVER BACK HOME AGAIN RCA APLI 0548
Here's a record to make tired roadies wish they'd thought ahead and put some money in the building

society. John Denver seems to inhabit a different kind of world to most of the other artists and bands on
the road. His is super clean, detergent fresh, he is all shining face and gleaming smile and his songs are a
celebration of down home life on the farm and the good things of nature.

As such, you either love him or hate him. His high, pure voice is perfect for his melodic tunes. The lyrics
on this album are all about different aspects of being a country boy, from the humorous, in Grandma's
Feather Bed, the romantic, in Annie's Song, This Old Guitar and It's Up To You, life on the farm in Thank
God I'm A Country Boy, Back Home Again and Matthew.

Sweet Surrender is another celebration of the freedom of country life, like It's Up To You and Cool An'
Green An' Shady, but ifs one of the strongest songs on the album, with the chorus repeated and gradually
built up. Thank God I'm A Country Boy is also very well arranged, starting off with just Denver's voice and
handclaps to keep the rhythm and then breaking out into country style fiddles and guitars on the appropriate
verse where 'I pull out my fiddle and rosin up the bow'.

Milton Okun has done a very smooth production job on this album. A lyric sheet is included, which is a
thoughtful accompaniment to these sing -along numbers. L.R.
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CAN LIMITED EDITION UNITED ARTISTS USP 103
Creative genius or cacophonous row? A brilliant example of modern musicianship or a sick joke at the

expense of the record -buying public and the vinyl shortage? Whichever way you hear them Can, from
Germany, cannot be ignored.

Personally I think they are a joke - with titles like Ethnological Forgery Series Nos. 7, 27 7 30, Mother
Upduff and Blue Bag (Inside Paper) - 'Blue -blue bag, nothing you got today, blue -blue bag cry forever,
blue -blue bag, inside paper, inside the paper nothing to do, what you got ?' they have to be. However, it's
a joke that's motivated by pure genius that lies somewhere between the realms of jazz-rock, Wild Man
Fisher, Stomu Yamash'ta or an evening with Edgar Allan Poe.

Perhaps it gets closest to some of Yamash'ta's work, with imaginative use made of percussion, rhythmic
patterns and bass lines amongst the weird and off-key horn sounds.

The album has something of an erotic quality about it, at the same time being an invitation to a ride on a
musical nightmare - in effect it may literally 'blow your mind' to use a well-worn phrase, or, leave you
completely out in the cold. Can can certainly be taken seriously, but keep a tongue in the cheek at the same
time if you don't want to be labelled pretentious. D.R.

MIKE AULDRIDGE BLUES AND BLUEGRASS SONET SNTF 673
Mike Auldridge has firmly established himself as a leading exponent of the Dobro, and this his second

album (issued in the US on Takoma Records) proves it.
Recordings on which the Dobro is the principal instrument run the risk of monotony, but Auldridge's skill

and versatility combined with the varied choice of material ensure that this is not the case here. Some of the
credit must go to the first-class musicians backing him up - these include John Duffey, Vassar Clements, Rick
Skaggs, Doyle Lawson and Paul Craft, all well known in this particular sphere.The line-up varies considerably
from track to track but the mix is constantly successful, with the exception perhaps of Walk Don't Run which
I feel was the one mistake. It's played OK but that particular number equals The Ventures as far as I'm con-
cerned. It's rock and roll and is best left as such.

The title of the album is a bit misleading - it's difficult to put a finger on the material, but there's very little
that falls within the context of negro blues as played by the likes of Fred McDowell, Robert Johnson, Elmore
James & Co. Two tracks that are likely to appeal to the blues fan are Strutting The Blues and Everybody Slides,
but 12 -bar E -A -E -B -E- sequences are avoided. Numbers such as Bottom Dollar, Summertime and the
Beatle-ish Killing Me Softly might be classified as blues in a more general sense though, and the last two
mentioned are particularly well -handled.

Blues is a contributory factor in bluegrass music however, and certain tracks such as New Camptown
Races, Eight More Miles To Louisville and Panhandle Blues fall into the bluegrass category. Other tracks
are outside it, but despite this, if you want to hear the Dobro played with flair and imagination, Auldridge
is your man. D.R.
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SAILOR SAILOR EPIC 80337
A potted version of the long, interesting story behind this band is that the idea of a band called Sailor

originated in Paris in 1936, where groups of musicians used to play in a small, smoky club called Le Matelot,
which, as anyone with a smattering of French will know, means The Sailor. The English name was adopted
in 1939 and many famous musicians passed through the ever changing line-up. Unfortunately in 1971 the
club burned down but these last four of the musicians managed to keep in touch.

The concept of the album was originally intended as a rock opera set in the red-light district. The album
traces a sailor's life from the traffic jams of the city - the number Traffic Jam is out as a single and getting
a lot of airplay - out onto the deep blue sea, where Blue Desert mirrors his loneliness in his cabin with Betty
Grable pin-ups on the wall, then we get a tour of the red-light districts of Amsterdam and Paris, a hymn
of praise to the girls, plus many well -observed details of cafe and city life.

It's one of the most interesting albums I've heard in a long while, not only in the subject matter and variety
of the songs, which are all extremely well constructed and contain at least two more potential singles, but
in the unusual instrumental line-up. All the songs are written by the Norwegian, Georg Kajanus, who plays
12 -string guitars and sings the lead vocals. Henry Marsh plays accordion, nickelodeon and piano, Grant
Serpell plays drums and percussion and Philip Pickett bass, nickelodeon and piano. You'll notice that there's
no electric lead guitar.

You'll never have heard a sound quite like this unusual combination of instruments. The guys' voices
blend beautifully and listening to this album is a totally fascinating experience. L.R.

LES PAUL & MARY FORD THE VERY BEST OF ... EMI CAPITOL
E -ST 23321

Yes, this is the face that launched a million guitars, the one and only original Les Paul himself. Les never
dreamed of the extent to which his guitar would become popular, or of the music that people would one day
play on it.

Les's ability to make his guitar 'speak' in a way different to any other marks him as one of the greatest
innovators in guitar history and he was probably the first man to properly exploit the potential of the Echoplex
and multi -tracking techniques. These recordings have obviously dated some with the passing of years, but
far, far less than most of the pop that was around in the pre- rock and roll era, which proves that Les was
certainly ahead of his time. I'd even go as far as to say that some of Les Paul's licks could well have influenced
Chuck Berry - listen to Bye Bye Blues, Goofus and Jealous for example.

Mary Ford, Les's mellifluously -voiced partner provides the icing on the cake but on the duet tracks (many
of the 16 tracks are instrumental and feature Les on his own) both are complementary, neither attempting
to steal the show. Mary and Les could certainly sing and play the blues when they wanted to, listen to St.
Louis Blues, it's superb.

It seems odd in view of its recent popularity, that Vaya Con Dios sounds the most old-fashioned
tracks (it is also the schmaltziest). Alex Harvey fans will no doubt recognise The Carioca, recently revived by
Zal Cleminson and I wouldn't mind betting he got it from Les Paul

One black mark goes to Capitol for giving us no information whatsoever about the recordings, bar the
composers' names. Are there any L.P. & M.F. fans amongst our readers who can supply some?

The recordings have been re -channelled for stereo effect but it's been done well and they don't seem to
have suffered as a result.

Some of the better -remembered titles included here are I'm Sitting On Top Of The World, Nola, Bye Bye
Blues, The World Is Waiting For The Sunrise and How High The Moon - an old 78 copy of the latter, bought
at a jumble sale for 3d has been a treasured item in my record collection for many years and this album will
be the same. Incidentally, who wouldn't like to get their hands on that nice little Gibson pictured in triplicate
on the cover ?I D.R.

VARIOUS ARTISTS SOME PEOPLE PLAY GUITAR ... KICKING MULE SNKF102
One of the most interesting releases (and a bargain -priced one at that) to fall into my hands recently is

this first Oval L.P. compiled by Charlie Gillett and Gordon Nelki.
This album of modern specialist recordings almost takes the form of a modern 'field trip', presenting

recordings issued on small labels in Louisiana which would otherwise remain unheard this side of the
Atlantic - and probably in most of the States as well.

The cuts are all by 'obscure' artists and fall into two distinct categories: 'cajun' which has been popular
in the Louisiana area for many years (heard here in its most commercial form) and could loosely be described
as French country music and 'bayou' which owes more than a little of its origin to soul music.

Anyone with an interest in these fields or rock and roll and blues will probably find this disc worth a listen
and may well wind up being 'sold' on either or both of the two styles represented. There seems to be a long -
overdue trend developing now towards leaving mono alone, and the dread 'mono enhanced for stereo' trap
has been avoided.

The title track is the Sam Cooke hit (recently revived by Cat Stevens) sung by a Mr. Clint West - this one
falls into the bayou category and features some good sax work. Clint West also appears in duet with Tommy
McLain on a very soulful Try To Find Another Man. Two other outstanding tracks are McLain's Before I Grow
Too Old and Rufus Jagneaux's Downhome Music which sounds so Stones one wonders if the name is
more than coincidence!

Turning to the Cajun material, which is largely distinguished by French lyrics and accordion - yes,
accordion, for my money Belton Richard's mournful Cajun Fugitive is the best track (cha-cha-cha ending
excepted), though it bears more than a passing resemblance to Merle Haggard's C & W hit Branded Man.
Johnnie Allen runs it very close with an instrumentally different but creditable version of Chuck Berry's
Promised Land. Just to confuse matters Two Steps De Bayou Teche by Austin Pitre is in fact Cajun despite
its title, and although the fiddle playing on this leaves something to be desired, it is a good piece, representative
of the more traditional cajun music. D.R.
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THE LAW'S ON YOUR SIDE !
I T'S nice to know that

the House of Lords is on
your side! And if you're
wondering what that dis-
tinguished collection of
titled gentlemen have got to
do with the music business
- the answer is a great deal
because the House recently
had to decide whether a
publishing contract was fair
or not to the songwriter -
who just happened to be
Tony Macaulay, the very
successful composer of
such hits as: Love Grows
Where My Rosemary Goes,
Baby Now That I've Found
You, and Let The Heart-
aches Begin.

Fortunately for Tony, the
huge royalties that he
earned from his many hits
gave him the money to en-
able him to continue fight-
ing this important case for
seven long years and the
final result was that the
House of Lords decided that
no publishing company
could ask any young song-
writer to sign over all his
songs for many years to
come.

In other words, if any
budding songwriter has
signed such a contract and
now feels that he has given
the publisher in question
ample time to have sold his
songs - which would
normally be between 18
months and two years - he
is entitled to go to that pub-
lisher and say that he wants
them to let him have his
copyright back again.

The dispute made history
because it was the first
time that a case involving
the music business had
ever reached the House of
Lords and also the first time
a case had been fought on

HOUSE OF LORDS

GIVES VERDICT IN FAVOUR

OF YOUNG SONGWRITERS
the 'restriction of trade'
point since 1816.

How did Tony Macaulay
get into such a situation in
the first place? The answer
is in exactly the same way
that hundreds of other
songwriters do every year.
They simply approach a

publisher, play him their
songs and end up over the
moon when the publisher
asks them to sign a

contract.
'I started writing songs

in the early 60's,' Tony said
'because I found I wasn't
much good in groups. I

trekked up and down Den-
mark Street with the tapes,
the way all writers do, but
I couldn't find anyone who
was interested in my
songs.'

Then a chance came for
him to work as a promo-
tions man for Essex Music
and later he was given a
year to prove himself as a
record producer with Pye
Records. Within six months
he had his first hit record -
with a song he'd written
several years earlier.

'I should think my first
ten hits were all songs
which I'd been trying to sell
for some time - things like
Baby, Now That I've Found
You and Let The Heartaches
Begin, for instance.' In the
end Tony claims that he
was the one who got those
songs off the ground. He

had to do a lot of the spade-
work, getting his own mat-
erial recorded and plugged.

What most aspiring
songwriters don't realise is
that a publishing contract
doesn't mean very much
these days. The thing that
matters above all is to get
your material recorded -
then you can start to hope
for a big hit. Even persuad-
ing a local group to sing
some of your songs matters
far more than signing some
nebulous piece of paper and
sitting at home waiting for
it all to start happening.

IN-HOUSE
Once you've got someone
interested in recording one
of your songs, that's the
time to go through the for-
mality of sorting out which
publishing company to sign
with.

Of course, there are good
publishers and bad publish-
ers. The good ones really do
try hard to get a writer's
songs recorded, but even
this age-old function of the
publisher is dying out, and
is fast being superseded by
a new development - what
Tony Macaulay describes
as the 'in-house situation' -
whereby the artist, produ-
cer, publisher, and record
company are all under one
roof, so to speak. This has
reached such a stage that
about 90 per cent of British

chart hits come from in-
house operations.

It is now much more im-
portant for the writer to
take his songs straight to a
company which can record
them, than to an indepen-
dent publisher. And, as for
signing his songs to the
worst type of publisher -
he'd be better off to give up
altogether!

Some publishing con-
tracts can tie a writer down
for a number of years dur-
ing which he cannot offer
his work to anyone else.
That is what is meant by
'restraint of trade'. And
even worse, there is no
onus on the publisher to do
anything with those songs,
so the situation can easily
develop where the songs
sit mouldering in a drawer
for years until suddenly the
writer becomes popular as
an artist, or by his own
efforts gets a top artist in-
terested in recording a

song. Then it's bonanza day
for the publisher. He can
get out all those old songs
for which he has done noth-
ing and start reaping un-
merited rewards.

This was the sort of con-
tract Tony Macaulay signed
when he was only 21 and
as he says, 'I was a lot less
naive than many other
people because I was al-
ready in the music busi-
ness. So if it hooked me it
would hook anyone'. The
agreement was to last for
five years, to be extended
to ten years if in that five
years the writer earned
over £5,000 from his songs.
But £1 ,000 per year isn't
very much considering that
a top ten hit can earn you
more than that in a few
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weeks.
Although there was a

clause in the contract which
allowed the publishing
company to terminate the
agreement by giving one
month's notice, there was
no similar clause allowing
Tony Macaulay to do the
same. There was also no
clause stating that the pub-
lisher was under any obli-
gation to try to get any of
Tony Macaulay's songs re-
corded.

When you realise exactly
what it means it sounds
dreadful, doesn't it! Yet this
is the sort of contract that
has been standard through-
out the business for a long
time, although some com-
panies have included
clauses in their contract
that are fairer to the writer,
in that they let him have his
songs back if, after a cer-
tain length of time, nothing
has happened to them.

For a long time the Song-
writer's Guild has been
campaigning for a new
standard contract which
will automatically allow the
writer to have his songs
back after a period of two
years, if in that time they
have not been recorded,
broadcast or the like and if
he actually asks for them
back. If he doesn't request
their return, they will stay
with the publisher for the
length of the contract.

FAIRNESS
Other people are now

beginning to see the fair-
ness of this and the Music
Publishers' Association has
been meeting to discuss
the designing of a new con-
tract which will be fair to
writer and publisher alike.

The final commendation
for a re -think throughout
the industry was the deci-
sion of the House of Lords
who saw a contract such as
the one Tony Macaulay
signed as completely crip-
pling a young writer's
talents. The fact that he
could be tied up in such an
agreement for ten years or
even longer in the case of
some other publisher's con-
tracts is unfair not only to
the writer but to the public
as well, who will be unable

to hear music which might
be really excellent if the
publisher sits tight and
does nothing to promote
the songs

The House of Lords also
viewed as unreasonable
any publishing contract that
didn't contain a clause by
which the publisher could
satisfy the writer that he
was going to do his best to
promote his songs.

Now that this case is
won, Tony Macaulay, along
with other top writers such
as Roger Cooke and Roger
Greenaway, Mitch Murray,
Andrew Lloyd Webber and
Tim Rice, is leading a cru-
sade to prevent this sort of
thing happening to other
young songwriters.

'One of the things that all
of us have been through to
a greater or lesser extent is
the business of signing up
to a publisher and then
having our songs sit around
for ages with nothing being

done for them. I'd like to
wipe this kind of publisher
out of the industry.'

He mentions several
things to watch out for if
you are going to sign a pub-
lishing contract, important
points which could affect
your future as a songwriter.

'Firstly, if you give your
songs to a publisher, be
sure to insist on a clause
being put in that states that
if the publisher doesn't
get some sort of coverage
of the song within, say,
eighteen months, you can
ask for the song back.'

LEGAL
(This is what the Song-
writer's Guild has been
campaigning for for years
and the M.P.A. are now ad-
vising should be included in
every contract.) 'An exclu-
sive agreement is perfectly
all right provided you can
get your songs back and
take them elsewhere if they

'Some publishing contracts can tie a
of years'

writer down for a number

are not going to be used.
'Secondly, from a legal

standpoint, you must make
sure that there is contained
in the contract some obli-
gation on the publisher to
do something, even if it
only says that he will use
his best endeavours.

'Thirdly, no contract that
lasts for longer than five
years can be considered
fair in this industry any
more. Management, pro-
duction and record con-
tracts never exceed five
years.'

This point goes for every-
one. No group member
wants to be tied to a mana-
ger he doesn't get on with,
no manager wishes to be
tied to a group who haven't
lived up to his expectations
and no group member
wants to be tied for years
to musicians he feels he
cannot work creatively with
any more.

'Fourthly, something I

consider very important is
that there should be some
kind of agreement that the
publisher spends money on
demo records. Once he's
spent his own money he'll
feel more like doing some-
thing with the material.'

What does Macaulay
consider is the best thing
for a new writer to do with
his songs?

DIVORCE
'I'd look around very

carefully, think of the kind
of producer and artist I

have respect for and take
my material to in-house
situations like RAK or
Cookaway for example,
one of those publishing
companies that is also a
record company. That way,
even if the writer is not
coming up with hits to
start with, he'll get LP
tracks or B sides.

'To sum um I don't think
the writer will ever be in as
much peril as he was hefore
this case was won. Now, a
legal precedent has been
established showing that
even if. to use the American
legal term, you are married
to a bad wife, you can still
get a divorce. A lot of new
writers should benefit from
my experience.'
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CUSTOM CUTTING TO THE
RECORD INDUSTRY

THE MASTER ROOM COMPANY
LIMITED

59/61 RIDING HOUSE STREET
W1P7PP

TEL01-637 2223/4
Enquiries to:

George Peckham or Tony Bridge



MASTERING THE CUTTING BUSINESS
A BOVE all The Master Room
r'N is a good idea - not a revo-
lutionary one - but a very good
idea.

The U.S. recording industry
has for a long while recorded in
one studio, mixed in another
studio and mastered in a third.
The Master Room is the U.K.'s
first fully independent mastering
operation and offers these exclus-
ive facilities to the public for the
first time. Now British producers
can take their master tapes to a
fully independent mastering studio
and know that they will have com-
plete control over the cut. More
important that they will know that
they can't find a better cut any-
where. That's what The Master
Room is aiming at.

Until recently anybody who
wanted the best cut available
would consider Apple studios
high on their list, and the two
cutting engineers at The Master
Room both helped to bring pro-
minence to the Beatles' company.

George Peckham runs the show
and controls the cutting oper-
ations. He used to be a member of
Merseyband the Fourmost until
he learned the trade of studio
engineer and joined Apple. Over
the years he became respected as
one of the finest disc cutters in
the industry and decided to
capitalise on his talent by going
independent. George prospered
in this role and it was during a
visit to the APRS show in 1973
that he met the man who was to
offer him the chance to turn his
talent into a business.

VENTURE
As George was wandering

round the show he met Freddie
Packham. Freddie has an involve-
ment with disc -cutting and studios
dating back a good few years and
he was on the look out for a new
venture in sound recording. Meet-
ing George supplied the answer.

'Pretty quickly we decided to

set up a completely independent
master studio,' said George. 'It
took us nearly a year to get the
whole thing together, but it's been
great fun.'

George decided he needed
another cutter and he looked
towards Apple again. One of the
most successful cutting engineers
there was Tony Bridge and he
agreed to join The Master Room.
Even before the official opening
date at the end of November, the
two were working all hours
possible on cutting.

'It's been a fantastic success
already,' said George, rather
pleased with himself. 'Work has
been flowing in. Tony and I have
naturally built up good relation-
ships with a number of clients and
I'm delighted to say that they're
bringing their business to us.'

Tony's background is that of
the classical engineer. He started
out at EMI.

'At EMI in those days you
started as a tape operator and

then moved up to being an assis-
tant engineer,' he said. 'After that
you went over to disc cutting and
learnt the basics of that. When I
got to disc cutting, I liked it so
much that I stayed there. I

desperately wanted to be a good
cutter and it was while I was
cutting for EMI that I was offered
the chance to join Apple.'

Now that most producers are
realising that the cut is as impor-
tant as any stage in the recording
process, the cutting engineer is
called on to be as interpretive as
the recording engineer. What are
the particular problems of cutting ?

'One of the main problems
today is the relatively untrained
engineer,' said George. 'Some of
the newer, smaller studios are
using engineers who've come
from bands who've got very good
ears and ideas but they don't
understand the needs of a cutting
engineer. Sometimes the producer

Continued on page 33

The Master Room Neumann Lathe
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"WeuseAmpex tape
for it's excellent frequency

response and low print through.
Another reason is the really

fantastic servicewe get
from Ampex."

George Peckham, Director& Chief Cutting Engineer.

11-11E MOISTIEU MOM
AMPEX
The Better Memory People

Fancy a Quick One?
Good ...
Now that we have your undivided attention
we should like to make a few cutting remarks
about the Master Room.

Firstly, it's worth taking your master there to be
cut. We have installed the latest in cutting
equipment and periphery to make this the most
modern in the world.

Secondly, the two cutting engineers namely
George Peckham and Tony Bridge must be the
finest all rounders in the business.
We wish them lots of luck.

Signed
Hugh Jarse - Director of Rumble

Below 10 Cm/S per second
at 1 kHz

THE JACKSON RECORDING COMPANY

LIMITED
Suppliers of Recording Equipment,

The Studio,
Rickmansworth,

Hertfordshire
Tel: Rickmansworth 72351

GRAND
SALE

16T drop in
Command Studios Ltd.,
201 Piccadilly,
London W1

on viewing days 4th, 5th, 6th December 1974
all serious bias welcome.

Write for list to:

Miss D. Stone,

Command Studios Ltd.,

201 Piccadilly,

London W1
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Tony Bridge

STUDIO SPOTLIGHT

Continued from page 31

gets carried away and tries to get
levels onto tape that just can't be
cut. If the engineer goes along
with him we end up with a tape
that really can't be cut - at least
not how it was recorded. It's not
just the level, it's more a question
of controlling the peaks. It's not
too hard for us to do that, but ideally
we shouldn't have to limit or
equalise a tape when we're cutting.
If an engineer has also done a
course in disc cutting he will
understand these problems and
ensure that the recordings are
OK for the cut.'

FACILITIES
Naturally The Master Room has

full facilities for adjusting the
sound on any recording, but the
minimum change is considered
the best.

The Master Room occupies the
ground floor and basement in a

listed building in Riding House
Street, London W.1. The imposing
premises were formally a large
photographic studio and there is
plenty of space left for expansion.

Things are going so well that

plans are already being laid for a
mix -down suite and a vocal/voice
over booth, but that's a little in the
future and that development will
be founded upon the continuing
success of the disc cutting oper-
ation.

'We think we're likely to be
popular just because of the lengths
we are prepared to go to. We will
cut, cut and cut again for the
customer who wants to get a

particular finished product.'
The Master Room is equipped

with the best cutting equipment
available, the lathe is a Neumann
UMS70 with a SX74 head and
the main tape machine is a

Studer. Full limiting, compressing,
eq and Dolby facilities are avail-
able and the monitors are giant
Telefunkens. The studio is restfully
decorated in brown and cream
with dimming spot lights and the
studio has an atmosphere con-
ducive to hard work over long
periods.

'For a long while the US market
has appreciated the need for
completely separate mastering,'
said George. 'Now it is the UK's
turn.'

George Peckham

CONGRATULATIONS FROM

oral
THE MASTER LACQUER

at the vital transfer from tape to disc
the MASTER ROOM prefer PYRAL

master recording blanks.

O

PYRAL master lacquers  cassettes
video tape  studio tape  magnetic film

PYRAL (U.K.) LTD. AIRPORT HOUSE,
PURLEY WAY, CROYDON, SURREY CRO OXZ
TELEPHONE : 01.681 2833 TELEX: 946670
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INSTRUMENTAL
MARSHALL FOR ELTON

MARSHALL have recently
supplied specially built

mixing equipment for Elton John
including a 30 -channel out -front
mixer and a 16 -channel on-
stage unit. The larger mixer has
facilities designed by Clive
Franks, Elton John's own sound
technician, and Marshall cir-
cuitry. It incorporates four
effects groups, eight sub-
groups, two outputs, switch -
able up to five -way crossover
with limiters on each output.
Metering is 'mainly P.P.M.'.

The 16 -channel foldback
mixer (16 in, four out) has each
channel switchable to any or all
of the six outputs. The circuitry
is based upon Marshall's stan-
dard production solid state
mixer, the Series 2 12 -channel

stereo mixer.
The latter features headphone

monitor module, echo and re -
verb module with echo send
and return volume controls, fold -
back output module (for stage
monitor amps) with presence
control, panning facilities and
master VU meters and type
XLR -3-32 600 ohm balanced
outputs located on the rear
panel. The channel output is
controlled by slider volume con-
trol and pan pot, with an in-
dividual VU meter on each
channel for pre -fade monitoring.
An internal reverb unit is fitted
with provision for external echo.

Routing facilities include
headphone, pre- and post -fade
listen, foldback volume control
and echo and reverb.

Marshall Series 2 12 -channel stereo mixer

Cetec into U.K.
CETEC, the American audio

%- systems manufacturers have
launched their first foray into the
UK market. The full range of
Cetec's consoles are now on
display to the public at the com-
pany's showrooms at 16 Uxbridge
Road, London W5. Cetec's exten-
sive range of consoles, which
include the Series 10 Broadcast
Consolex and the Series 20 Live
Media Console, now also includes
the Series 1204 Console, available
for the first time in Europe.

Managing director Brian Wills
old Beat Instrumental, 'this is the

first time that Cetec have made
their products available in this
country. Previously, the only other
European outlets were in France
and Italy. Now, they are fully
available to people in the UK'.

Cetec also offer a very wide
range of channel mixers, mixer
systems, programme amplifiers,
as well as the full range of Gauss
loudspeakers.

The newest addition to the
Cetec range is their 4" compressor
driver, which complements their
already popular range of bass
drivers.

NEWS
TRAFFIC
FREE R.S.D.
LONDON bands and musicians

will soon be able to visit
R.S.D's (Rotary Speaker Develop-
ments) new and very comprehen-
sive equipment store at 186-188
Kensington Church Street, due
to open by early December. 'It's
an ideal location for bands situated
between Shepherds Bush and
the West End,' comments man-
aging director Paul Dobson, 'They
can buy everything they want here
without getting bogged down
with traffic.'

There will be virtually two
shops in one, with a hire depart-
ment at the back of the premises,
in Rabbit Row. At 186 the shop
will stock practically everything for
on -the -road bands, including such
essential items as strings, drum-
sticks, plugs, sockets, replace-
ment speakers, horn drivers, tape
of various types, and specialised
hi-fi equipment. Various instru-
ments will also be available,
including Rickenbacker and John
Birch guitars, drums, mikes, stands,
guitar amps and standard cabinets
and a small selection of stage
lighting equipment.

R.S.D. are well known for their
specialised custom-built PA sys-
tems and this side of the business
will be handled at No. 188,
including speaker cabinets, mixers
and equipment designed for use
with bass guitar and organ. Other
manufacturers' gear will also be
on sale, together with R.S.D's
own range of electronic crossovers,
graphic equalisers, leads, multi -
cores, stage boxes and talk -back
sets.

The location of the shop - so
near to the centre of London yet

out of the most congested area
- should be very convenient.

R.S.D's sound experts also
offer technical information and
advice to musicians, bands, and
people interested in electronics.

Above the shop R.S.D. will be
opening a 'professional' showroom
for recording equipment. Items on
display will include monitors,
power amps, 24 -track tape ma-
chines and the new R.S.D. 24 -
track quadrophonic recording
desk. The latter incorporates many
facilities such as ten -band graphic
equaliser on each module, LED
displays, many effects sends and
multi -track routing.

Says Paul Dobson, 'there are a
number of studios in the area
which we hope will make use of
our convenient position and rapid
service'.

The R.S.D. hire company, man-
aged by Pete Coggins, will
operate a 24 -hour service with a
comprehensive range of equip-
ment available at a moment's
notice, from a 100 -watt PA up to
a 15,000 -watt system complete
with 30 -channel quadrophonic
desk. Drums, organs, standard
and specialised stage equipment,
mike stands and other accessories
can also be hired. The hire service
extends to full transport facilities
with hire trucks, road managers,
drivers, experienced sound engin-
eers 'a rare species', and tour
organisers who will cope with all
arrangements needed for the
largest tours and such hassles as
carnets.

Completing R.S.D's new com-
plex is the accounts department
above the shop where Rose Willis
'will attend to financial matters'.

4 -TRACK STUDIO
with a difference .

Chicory Tip - Edison Lighthouse and other name bands use us 'cos we
give them the Big 'Bellsy' Sound they want, for only

£5 per hour, £17 per 4 hours, £32 per 8 hours
we can get it for you.

CONTACT: Dave Tewes, D.T.S. Recording, 16 The Broadway, Maidstone, Kent.
Telephone: 670326

P.S. Large range of equipment always available for hire at very low rates.

WORCESTER RADIO WORCESTER PRODUCTIONS
MUSIC CENTRE
RUSSELL & DORRELL
HIGH STREET
WORCESTER
Tel: 20279 - 24 hr. Answering

21112

5 STAR
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

* 8 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
OPEN - 24 HRS. PER DAY -7 DAYS PER WEEK
MOOG - ORGAN - PIANO - ELECTRIC PIANO
£11 PER HOUR - BLOCK BOOKINGS BY
ARRANGEMENT
SESSION MUSICIANS AVAILABLE
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B.B. Beats the
Acoustic Problem

AMPLIFYING the acoustic
guitar has always been a

problem for the musician who
wants to reproduce the natural
sound of the instrument with an
even response over all of the
strings instead of just 'electrifying'
it. The alternatives are a contact
microphone, which can present
feedback problems, or playing the
instrument before a conventional
mike.

While the latter is probably the
best choice from the point of view
of reproduction, freedom of move-
ment is obviously restricted and
for the inexperienced, finding the
most suitable mike from the wide
choice available can present a

problem as well.
However, another solution is

offered by the new Barcus-Berry
transducer system which picks up
the vibrations of the instrument
itself and can be plugged into an
amplifier direct or via Barcus-
Berry's pre -amp' We recently had
the opportunity to try one of these
transducers and found that it
performed equally well with or
without the pre -amp, although it
was possible to obtain a greater

variety in sound via the dual hi/lo
impedance outputs (stereo model)
and the built-in controls for bass,
treble, depth and gain.

The actual transducer is only
about an inch long by I" wide,
and two fixing screws are provided
for locating the unit inside or
outside the body - although most
musicians will favour the bridge
where maximum vibrations occur.

Not everyone may want to install
the transducer permanently or use
screws on their guitar and Barcus-
Berry have taken this into account
by also providing special mastic
adhesive which they claim is
strong enough to hold the trans-
ducer in place but can be removed
after use without damaging the
finish.

Models are also available for
other instruments, including the
piano, and Davis & Son of
Harpenden who specialise in
pianos and are handling these
systems recommend the use of the
pre -amp with piano. Price of the
acoustic guitarrtansducer is £26.60
Further information is obtainable
from Davis & Son, 433 Luton
Road, Harpenden AL5 3QE.

0 0 0 0 00 0000 0
C:1

PLUG INTO
THE NEW
RANGE OF

H/H AMPS &
SPEAKERS

AT THE R.S.D.
RETAIL SHOP

Beyer Introduce New Headset
WEST German manufacturing

firm Beyer Dynamic were
showing a unique extra light
headset at the recent UK Audio
Fair. Known as the DT 302, it is
claimed to be substantially lighter
than other open-air phones, this
lightness being achieved by the
design of the headband, which
allows simple adjustment of the
ear pieces up or down. These are
protected by foam plastic pads
eliminating any interference from
'local noise' and at the same time
being exceptionally comfortable

for the wearer. In fact, the weight
of the headset is only 66 g. (2.3
oz.), and the manufacturers state
that the pressure is only a quarter
of that normally experienced with
other headphones.

Although intended primarily for
the popular hi-fi market, the
quality of reproduction is very
high and the Beyer engineers
claim that it should satisfy even
the most discerning listeners. The
DT 302 comes complete with
three metres of lightweight cable.

MIXER REVIEW DAVOLI U F100

DAVOLI'S Echo Mixer 6 OF
100 mixer amplifier is a

versatile six channel unit cap-
able of producing a wide
variety of echo sounds.

Each channel has rotary con-
trols for volume, bass and
treble calibrated from -15 dB
to + 15 dB, and echo volume.
The echo volume controls are
switched in by pulling them
outwards. Channels 1 and 2
each have four inputs with
differing sensitivity so that
four mikes can be grouped
together yet still perform at a
similar level to the other
individual inputs on each
channel - a total of 12 micro-
phones can be used at any
one time. We tested the
mixer with a Davoli micro-
phone and found the bass
response particularly good.

There are two master
volume controls, one for the
mixer and a second for the
two slave amp sockets.

Two presence controls are
provided: a frequency selector
switching 250 Hz, 500 Hz,
1 KHz and 4 KHz; and dB
level switching OdB, 6, 9, 12,
and 15 dB.

ECHO
The built-in tape echo unit

has a continuous tape reel
running over one erase and
three record heads. A useful
feature is the record/playback
facility. In normal use the
listen/record switch is set to
'record' to produce the de-
sired echo effect, but when
turned to 'listen' the tape will
playback whatever sound has
been fed into the mixer for
about the last 45 seconds.

A separate Output Echo
knob controls playback

volume. The other echo con-
trols are Halo, which deter-
mines the amount of echo,
Tone, and an Echo 1/Echo 2
knob which gives variable
delayed echo on 1 and variable
fast echo on 2. A Stop Echo
socket is fitted for use with a
footswitch. A Tape Stand By
lever which is in effect an on/
off switch stops the tape.

CABINET
The black enamelled metal

cabinet has wood veneered
sides and has been designed
so that the legs can be
fitted wrong side -up before
taking the mixer out of the
transit case. When this has
been done the unit is simply
removed and the legs swivel-
led round to the correct
position, making setting -up
particularly easy. The mixer
can also be swivelled to any
angle to suit the operator.

The Echo Mixer 6, complete
with fibre carrying case is
priced at £334.80, including
V.A.T. and is an ideal unit for
the band that wants a fairly
sophisticated mixer PA at a

reasonable price.

* *

Davoli Mixer
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CHINGFORD'S
GROWTH

DESPITE all the pressures
of the present economic

situation on their fifth anniver-
sary, Chingford Organs are
looking forward to another five
years of rapid growth.

The firm specialises in sup-
plying electronic organs for the
home and this accounts for
95 per cent of their turnover.
But group equipment plays an
important role in the business
- as is evidenced by their fifth
shop to open (at 242 Ching -
ford Mount Road, Chingford)
which concentrates solely upon
keyboards and amplification.

'Our group equipment side is
going extremely well,' com-
mented Managing Director
Gene Ashworth. 'We also have
a flourishing hire company and
we have recently allocated an
entire shipment of new organs
just for hire.'

'It's the red hot discount
people who are going to suffer
when things get hard. People
understand that it's service
over the years after the sale
that counts and that's where
we score. We have two excel-
lent service engineers in John
Bellamy and Malcolm Hall who
ensure that every customer
can rely on us.'

INSTRUMENT REVIEW

COMPARED with what was
around a few years ago, it's

remarkable what a lot of instrument
one can buy in the cheaper price
range these days. Of course, in
acoustics you wouldn't expect to
buy the same quality in carefully
selected, old seasoned wood and
craftsmanship that you'd find in
the professional instrument
bracket. If you've got a limited
budget though, you've a much
better chance of picking up a
reasonably brand new guitar in
1974 than you would have had a
few years back.

Two jumbos from W.M.I. Ltd.,
the Kay K520 and KDG70 are
both solidly constructed acoustics
priced at £27.50 and £34.50
respectively, including VAT (cases
are extra). They incorporate ad-
justable necks and have the
traditional pin -type bridge, with
the modern refinement of a saddle
adjustable for height.

The bodies are shaped in the
popular 'Dreadnought' style. The
K520 is finished in red sunburst,

KAY ACCOUSTICS

and the KDG70 in flat 'natural'
with a black -painted head. Both
have thick plastic screwed -on
pick -guards with engraved flower
designs, contrasting black -painted
edging to the bodies, and two-
piece backs. The back of the
KDG70 is attractively finished to
look like a three-piece one.

The guitarist who likes a chunky
solid feel to the neck and a fairly
close spacing to the strings will
take to these instruments immedi-
ately, the string tension is neither
too high or too low and the action
is good considering the price.

A nice touch is provided by the
rosewood fingerboard. The frets
are smoothly finished and the
imitation mother-of-pearl position
dots are inlaid and not stuck -on, as
sometimes found on inexpensive
guitars.

Both have a fair amount of
volume and sustain, but the more
expensive model, fitted with better -
quality strings, clearly has the
better tone.

D.R.

LOOK ! !THE SWEDE IS HERE!
CONTOURED

BACK
FOR COMFORT

SOLID MAHOGANY BODY
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, NATURAL & CHERRY

STAINLESS STEEL
HUMBUCKERS WIRED TO
ORIGINAL AMERICAN SPECIFICATION

REAL EBONY FINGERBOARD

PATENTED 'H' EXPANDER TRUSS
ROD OFFERS '10 YEAR, YES, 10
YEAR GUARANTEE AGAINST NECK
WARPAGE!

SWEDISH
STEEL

MACHINES

rqP

`SWEDE' BY HAGSTROM

Distributed in U.K. by ARC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
23A HIGH ST., CAMBERLEY, SURREY

TEL: CAMBERLEY 29060
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THE
INSIDE STORY

No matter how well versed one may be at glowing
descriptions of superb technical achievements, it's well
nigh impossible to relate on paper the subtle sounds that
are obtainable from a high quality amplifier these days.

So, by way of a change, we'd just like to show you the
components that go to make up the new amplifier from
Custom Sound.

We think that they are every bit as impressive as the

3ustunn Suund

sound that comes out which is why we've given you this
opportunity to see 'The Inside Story'.

To hear it though, you'll have to go to your nearest
dealer and then, perhaps, you'll realise why we've not
attempted to describe the sound here.

You'll also have the benefit of seeing all the bits and
pieces put together as well.

Custom House, Arthur St., Oswestry, Shropshire
Telephone: Oswestry 59201/2
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JOHNNY BRISTOL:
RESPECTED ALL- ROUNDER

WHEN you're hot, you're
cool,' is a familiar hip black

American saying and it certainly
applies to Johnny Bristol.

With his own Hang On In
There Baby making plenty of fire
in the current British soul explo-
sion and with writer credits on
the Osmonds' recent chart -
topper Love Me For A Reason,
Bristol is certainly hot and when
Beat met him at a recent London
reception in his honour he sure
did come over as a pleasant,
self-confident, ultra -cool man
who knows exactly where he's
going.

Though his name may be a
new one to the mainstream of
British pop fans, Bristol has had
plenty of preparation for his
sudden rush into the limelight
and soul addicts will recognise
him as one of the longest -serving
and most respected writer/
producers in the music business.

It was with Tamla Motown
that Bristol forged his career,
working with such stars as
Gladys Knight and the Pips,
Marvin Gaye, the Supremes
and especially Junior Walker
but now he's signed to Colum-
bia as a producer and is doing
his own thing as an artist via

MGM.
'Well, when I was with Mo-

town I always had a yearning to
get back into recording in my
own right but they thought it
would detract from my value to
them as a producer so they
never gave me the chance,' the
tall, lithe, easy -mannered De-
troiter told us.

It wasn't exactly easy-going
when he left Motown either: 'I
cut the album as a private pro-
ject and offered it to Columbia
but they didn't show that much
interest and I finally ended up
with MGM.'

PERFORMING
Bristol wasn't new to per-

forming though: that's how he
started out, way back in 1957
when he was serving in the US
Air Force and formed a duet
with one Jackie Beavers, who is
still in the business and cur-
rently enjoying his own success
as a solo artist in the States
with Sound Stage Seven
Records.

Born in Morganstown, North
Carolina, Bristol had found him-
self stationed in Detroit where
he and Beavers worked the local
clubs and landed a recording

deal with Harvey Fuqua and his
wife Gwen Cordy who were
running their own Tri-Phi label.

Eventually, the Fuqua's sold
out to Gwen's brother Berry
Gordy and they and their artists
became patted with Berry's
rapidly expanding Tamla Mo-
town organisation.

Johnny Bristol went with
them, not as a performer, but to
assist Fuqua in the Artist De-
velopment, working out stage
routines and so on for the vari-
ous Motown acts.

In 1964, Bristol got his chance
to branch out into production,
and while the Holland/Dozier/
Holland teaming won more
recognition, Fuqua/Bristol had
a more than healthy share of
hits.

Their first gold record came
with Junior Walker and the All -
Stars' How Sweet It Is, back in
1966, and several of the hits
were songs he had earlier re-
corded with Jackie Beavers -
notably Do You See My Love
For You Is Growing which had
been Johnny and Jackie's first
record and half -a -decade later
became part of the Motown
story via Junior Walker while
the second Johnny and Jackie
record had been Someday We'll
Be Together which later became
a smash for Diana Ross and the
Su pre mes.

For six years, Fuqua/Bristol
proved a winning combination:
Edwin Starr's Twenty Five Miles,
Stevie Wonder's Yester-Me,
Yester-You, Yester-Day, Marvin
Gaye and Tammi Terrell's Ain't
No Mountain High Enough, the
Four Tops' What Is A Man and
virtually every Junior Walker
hit bore their production credit.

'I particularly enjoyed working
with Junior Walker. We were
both living in Battle Creek,
Michigan, just outside Detroit
and I always admired him both
as an artist and a man.

'He's such a professional, and
very genuine. He's a real family
man and we were great friends.'

Gladys Knight and the Pips
also hold a special place in his
heart but like them he eventu-
ally yearned for new pastures
outside of the by now greatly
expanded Motown empire and
the move of the company from
Detroit to Los Angeles plus
contract -renewal time saw him
ready to split.

'I'm still on good terms with
everyone there but I felt I

needed greater freedom - and a
better deal tool' he added with
a grin, 'But I know I could go
back to the company any time
I want.'

Bearing in mind his impressive
track record, it was no surprise
that Columbia quickly snapped
him up and put him to work on
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their expanding roster of soul
artists.

One of his first production
efforts for them was with 0. C.
Smith's La La Peace Song and,
ironically enough, they have
now re-released that to com-
pete with the current version,
also produced by Bristol, which
is sung by Al Wilson.

Both records are now in the
US charts!: 'Well , I find it hard
to say which version I prefer, I

think they are both good and
though 0. C. missed out first
time around his original is now
happening, so is Al's reading of
it,' said Bristol.

The Wilson record is on
Rocky Road, a Bell distributed
label and Bristol explained: 'My
deal with Columbia allows me to
produce a certain amount of
records for other labels each
year - a freedom he certainly
didn't enjoy while with Motown.

Another outside project was
a very fine but relatively un-
successful album with Jerry
Butler for Mercury Records: 'I

guess they just didn't put the
right kind of promotion behind
it though.' he said.

PROUD
At Columbia he is rightly

proud of a recent collaboration
with Johnny Mathis who has
been slowly edging over into
the soul field of late, especially
since his work with Kenny
Gamble and Leon Huff in Phila-
delphia.

'He's a fantastic artist. It was
a great treat working with him
and people have been surprised
at the versatility we've put into
the album.'

Buddy Miles too, has been
recording with Bristol: 'He's best
known in the rock world but
with We've Got Love he's
moved more into a soul vein and
I think it's worked well.

'I think it's what he needs.
You can start off R & B and
cross over into the pop charts,
but it's very hard to go the other
way.'

Perhaps his pet project
though is with the Jackson
Sisters: 'They are the most fan-
tastic act you could want to
see. They are young kids, aged
13 to 19.

'They aren't related to the
Jackson Five but as girls they
are equally as talented and are
going to be very big before
long.'

All this activity didn't stop
Bristol working on his own
album, orginally scheduled to be
titled Woman, Woman but
changed to Hang On In There
Baby following the success of
the single.

Naturally, Bristol penned all
his own material though on one

track, Memories Don't Leave
Like People Do, he had the
assistance of old friend Jerry
Butler, the song actually dating
back to that Butler album col-
laboration.

Was he worried at the pros-
pect of having to get back into
doing live gigs in his own right:
'Not at all, in fact I'm really
looking forward to it.

'I'm always happy being a

producer, I think that's really
where it's at but I don't think it
would be fair to the people who
have been buying my records if
I didn't give them the chance to
see me perform on stage.

'Naturally, I'll have to work
it all in with my production
commitments, but it's going to
be a lot of fun for me.'

Of course, Bristol is just one
of many top soul producers who
have moved over into perform-
ing.

Isaac Hayes has been one of
the most successful and Barry
White - currently among the
hottest soul acts - is another
and is said to have based his
style on Hayes' work while many
say they detect hints of Barry
White in Bristol's own records.

'Yeh, well that's true, of
course they've been influences,
but the man who really deserves
credit for starting that whole
smooth, sensuous, sophisticated
style is Harvey Fuqua, from back
in his days when he led the
Moong lows.

'Naturally, since I worked so
long with him, Harvey is really
my strongest influence.'

Bristol feels the producer -
turned -singer syndrome is only
just beginning. He reckons many
more producers could make the
grade: 'Frank Wilson of Motown
for instance, he can really sing
his backside off while H. B.
Barnum who arranged my album
is a truly great singer who used
to record for RCA.'

RESPECT
Bristol harbours great respect

for his fellow producers: 'Guys
like Stevie Wonder, Norman
Whitfield, Gamble and Huff,
Thom Bell, Bill Withers and
Harvey Fuqua have really advan-
ced the music enormously.

'Those who have got any kind
of voice can make it as artists
too, because they can really
envisage a song in its finished
state right from the start of a
recording session, they've got
the musical ear for it, they know
exactly what the public wants
and they can provide it.'

Bristol sees production as the
ultimate in the record business:
'That's real creativity. You aren't
just harnessing your own talents
but bringing out those of other
people to produce something

which is part of everyone con-
cerned. As a producer you are
the catalyst for everything else
that is going on in the studio,
you're the guy who pulls it all
together and either makes a hit
or a flop.'

FUTURE
It's certain that Bristol's

future as a producer and song-
writer is assured. After all, he's
been consistently turning out
both chart hits and classic soul

records for well over a decade.
Judging from Hang On In

There Baby he seems destined
to hang on in there for quite a
long while as a major recording
artist too, especially since the
predominant trend in soul music
today is towards singers of
maturity and experience, as is

underlined by the success of
Bobby Bland, Don Covey, Wil-
son Pickett, Isaac Hayes, Barry
White, Marvin Gaye and other
veterans.
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ANN PEEBLES
ON THE opening night of her first ever gig in Europe, Ann Peebles
was very, very lucky. Lucky that, with all the misfortunes piled up

against her, her bad throat, the scratch band who were playing in place
of her regular musicians, the strange acoustics of Biba's Rainbow Room
which must be one of the hardest venues in which to obtain a perfect
sound balance, she still managed to win the night and earn a rapturous
reception from her first British audience.

She seemed nervous. She also came over as totally disconnected
from the band. It was as if two different things were happening on stage
at the same time, a rather hesitant session band who were playing safe
rather than funky, and Ann's dynamic act out front, where she leapt
up and down in her bright, glittery outfit against a backcloth of unmoving
musicians.

I couldn't make it out. Never having seen a gig of Ann's before, it just
didn't figure that they could be her regular band. The following afternoon
she was sitting amongst the empty acres of a vast hotel lounge with
producer Willie Mitchell and his wife, looking out at a sheet of grey
drizzle hanging over a drab Fulham street. The ginger afro she now
sports makes her face look thinner, younger, more vulnerable than her
publicity photos. In her slow, lilting St. Louis drawl, she defended her
temporary band with great loyalty.

'For two rehearsals, I think they really did great. As I'd never been
over here before, I didn't know any musicians and had to rely on the
company to find some for me. By the time we've done a couple more
gigs on this tour, they'll have really got into it.'

So there she is on her first European tour, taking a bunch of people
who are totally unfamiliar with her music along with her, while her
regular band of the last four years have been forced to stay behind.

'It's so hard for an artist to bring a band over here,' she said, regretfully.
The union are so strict about things like that.' Didn't she feel that the
situation was pretty unfair on her? 'You can't do anything about it, you
just have to accept it. You say, "I'm going to do my thing regardless of
the band".'

Ann's driving force seems to be her willpower, born out of her over-
powering love for music. There's nothing ruthless in it. She's a kind,
friendly, philosophical lady who wouldn't harm a fly but who is never-
theless singleminded in her determination to let nothing, not even her
own tiredness or the streaming cold she had then, stand between her
and her musical life.

Of the four albums she has made, only two have so far been released
over here, Straight From The Heart and one that really established her
outside her own country, / Can't Stand The Rain. The praise showered
on her by people like John Lennon, Syreeta Wright, Ringo Starr and
Freda Payne, must have tempted quite a few people who hadn't heard
of her before to discover her for themselves.

Quite objectively, it was just as much the arrangement of / Can't
Stand The Rain which made it outstanding, as the song itself. That odd
percussive effect at the beginning, which sounded more like hailstones
on the woodpile than raindrops on the window, instantly arrested the
attention, supplying all the rhythm necessary for Ann's unusual voice
to come in, with that strange break into falsetto on the word 'rain'. It
is easy to see how Freda Payne described her as, 'one of the most
haunting singers on the music scene today'.

She has a wide vocal range, husky in tone, but capable of driving a
hard edge when necessary. Like many people from the legendary St.
Louis area, she comes from a musical family, one of eleven children, all
of whom are in The Peebles Choir, led by Ann's father. 'My family are
very proud of me. The choir has been handed down from generation to
generation. Some of my family sing, others play piano or organ or direct.
My father always hoped one of his children would get out and do
something to be proud of, so when / did, he was overwhelmed.'

It was the famed producer, Willie Mitchell, who first discovered her
quite by accident, when she paid a social visit to a night club.

'I wasn't a solo singer then, as I'd sung gospel songs in my father's
choir since I was seven years old. When I graduated from school they
took me to Memphis to celebrate so we went to a club and I wanted
to sing with the band. They let me sit in and Willie was there and liked
what he heard and started talking to me about signing a contract.
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A Group Lighting Unit

This unit provides many of the lighting effects and colour changes often required by the
professional entertainer and D.J., often supplementing the systems in use in the clubs or theatres.
Four independent faders enable colour control of up to 1000 watts per channel with great

accuracy.
Any or all channels can be selected to provide a pulse effect which is variable according to the
setting required by adjusting the pulse speed slider.
The unit can be used as a pure dimmer control with a degree of pre -heat supplied to the filaments
of the lamps on each channel.
By selecting the sequential button, the four channels are switched in sequence at the speed required.
If conventional music/sequential is required, a connection to the output of an amplifier enables
synchronized operation. Profile spot selection can be operated by a rocker switch on the
facia panel.
Finished in black with an engraved control panel, the unit is fitted with five 13A outlets and two
multi -way connections suitable for use with conventional lighting racks or boxes.

SRI
SOUND ADVICE INSTALLATIONS CO. LTD

A growing name in Lighting Control
SOUND ADVICE INSTALLATIONS CO. LTD.,

Regent Street Warehouse, Regent Street,
COPPULL, nr. Chorley, Lancs. (Tel. 0257 791645)



ANN PEEBLES
continued from
page forty two

'It took me about three days to make my mind up because I had
never really thought about doing anything like that and it meant leaving
the family choir. But I went on and did it, though it was a bit hard at first.'

Sounds like a fairy-tale success story but my guess is that with that
individual voice, coupled with her writing talents, Ann would sooner or
later have felt restricted within the confines of the gospel choir and
would have sought some further outlet.

Her marriage to Don Bryant, a musician who had worked with Willie
Mitchell and Hi Records for some time, has been a major influence on
her career not only from the point of view of their working together but
from the sheer confidence that his belief in her career has given her.

'He gives me so much encouragement. Getting married has given me
more confidence - it's even improved the range of my voice. If a number
isn't working out right he'll just sit down and listen to it and we'll work
it out again together. This kind of togetherness is the most important
thing in the world two people can have together. If you don't have it,
forget it.'

They are obviously very much in love and she was upset that she had
to make this European trip without him. When Ann gigs in the States,
he comes out on stage and does a couple of numbers before she comes
on. He even designs and makes all her stage clothes.

Her favourite self -composition is a song she wrote for him, called
Until You Came Into My Life. 'It's on the new album. Don and I have
only been married a year and two months and I wrote the song about him.
In fact, he and I wrote most of the songs on the new album. He's a great
singer as well.'

When Ann first began her solo career she never thought of writing
her own material. 'I was trying to get myself into that bag of singing
rhythm and blues. It's quite easy to adapt to that from gospel. The
hardest thing is getting into pop because you have to phrase differently.'

She reckons that / Can't Stand The Rain, which has sold over half -a -
million to date, was her first song that 'crossed over' to pop. 'I never get
fed up with that song. I think it will be a record that will linger on and on
for a long time. Generally I write a song from a mood, put a story to an
idea.

'That's how / Can't Stand The Rain happened. It was raining very
hard and we were getting ready to go to this big show and it was
thundering, everything. So we decided not to go and I got really mad
because I'd been looking forward to it so much and I said, 'Oh, I can't
stand this rain, and my husband said, "what a great title". So we sat
down and wrote the story.'

Ann plays piano and bass, but doesn't reckon she'll ever play an
instrument on stage. She likes moving round and thinks if she had to
concentrate on playing and singing at the same time, something would
be bound to suffer. However, she does have one big ambition - to
produce. 'Willie's teaching me a lot about studio and production
techniques, but I won't do anything for a while. Right now I'm learning
and eventually I'd like to produce other people as well as myself.'

With a new album due out on the first of January, cover versions of
her songs recorded by such people as Humble Pie, Aretha Franklin and
Bette Midler, more and more people outside the US catching onto
her music and her obviously happy marriage, Ann Peebles has everything
to look forward to. Does she foresee the time coming when she, like
so many before her, will retire from live gigging, with the compromise
of one benefit concert a year?

'Oh no. I enjoy it all too much, singing, writing and doing live gigs.
Right now I'm touring about three weeks out of each month and when
I get a little time I'm in the studio finishing things off. I love being on
stage, doing my thing. I think my music is a mixture of R & B, pop and
gospel. Gospel's my favourite. I get such a thrill out of singing it that I
can put into it even more than I thought I had to give. People like
Mahalia Jackson, she's one of my idols, dedicated their whole life to
music and I know that I will dedicate my life to it, too.

'If something is your whole life, you can't say, "I'll give it so much
time to see if I can make it". I've seen a lot of people fall by the wayside
because, if they haven't made it inside a couple of years, it's just blown
their minds. If you don't have a strong will, you'll never make it in this
sort of business.'
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USED EQUIPMEAT MART!
TAPE MACHINES
Scully 4 -track recording machine -
little used (less than 350 hours),
reason for selling, now 8 -track. A
gift at £1,950. Radio Worcester Pro-
ductions, Russell & Dorrell, High
Street, Worcester. Telephone: Wor-
cester 20279 and 21112.

EMI BTR4 Consol tape machine,
mono, 7//15 i.p.s., £350; EMI BTR2
Consol tape machine, mono, 71/16
i.p.s., £120; Studer A80 -}" 4 -track
headblock and fittings (as new),
£450; B.A.S.F. 9201 mono cassette
recorder (never used), £40. Gros-
venor Recording Studios, 16 Gros-
venor Road, Handswood Wood, Bir-
mingham B20 3NP. Telephone:
021-356 9636.

EMI 74/15 i.p.s. full track tape
machine TR51A, £25. County Re-
cording Service, London Road, Bin -
field, Bracknell, Berks., RG12 58S.
Telephone: 0344-4935.

Two Data 4 -track r tape machines,
need circuit modification, £75 each.
Mr. Mann, Mushroom Studios. 18
West Mall, Clifton, Bristol BS8 4BQ.
Telephone: 0272-35994.

MIXING CONSOLES
Audio Developments mixer, 8 in, 4
out, plus stereo compressors/limi-
ters, only £950. Control box, reverb
iinit etc. Radio Worcester Produc-
tions, Russell & Dorrell, High Street,
Worcester. Telephone: Worcester
20279 & 21112.

Two 4 -channel Vortexion mixers, £25
each. County Recording Service,
London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berks., RG12 5BS. Telephone: 0344-
4935.

MISC. ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Ten Alice plug-in microphone
modules and power supply, in rack
with teak surround, brand new £220.
Mr. Mann. Mushroom Stucros, 15
West Mall, Clifton, Bristol BS8
4BQ.

Six Dolby 360 units, new, £200 each,
o.n.o. Keith Allen, Orange Recordinn
Studios Ltd., 3-4 New Compton
Street, London WG2.

Mini equipment racks, new (2), £20
each, Grampian disc cutting amp
and e.g., 150 watts, £110; equipment
cabinets (tape machines), offers;
miscellaneous workshop equipment,
offers; BBC type D disc cutter
machine: bits for convection, £90.
Grosvenor Recording Studios, 16
Grosvenor Road. Handswood Wood,
Birmingham B20 3NP. Telephone:
021-356 9636.

FILM EQUIPMENT
Rank Kallee 35mm record/replay
magnetic film cabinet (model 1500),
excellent condition, £300; Ross pro-
jector parts 35mm misc., including
RCA sound head (opt. and mag.)
top and bottom spool boxes ampli-
fiers, stand etc., £100. Grosvenor
Recording Studios, 16 Grosvenor
Road, Handswood Wood, Birming-
ham B20 3NP. Telephone: 021-356
9636.

LOUDSPEAKERS
One Westrex acoustilens monitor
speaker, £100; PR K.M.A.L. Medium
sized speakers, f70. Grosvenor Re-
cording Studios, 16 Grosvenor Rosy'
Handswood Wood, Birmingham 520
3NP. Telephone: 021-356 9636.

AMPS & PA
Marshall 1968 100 watts PA amp.,
eight inputs, four channels, pair of
2043 columns, 2 x 10 and 2 x 12 in
each. Good condition, with covers.
£250 the lot, no offers. Telephone:
01-593 4037.

Original Vox AC30 2 x 12 combo
amp, fair condition for age but needs
recovering, £65 o.n.o., Reslo ribbon
mike and stand, £15, JEN volume
foot pedal £5, old Watkins Copicat
echo unit £25, or £100 the lot. Tele-
phone: 713-0012 after 6 p.m.

DRUMS
Camco Astro four -drum outfit in
moss green stain finish. Stands,
Avedis and Raiste cymbals, cases.
Little used, £225 o.v.n.o. Ring Paul,
Fleetwood (039-17) 0091.

Hayman Showman drum kit. 27"
bass drum, five drums altogether
with stool stands, cymbals, fibre
cases and accessories. One year old
only, in excellent condition. Reason
for sale - owner emigrating. Tel:
01-667 9011.

GUITARS
Futurama solid, two pick-ups, sun-
burst, tremelo arm, leather strap -
suit beginner, £20. Big -Timer Jumbo
guitar and soft case. £12. Mr.
O'Leary, Gateshead (0632) 4111.

Original gold -top Gibson Les Paul
in magnificent condition in plush -
lined fitted case. A collectors item
and investment. Serious enquiries
only - no time wasters please. Tel:
313 8042 after 7 or Sets and Sun-
days.

Fender Stratocaster, pre -CBS, maple
neck, sunburst. hard case, as new,
£350. Tel: 01-570 9222.

Harmony Sovereign Jumbo acoustic,
fair condition, mellow tone, with
case, £55. 709 2176.

KEYBOARDS
Farfisa Syntorchestra, virtually new,
with Selmer 30SS solid state amp.
same condition. Offers around
£450. Telephone Dave, Dalton
Holme, (069-64) 7678.

Wurlitzer electronic piano, green,
bargain, £275. 01-907 6780.

MISCELLANEOUS
Two Shure Unidyne IV mikes with
adaptors and KMAL stands, as new,
£55 the pair or £30 each, buyer col-
lects, east London. Phone 01-237
1819.

Suitcase -style fibre guitar case,
large, will adapt to suit most gui-
tars. £8, buyer collects. Bob Savoie,
Mill House, Church Road, Great
Bookham, Surrey.

USED EQUIPMEAT MART II

r

DO YOU OWN AN OLD MARTIN OR AN ORIGINAL
LES PAUL? YOU CAN GET THE BEST PRICE FOR
YOUR INSTRUMENT THROUGH
BEAT INSTRUMENTAL!
FROM THIS MONTH WE'RE STARTING A USED EQUIPMENT MART
AND IN ADDITION TO RARE INSTRUMENTS, ETC., WELL BE
ACCEPTING ADS. FOR EVERY TYPE OF INSTRUMENT AND ITEM OF
EQUIPMENT.

We're offering the Musician, Recording Studio and Publisher the chance
to clear that unwanted gear.
Headings will include: GUITARS, AMPS., TAPE MACHINES,
KEYBOARDS, RECORDS, MISC. ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT and if
your item doesn't fall under any of these headings - don't worry, we'll
start a new one.
The cost is 10p a word and this will be the first time that musicians will
have access to S/H Professional Recording Equipment.
Fill in the coupon below (there'll be one every month) and let us sell that
gear for you! I (All ads. must be pre -paid.)

Heading Name

Write Ad. here Address

(Please continue your ad. on a separate page if necessary.)
(Block letters)

Insertions are 10p per word. Please count carefully. I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £ to cover the cost of one/two insertion(s).
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Kenny Ball with arm on shoulder of soundman Pickstock outside London Hilton.

The 151.000 mile round ryftern.

Working with a band that's constantly on the road can give any soundman
headaches, so imagine the difficulties facing Ian Pickstock, sound technician
for Kenny Ball and His Jazz Men. As the United Kingdom's most widely
travelled jazz band, the group wore out its first sophisticated equipment van
after 86,000 tortuous miles. But despite the rigors of countless one night
stands, Ian's Vocal Master Sound System is still producing true-to-life sound
after 151,000 miles on the road! When asked about the Vocal Master's instant
adaptability, Ian says, "This system makes an expert out of me-whatever
the size and shape of the hall."

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881

rim
RAI 1-11. IL-, 1=1
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JIM MARSHALL is a shrewd,
lucky man. He was in the right

place at the right time and he was
clever enough to realise it.

Marshall is perhaps the most
famous name in amplification in
the world. Jimi Hendrix cracked
the nut, and took Marshall before
the world. Now the amps are
meticulously manufactured in two
large factories in Bletchley, Buck-
inghamshire and the retiring Jim
Marshall spends his days over-
seeing production and develop-
ment of the gear that bears his
name.

Now Marshall are taking the
biggest step forward in their
career since they began. A new
range of transistor amps are to be
launched and on their sound and
reliability the future of Marshall
rests.

The Marshall story began six or
seven years before Mitch Mitchell
introduced Jimi Hendrix to Jim
Marshall. But it really began in

THE

efrahalt
STORY

(it's all in the sound)
1937 when Jim Marshall became
a vocalist at the Locarno Ballroom,
Southall. The drummer in the
band got called up at the outbreak
of war and Jim took over. From
there on in, he was a drummer.

Jim continued his drumming
career until the early fifties when
he opened a drum shop in Hanwell
and started taking pupils.

'I was originally taught by Max
Abrahams, Max is the greatest,
and eventually I wound up with
the largest drum school in Europe.'

Drummers tended to bring their
bands and groups along with them
when they went shopping and
eventually the groups talked Jim
into stocking other sorts of
instruments. This was in the very
late fifties.

STOCK
'When I agreed I asked them

what I should stock. They said
Fenders and Gibsons, I didn't
know any better so that's what I

stocked. I remember the boys in
the West End gave me six months.'

But because of the trade Jim
had built up with drummers from
all over London, business started
to boom and when amp repairs
were needed he called in an
electronics engineer, Ken Bran.

COMPLAINING
By 1960 Jim Marshall had

lived with complaining bass
players for too long. It seemed that
there wasn't a speaker cabinet
capable of withstanding the fre-
quencies bass players were feed-
ing in, so Jim decided to put
some very heavy duty units into
some small enclosures. These
cabinets were the very first
Marshall product and Jim believes
that he was the first person to
produce a speaker cabinet es-
pecially for bass guitar.

In his youth Jim had trained as a
tool-maker and he turned his
metalworking knowledge to wood

work applications building the
cabinets in the garage at his
house - 'At least until the neigh-
bours complained. Then we moved
into premises behind my shop'.

As might be imagined the
speaker cabinets were a great
success and the bands then
started asking for an amplifier.
Jim now turned to his repair man
and said, 'let's do an amplifier'.

Ken Bran: 'I kept producing
amps that Jim turned down. He
said he wanted a particular sound
and I kept producing amps until
he said, O.K., that's the one'.

Just to get the reaction of the
bands, Jim stuck the amp - in
chassis form - in the shop and
invited the bands to try it. Within
a week he had 50 orders.

'The reaction was just fantastic,'
said Jim, 'Bands were ordering
them as fast as they tried them.
I owe a lot to the advice that the
groups gave me in the early days.

Continued on page 51

Left to right: Ken Bran, Jim Martha!! The old and the new: New amp, !eft
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Our drums will take
a lot of stick

Most kits you can buy today are well made.
Tfiey'll produce good sounds but usually only at a
price. The price you pay may be in money (some
cost twice as much as a Shaftesbury kit) or it
might be in problems getting spares and repairs.

Shaftesbury drums are entirely British
made. The price you pay is just for good drums
(there are no shipping charges, import duty,
federal tax or superstar testimonials built into
the price). You won't have problems with spares,
should you ever need them, they're made in
London, England.

Take a look at the Shaftesbury range of kits,
drums, hardware and accessories.

See your local dealer for the new Rose -
Morris, full colour, 24 -page percussion brochure
or fill in the coupon opposite and send 15p.

To Rose -Morris, Dept. N, I32-34 Gordon House Road,I London, NW5 1NE.
111I enclose 15p (stamps or limp-

P.O. only please). Send "'
me your new Percussion Morris1\111 I

'Brochure
now.

business IMusic is our

Name
Address.. I

11111 lila MIN MINI



Continued from page 49

'There was a rep who was
working for Vox at that time and
he came into the shop and heard
the amp. He then started selling
my stuff unofficially!

'The amp everybody wanted in
those days was a Fender, and
when I asked the bands the sound
they wanted they said it had to be
a bit more dirty. That's how the
Marshall sound was born.'

Ken Bran started to produce the
amps in the garage at the back of
the shop. In an eight -hour day he
could produce exactly one amp.
Needless to say, he was soon
flooded with orders he just
couldn't cope with. Today he's
production chief at Bletchley.

From the very start Marshall
amps were sold before they were
built. It's been that way ever since.

'I remember that we had four
moves in two years,' said Jim.
'We just kept growing out of
space. After the shop we took
premises in Ealing, then premises
in Southall and then we moved to
Hayes.

'During this time we were
building up relationships with
some very successful groups. The
Who asked us to build some
speaker cabinets especially for
them. We came up with the 8 x 12
which had a great sound but it
was far too much for the road
managers to handle. They brought

me the problem back. I put the
cabinet on the saw and presented
them with two 4 x 12s, the top
cabinet with the sloping front
and that's the first time that any
group started to use stacks.

'Our most popular unit has
undoubtedly been the 100 watt
amp followed closely by the
4 x 12 cabinet. They've been
steady sellers over the years.'

HECTIC
It was shortly after this hectic

development period that one of
Jims' drum pupils John Mitchell
- later to be known as Mitch
Mitchell - brought along a guy
called Jimi Hendrix to be intro-
duced to Jim Marshall.

'Jimi told me how much he
liked the gear and how much he
would like a set-up. I'm afraid I

immediately thought "Here's
another one trying to get me to
give away some gear", because
we've never, ever given away a
single item of equipment, but he
must have read my thought's
because he said, "I want to pay
full price for all the equipment I

buy, but I expect service instantly
wherever I am in the world", and
that's the way it was.

'Jimi was a fantastic customer
of ours. In the end he had dozens
of Marshall set-ups because he
didn't ship them about with him.
He had set-ups in Germany,

U.S.A., Scandinavia and the Far
East and we certainly looked after
them for him.'

During the period all this
Marshall activity was taking place
among the bands, Jim was
furthering the Marshall name in
the trade.

'It was during the 1964 trade
show that I met Morris Wolf of
Rose -Morris. He offered to do the
wholesale distribution. Lots of
people had offered before, but it
finally came down to a straight
choice between Rosetti and Rose -
Morris. Morris Wolf impressed me
so much that we did the deal.'

Like all rapidly expanding busi-
ness there had to come a time
when money was needed for
expansion.

'That was a very funny period,'
laughed Jim. 'I can remember
going along to see the bank
manager and telling him all about
the business and how well it was
doing. In the end he offered me
£1,000 which was absolutely
ludicrous. I told him to keep it and
we never borrowed any money
and we have never borrowed any
money since.'

MOVED
The Marshall operation de-

centralised in 1966 when the
factory moved to Bletchley into
premises on the industrial estate.
Within two years the firm had

grown out of the 6,000 square
feet and Jim was building a new
factory nearby. Today Jim has two
factories, one of 15,000 square
feet and the other of 12,000 square
feet and it won't be long before
space is in short supply again.

Things mushroomed in 1967
when the North American market
opened up to Marshall. The Gulf -
Western company, Unicord, under-
take all North American distribu-
tion and the Marshall story has
been repeated very successfully on
that side of the Atlantic. Today
over a third of all output is

destined for the North American
market.

Export is now the name of the
game. Recently 87-90 per cent of
Marshall product has gone over-
seas, 'but this will be slightly less
when the economic climate im-
proves'.

The hopes and fears of the
Marshall empire lay in the tran-
sistor amp. 'We've been working
on these amps for eight years.
There were two main problems.
The sound and reliability. The
development department kept
coming up with amps that didn't
sound quite right and I was deter-
mined not to launch until it was
right.

'We could have come out with
a solid-state amp and a long
time ago - a lot of other people
did - but at least we know we've
got the Marshall sound now.'

THE OVERTIME
IS ON US.

If there's one thing that inhibits a
good recording session it's the
threat of overtime charges.

Especially if the budget is low
due to the experimental nature of
the project.

Even the most lavish producers
are watching the pennies a little

these days.
Because we care about your

success, we don't make any extra
charge for overtime at all.

Everything, anytime of day or
night, is at normal rates.

Add this to our full facilities, 24,
16 and 8 -track recording and our

revolutionary computer mix -down
equipment and wethink
we've created a pretty nice place
to work.

Give us a call, come on over
and tell us what you think.

Where little things mean a lot.

Sarm Studios, 9-13 Osborn Street, London E16TD. Telephone 01-2471311
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FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

GIBSON
PRICE DEPOSIT

SG1 CHERRY £115 £25.20
SG2 WALNUT £140 £31.20
SG3 CHERRY SUNBURST £145 £31.60
LES PAUL 1955. SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION £277 £60.50
LES PAUL CUSTOM EBONY £319 £69.52
LES PAUL DELUXE SUNBURST £277 £60.22
LES PAUL DELUXE GOLD £270 £58 60
SG STANDARD TREM CHERRY £228 £50.24
SG STANDARD CHERRY £220 £47.60
SG SPECIAL TREM CHERRY £232 £50.56
SG SPECIAL CHERRY £196 £43.68
EB 4L CHERRY (1 only) £193 £42.44
LES PAUL CUSTOM OUTFIT (WHITE).

LIMITED EDITION £412 £89.00

FENDER
TELE BLOND £175 £39.00
TELE M/N BLOND £183 £39 64.
TELE CUSTOM BLACK £209 £45 72
TELE CUSTOM DELUXE M/N WALNUT £254 £55.32
TELE L/HAND M/N BLOND £200 £44 00
STRAT NO TREM SUNBURST £210 £45 80
STRAT W/TREM SUNBURST £242 £52.36
STRAT W/TREM M/N SUNBURST £253 £55.24
STRAT W/TREM SUNBURST L/HAND £268 £58.44
STRAT W/TRFM M/N NATURAL £265 £58.20
STRAT M/N WHITE £241 £52.28
PRECISION BASS SUNBURST £189 £41.12
IAZZ BASS SUNBURST £227 £49.16

TELE DELUXE WALNUT (Slightly marked) £220 £47.60

YAMAHA
SG85 WALNUT £145 £31.32
SG45 WALNUT £100 £22.00
SG30 WALNUT £70 On application
SA50 SUNBURST £105 £23 40
SA30 SUNBURST £78 On application
ACOUSTIC GUITARS FROM £23
100W BASS STACK. IMMACULATE £170 £64.60

KEYBOARDS
FENDER RHODES 73 STAGE PIANO (1 only) £514 £111.12
FENDER RHODES 73 SUITCASE PIANO £850 £188.00
HOHNER CLAVINET D6 £292 £63.36
HOHNER PIANET COMBO £139 £30.12
ELKA RHAPSODY 610 £355 £77.40
ELKA RHAPSODY 490 £223 £48.84
MELLOTRON 400 £841 £182.28
MOOG SONIC SIX £730 £158.40
MINI MOOG £750 £162.00
WURLITZER 2006 PIANO £377 £81.43
HAVEN TRAVELLER £750 £162.00
ELKA ELECTRONIC PIANO WITH STAND £138 £30.00
CAPRI DUO WITH PEDALS S/H £325 £70.00
DIAMOND 800 DUO WITH PEDALS S/H £365 £79.00
VOX CONTINENTAL 300 WITH PEDALS

S /H £365 £79.00
YAMAHA YC45D WITH PEDALS.

IMMACULATE £875 £189.00

MARSHALL
50W TREMOLO AMP £99 £35.92
100W LEAD OR BASS AMP £140 £43 68
4 x 12 LEAD OR BASS CABINET £121 £43 68
100W 6 CHAN P.A AMP £154 £56 32
5OW ARTIST REVERB COMBO £177 £64.16
1993 2 -DECK DISCO UNIT £146 £52.68
1917 20W P.A SYSTEM £110 £39.80
2071 6 -CHANNEL MIXER £57 On application
1994 100W SLAVE AMP £81 On application

FENDER
S/H BASSMAN 10 (50W) £170 £61.60
PRO REVERB £256 f92.48
BANDMASTER REVERB AND CAB (1 only) £287 £103.96
TWIN REVERB £321 £116.68
BASSMAN 100 AND CABINET (1 only) £303 £109.24

WATKINS COPICAT £64 On application
SIMMS-WATTS 100W VOCAL BLENDER

Mk. II £141 £50.76
HAYMAN BIG SOUND (WITH STANDS) £234 £50.72
L/H ACOUSTIC AND ELECTRIC GUITARS NOW IN STOCK

FROM £45
S/H SIMMS-WATTS PA AMP, IMMACULATE £88 On application

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS
POST & PACKING FREE

EMS Chingford Group Gear
242 Chingford Mount Road
Chingford E4 Tel: 01-524 1446

seen from the
professional
angle

the 201 is something
quite personal ...

The M 201 Hypercardioid moving coil
microphone is designed for recording or
broadcasting. The M 201 offers excellent
Separation characteristics in extreme
accoustical conditions.

Specifications:
Frequency Response: 40-18000 Hz.
Output Level at 1 kHz: 0,14 mV/p bar
n -56 dbm (0 dbm o 1 mW/10

dynes/cm2). EIA Sensitivity Rating:
-149 dbm. Hum Pickup Level:
5 p V/5 It Tesla (50 Hz). Polar Pattern:
Hypercardioid. Output Impedance:
200 12. Load Impedance: > 1000 9.
Connections: M 201 N (C) ---- Cannon
XLR-3-50 T or Switchcraft: 2+3 =-
200 9., 1 = ground. M 201 N = 3 -pin
DIN plug T 3262: 1+3 = 200 2 .

2 = ground. M 201 N (6) = 6 pin
Tuchel.
Dimensions: length 6", shaft 00,95".
Weight: 8,60 oz.

BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LIMITED
1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex.
Tel:Haywards Heath 51003
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I NEVITABLY, time catches up
on all people and now in

the mid -70s come a crop of
recording artists with profound
admiration for the four Beatles.

Two such admirers of Beatle
music were from South Shields,
Billy Elliott and Bobby Purvis.
This, became a matter of some
commitment, it mattered what
the Liverpool four did and the
admiration continued when
John, Paul, George and Ringo
went their separate ways.

To their amazement the duo
have found themselves, 11

years after first scampering
down to the record store,
actually involved in the con-
tinuing Beatle personnel story.
Their album debut has been
guided by a producer called
George Harrison, they find them-
selves signed with a new label
owned by GH himself, Dark
Horse. Their name is Splinter.

There is no story behind the
name, no artificially created
yarns about trees and wood
piles and nor do they in con-
versation come out with weak
jokes, like saying they are
George's, 'dark horses'.

What is interesting is how
they came into contact with
the rock maestro himself. The
famous Big Mal Evans of Liver-
pool pop history was involved
with George in making a film
called, Little Malcolm And His
Struggle Against The Eunuchs.
George wanted a group for a
film song, the belief being a hit
song would draw attention to
the film.

George found himself so in-
volved with this duo that the
obvious recourse was one of
saying he would produce an
album for them and they could

splintor-goorgio band

Billy Elliott, Bobby Purvis

be on his A&M distributed
label, Dark Horse.

Even now with a single and
album on the market the New-
castle area duo find things
slightly hard to believe yet the
story has already run its chapter
for one year. It began the mo-
ment they first thought of
recording and led to eventually
doing so at George's own
studios.

Billy put it this way, 'We were
standing one morning in a tube
station. We had come down on
the early morning train, had
breakfast like, played cards and
hadn't felt anything very special.
Then in the tube station we saw
this massive poster and thought
the group on it called Splinter or
something sounded interesting.

'Then we looked at each
other, burst out laughing, slap-
ped each other on the back. It
was us! We just could not
believe it, like when we adorned
the front pages of a national pop
paper. We kept looking at the
page, all day long.'

Bobby and Billy had been
around the Newcastle music
scene for some five years and
in fact, Bobby sang on the
Lennon produced disc, God
Save Oz, a record which con-
cerned itself with the Oz maga-
zine trial.

Their musical fare was not in
the Lindisfarne tradition, in
fact the two, now aged 24, had
sung together from the age of
16, when they went to the same
school.

This first album of theirs has
a rather splendid musical team,
names like Billy Preston, Alvin
Lee, Klaus Voorman, Gary
Wright and one Harry George -
son laying down some attrac-
tive sound behind the crisp,
clear vocals of the Splinter duo.
The two found such company
rather startling but obviously
found things to do other than
just ogle. Alvin made the most
impression upon them and out
of the list, only Preston did not
record at George's studio.

The studio 16 -track is situated
in the basement of George's
Henley house. Do you know,
George got a buzz out of doing
the whole thing, we really
believe that.

'He had to be totally happy
with everything, otherwise, it
was all re -done. That studio
though is a great one, there is
a tremendous atmosphere, it's
so well laid out.

'The album took three months,
that's our part but the whole
thing was around nine, We
would work for two weeks and
then lay-off and then come back
for six.'

'There will always be those
ready to say that it's George's
disc but I think on listening, this
is unfounded, though, of course,
you can pick up at points
George's lovely slide guitar.

'There is a definite personal
feel on the disc, a good spirit
throughout, nothing forced, we
were happy, more than happy.'

TONY JASPER

BOURNEMOUTH

Clectronic iiSiC
TOPWAKE'S  F/RST-cLASS SERVICE

83 BARe.
CI RISTCHURCI1 BH 23 10 (4) Tel. 1270



We at

can supply you, no matter what your requirements in modern disco
equipment. Whether or not your require mono, stereo or Quadrophonic

sound, slow changing or pulsating lights, bins, horns or just conventional
speaker systems,

WE HAVE THE ANSWER!
Write, phone or call for further details; Trade & Export enquiries welcome.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
1174 Crossbank Street,

Oldham,
Lancashire,
England.

LTel 061-620-7114/8444

Please send full details to

WATNNIS EAKINK Music DU,
66,011FLEY ROAD, LONDON 0190W,

ENGLAND. TILIPNOINE 01-735 6568

...and it's all systems go!
John isn't just the new Barratts Sound Engineer -he's a human
computer! He's programmed to de -bug your electronics gear
when it blows its top.
We've turned out a good many operational models in the past
but never one like this. Electronic instruments, D.J. gear,
amplifying systems, he eats em alive and he never busts a
diode when the going gets rough.
He'll solve your electronic problems with the speed of light,
but, even when the impossible takes longer, Barratts loan or
hire service will keep you in business in the meantime.
So feed him your problems,
even if you bought the gear
somewhere else (everybody
makes mistakes) and watch
science fiction come true.
Barratts of Manchester
72/74 Oxford Street
Manchester 1
Tel: 061-236 0052

BARRATTS
of Manchester

HALLE CAT
ECHO

 A MIXER ECHO REVERB UNIT
 4 CHANNEL MIXING
 MANY SPECIAL EFFECTS
 VARIABLE DELAY HEAD

£250 I INC.V.A.T.1
SEND FOR CATALOGUE SHOWING HALLE

 DOUBLE TRACKING
 6 DELAY HEADS
 ENDLESS TAPE CASSETTE
 FOR BANDS AND STUDIOS

CAT AND THE COMPLETE WEM RANGE
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DYNAMIC MICROPHONES ARE BEST

No music or public address system can be any
better than the microphone that picks up the
sound.

Kay microphones are designed to give maxi-
mum 'Pro' quality for all vocal applications
such as through guitar amplifiers, public ad-
dress systems, tape recording, T.V. and broad-
cast studios.

Beautifully styled, shock -resistant, strong die-
cast metal housing contains especially de-
signed components made for long life perform-
ance under continuous use. Handle also con-
tains convenient ON -OFF switch.

Kay microphones are designed to give a con-
temporary, professional appearance combined
with the highest quality acoustical engineering
for every application and condition.

KTM-2 £10.45
Directional cardioid pattern pick-up.
This type of pattern is especially
useful when the performer must
stand directly in front of speaker
system as it will eliminate up to
80% of the background noise while
accepting all frontal sounds. The
directional characteristics make it
easy to aim the KTM-2. This feature
is extremely helpful in multi -mike
installations and also to avoid pick-
up of unwanted outside noise. Dual
impedance allows use with a wide
variety of sound amplifiers or with
extra long cords. Sphere -shaped
head for natural voice sound. Built-
in wind and 'pop' screen.

SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance: High 50K ohms/Low

600 ohms
Sensitivity: -57 dB/1,000 cps
Frequency Response: 100-10,000 cps
Dimensions: 52 dia. x 230 (mm)

2 dia. x 9 (inches)
Weight: 510 grams/1 lb. 2 oz.

Complete with 20 -foot fully shielded connecting cord
which ensures clean, crisp sound by eliminating all
unwanted signals from lighting fixtures, outside trans-
mitters, etc. Also includes a quick -release holder for
use with any standard microphone stand.

For further information write to:

KTM-3 £9.45
A small style microphone built es-
pecially for the vocal performer.
Parabolic -shaped head gives a close
intimate sound. Its cardioid direc-
tional pattern pick-up eliminates
background and audience noise up
to 80%. A favourite style for TV
performers due to the low profile
flat -top wind screen. Brushed alu-
minium finish will not reflect stage
lighting. Ideal for multi -mike set-ups.

SPECIFICATIONS

Impedance: 50K ahms
Sensitivity: -57 dB/1,000 cps
Frequency
Response: 100-10,000 cps

Dimensions: 41 dia. x 170 (mm)
1.6 dia. x 6.7 (inches)

Weight: 370 grams/13 oz.

KTM-4 £11.95
Uni-directional, cardioid-shaped pat-
tern. Reduces feed back problems.
A high quality, professional micro-
phone suitable for studio, stage, TV
and radio applications. Dual imped-
ance for use with all types of tape
recorders or with extra long con-
necting cords. Directional qualities
make the KTM-4 ideal for multi -mike
set-ups. Built-in wind screen. Bot-
tom vents in head give smooth, rich
sound to all voices. The KTM-4 is
especially suited for male vocal and
'heavy' sound groups.

SPECIFICATIONS

Impedance: High 50K ohms/Low
600 ohms

Sensitivity: -57 dB/1,000 cps
Dimensions: 44 dia. x 200 mm

1.7 dia. x 7.8 inches
Weight: 510 grams/1 lb. 2 oz.

GUARANTEE
Kay microphones are guaranteed against
defects for one year from date of purchase.

manufacturing

W.M.I. LTD.
PONTYGWINDY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CAERPHILLY, WALES
Tel: 0222 883904
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WINGS have reformed at last. After months of rumours and
speculation, Henry McCulloch and Denny Sewell left the

band on a more or less amicable basis earlier in the year.
Their departure, however, was not nearly as interesting as

rumour held the reasons to be. These reasons were, variously,
that someone was drinking too much, that someone else resented
Linda's musical accomplishments, and, most of all, that the finan-
cial arrangements were less than satisfactory to Sewell and
McCulloch, who were being paid a glorified form of session fees.

Very few bands at Wings' level break up without a bit of
bother, but the dust seems to have settled now, and with the
addition of drummer Geoff Britten and guitarist Jimmy McCulloch,
Wings are once again of a piece.

But what a piece! Paul McCartney couldn't have chosen two
people less similar if he'd tried. In fact, everything about Geoff
and Jimmy suggests that McCartney has quite definite ideas about
Wings, concerning their longevity, their relationships to each other
and to him, and the future of the name Wings, if not the band
behind it. Geoff Britten is Wings' new drummer. Before that, he
was behind the Wild Angels' drum kit, and before that East of
Eden. It was a fairly good apprenticeship, and it produced a good
craftsman.

Getting into Wings was equally taxing for Geoff. He studies
karate, and the first wind of a vacancy came from a fellow pupil,
Fleetwood Mac's manager, Cliff Davis. 'When I heard that there
was a chance, I thought, "Why not?". I didn't have anything to
lose, so I rang up Wings' publicist Tony Brainsby. He got things
moving, and it ended up in an audition at a theatre in the West
End'.

Then came Geoff's first piece of luck. He found that his audi-



tion was the first after dinner. Since he had turned up early, he
spent a valuable hour adjusting the drum kit and practising on it.

When they came back from dinner, Geoff was ready to jam with
them. 'I was surprised to find that they had hired session musi-
cians for the audition. Paul and the rest of the band were in the
audience.' Listening. They thanked Geoff, or rather the stage
manager did, and told him that he might be hearing from them.
'The first audition had been fairly brief and very varied. There were
five or six numbers, some jazz, some rock and a couple of Wings'
standards.

'I thought that I had done well, but I wasn't too excited then.'
In a couple of days, someone did ring Geoff. 'They told me they
were quite interested, and that I was one of five chosen for a
second audition.' This second crack meant that Geoff's chances
had leapt upwards. Predictably, so had his hopes and fears.

ALL MORNING AUDITION
He was to report to the Carousel Club in Camden Town, and

the audition would last all morning. 'Everyone would be getting
half a day with the band.' His half a day gone, Geoff retreated with
the attitude, 'Well, at least I've had a good run.' But the running
wasn't quite finished.

Time passed, and eventually the phone rang again. 'They told me
that they were very, very pleased this time, and that they wanted
me back. Me and another bloke.' It was pins and needles time,
especially after Geoff recognised the competition. 'I thought,
Christ, this guy's a fuckin' good drummer"

The final audition lasted an entire day, with a long lunchtime

chat with the band, and an astonishing variety of numbers. 'We
were playing rock, country and western, and some old Duke
Ellington numbers as well.'

Finally, Wings decided that the talent was there, the chemistry
was right, and that Geoff was the right man for the job. He wasn't
the best known of the contenders, but he was finally chosen.

'I was just going out for a run with my boxer dog, and the phone
rang. It was Paul, telling me the job was mine.'

Geoff can't remember if he went out for his run afterwards, but
he reckons he probably did.

Don't mistake me, getting in Wings is a source of joy for Geoff.
No doubt about it.

'Being in Wings is like stepping into a band that's in world
terms. There's your Led Zepplins, your Stones, and Wings is in
that class.'

It means a lot to Geoff, this gig. It means, as he says, 'A chance
to see the world, to be a famous face, to make a lot of dough',
but more important to him, it means a chance to continue and
expand the pursuit of his personal happiness. Geoff is very keen
on physical fitness. He holds a black belt in karate and teaches
regularly. He works out as much as six times a week, with runs
and exercises to keep him in tune. He doesn't smoke, drink or
take any form of drug. Indeed, one of his personal interests is

natural medicine.
Wings, he reckons, won't interfere with these interests. 'Even

on tour, I get a certain amount of time to myself, and I should be
able to squeeze in some work outs.' His aspirations in the world
of music are nearly non-existent. He is the drummer for Wings in

Continued on page 59



A BIT OF THE OTHER!!
What do you think of when you visit a music shop?
Perhaps nothing else but that nice new Strat.,
or that new hypersensitive, Solid State Super
Power Amp. That, of course, is the first
consideration, but we reckon you should think
about 'the other'!

SERVICE that is. It could mean the difference
between being left out on a limb in silence if
something happened to your new amp, or being
able to borrow something and still make your gig.

SERVICE is the thing we aim to give along with a
friendly atmosphere. So we don't just make sales,
we make customers who become mates and
perhaps come along again to see us as well
as our gear.
If you've ever been out on a limb think about
'the other', then come along and talk to us. We're
beginning to throw some light on the music scene.

see you
Tony & Terry

THE TONY SAVILLE MUSIC CENTRE
Peter House,

Lower Mosley Street,
Manchester 2,

(adjacent Midland Hotel)
Telephone 061-236 4012

Its our job to effect you...
light wise of course
Comsar lighting
is probably the
finest available.

Try it yourself
then decide.

The Comsar
multi purpose

projector

Comsar Lim ited.261 Beckenham RoadBeckenhamKentBR3 4RP
Telephone.01-659 0737/0830

The Sound''of Wood

CARLSON LEVIN
A.B. HERMAN

THE C.F. MARTIN
ORGANISATION

A Levin guitar is pure all the way-precious wood
all through. Take the guitar top, for instance.

It's made of alpine spruce. From trees three hundred
to six hundred years old. They grow extremely slowly.

Imagine what that means. Wood with closegrain texture.
Precious wood. Levin guitars cost a bit more than

plywood ones, but far, far less than the ones made
by the artisan working all on his own. And

still you get the sound of wood.
THE SPECIAL SOUND OF LEVIN

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING MUSIC SHOPS THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN

SUMMERFIELD BROTHERS )
SALTMEADOWS ROAD, GATESHEAD, NE8 3AJ



Continued from page 57

the sense that someone else is a machinist for Ford. The perks
are enormous with Wings, but in the end it seems that it is merely
a good job for Geoff. He'll be working hard to stay there, and he
seems well aware of the fact that the music business can be
pretty ruthless. If he's sacked with good reason, he'll accept that.
The alternative, leaving to join someone else hasn't occurred to
him.

But it definitely has occurred to his fellow freshman, Jimmy
McCulloch. Jimmy played on Thunderclap Newman's giant single
'Something in the Air' when he was 15, he joined John Mayall
for a while and replaced the late Les Harvey of Stone the Crows
after his death.

At the age of 21, Jimmy McCulloch is, as he says 'A fuckin'
good guitarist'. If you don't believe it, listen to Wings' single
Junior's Farm. He is just that, and unlike many people his age, he
has the confidence to accompany it.

Not surprisingly when Paul McCartney asked him to join
Wings, his first question was 'What's in it for me?' He had worked
on Linda's solo album at Paul's request, and after a while, well,
'I knew there wasn't any competition', he told me with a wicked
grin.

So, while working on the Mike McGear album which brother
Paul produced, Jimmy was asked to join the band. He found out
what was in it for him a little later, in Nashville where the single
was recorded. 'We finally felt comfortable enough with each
other to talk about the finances. In the old Wings, you got your
pay cheque weekly whether you were working or not, but I didn't
want that. There's no use hanging about - if I'm in a band I expect
to contribute a hell of a lot, and I also expect to get a hell of a
lot as well'. The result of all this, which everyone now agrees is
an improvement, is a new financial structure. Not really new, be-
cause it's only what most bands usually have - an equal split.
But it is new for Wings, and it should be a great deal healthier.

Jimmy has also demanded complete freedom of expression, the
right to complain when things are going wrong. 'I'm pretty happy
with things as they stand now', he told me. 'I think we all trust
each other, our agreements are more on trust than legality, but by
next spring, when we go on tour, they'll be legal as well'.

Geoff Britten

Jimmy's looking forward to quite a few things as well. There's
the new album (which should contain one of his own songs), the
world tour in April, which gives Jimmy a chance to play in front of
a live audience. 'I love playing live, getting the feedback from an
audience. Otherwise playing becomes too mechanical.'

As befits a guitarist in his own right, Jimmy also has a few things
of his own to look forward to. He writes very un-Wingish material
with the former Crow's drummer Colin Allen, and now he has
enough for an album and a single, tentatively titled Too Many Miles
and Medicine Jar respectively.

More than Wings, it is these projects which excite his imagina-
tion. He doesn't have a record label as yet. 'I want to wait until I

get a bit more publicity from Wings, when my name and face are
a bit more familiar.'

Jimmy sees Wings as a phase, another band to which he happily
belongs. He quit John Mayall four years ago because he didn't have
enough time of his own, and one wonders if, should Wings cramp
his style, whether he would hang around for long.

After all this, you have to wonder what McCartney has let himself
in for. Geoff Britten isn't dead keen on contributing much to Wings
beyond what he has in his many auditions - damn good drumming
and a pleasant face and personality.

WINGS IS A PHASE
Jimmy McCulloch will be contributing something more, as befits

an ace guitarist, but not for too long.
It might just be that Paul McCartney, like so many giant talents,

has decided that he and Linda will always be Wings, and after that,
what members comprise the band's fuselage really doesn't matter.

He shouldn't be too short of applicants if someone leaves, and
in a way, the shorter the average length of service, the less depen-
dent Paul will be on his boys. So you can expect Wings, now and
forever, to reflect McCartney's ideas, with a few concessions to
people of Jimmy McCulloch's calibre.

Such are the demands and ways of an established genius.

CARROLL MOORE
McCulloch with Maggie Bell



GreatSound...
Greater still and greater is the

sound of Vitavox.

Now...
the 4KHZ
HORN

This Spring the Vitavox Power Loudspeaker Range was further enhanced
with the introduction of improved adhesive, plastic and component technologies.

NOW a new dimension comes to the Range - with the arrival of the 4 KHZ
HORN - bringing with it for the first time to Groups, Discos and all lovers of high
quality sound the technique of creating horizontal sound dispersion from a vertical
horn flair. It means that One Source - One Throat - will give what only many Horns
could give before.

With the coming of the 4 KHZ Horn the Power Loudspeaker Range is now 5
nucleus strong. This Horn, the outcome of nine months research, is the latest
concept in the continuing development of the Great Sound Range.

The 4 KHZ Horn is designed for use with the Vitavox S3 Pressure Unit for
wide dispersion of the upper audio frequencies. When mounted in the vertical
position it gives a wide sound distribution in the horizontal plane.

Made from heavy gauge steel, treated with acoustic damping compound,
finished in dramatic hammer black paint, and with a Heavy Duty mounting bracket
to support the pressure unit weight, the 4 KHZ is geared throughout to meet the
needs of THE BIG SOUND with THE GREAT SOUND OF VITAVOX. First Group to
use the 4 KHZ HORN - and find it Great - is 'Traffic" - others will not be far behind.

VITAVOX
Limited

Westmoreland Road
London NW9 9RJ
Telephone: 01-204 4234

I Please send me further information on your product range

i Name

Company

Address
I I

V-186
L-
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A HORN IS BORN!!
Roger Dyer, Sales Manager at Vitavox explains the process

and development of a horn unit
WHAT is it that prompts a

manufacturer to go through
the long and painful process of

A developing a product, of working
on an idea until it finally gives birth
to an addition to his product
range? Half the time he thinks his
range is already too large, anyway,
but, and it's a big but, he senses a
need, a gap in the market, that his
unborn product can fill.

He's seen all the other equip-
ment on the market, but somehow
he knows that there's an edge of
dissatisfaction, a demand in the
search for perfection that he might
be able to meet. So he gives the
word and the wheels turn. A lot of
work goes into even quite a simple
object, if that object is to be any
good and, looking back, it is
always extremely difficult to pre-
dict the exact moment that a pro-

duct emerges from the 'that's a
good idea' stage to the thrashed
out, remodelled, recalculated, and
refined item that finally reaches the
end user. The Vitavox 4 Kilohertz
Horn was conceived in this way.

OBVIOUS
It was obvious from the start

that the new 4 Khz Horn had to be
in an 'add-on' form, as many
groups already possessed high -
quality systems, and no one
welcomes laying out large amounts
on new equipment, hence another
consideration - cost. It had to be
good, but not be too expensive.
Then, finally, shape. To a great ex-
tent this was obviously embodied
in the original design. The method
of dispersing sound in a horizontal
plane from a vertical source is
nothing new, since this is the

fundamental principle of the col-
umn speaker. What is new, how-
ever, is the use of this in a product
for the group and P.A. market, in a
compact form. The illustration will
give you a better idea of exactly
what is meant. The horn is
mounted with the slot vertical and,
because of its shape, it spreads the
sound on a plane at 90 degrees to
this; i.e. 180 degrees horizontally.

Horn units tend to 'squirt' high
frequency sound in a narrow
beam, the higher you go in the
sound spectrum, the smaller the
amplitude of the sound wave off
axis. Mouth size and wave length
dictate dispersion; the advantages
are obvious. This small, compact
horn gives good sound dispersion
at the upper frequency end of the
sound spectrum, and in an easily -
transportable or 'addable' form.

Vitavox S3 Pressure Unit

There are three stages left.
Sound tests, then mechanical
tests, then again final sound tests.
The first horn prototypes were built
on to a strange gibbet -type con-
struction to enable them to be
tested not only with the slot axis
vertical but also horizontally, and
through 360 degrees in each plane.
Testing was done in the Vitavox
anechoic chamber and is the way
in which the dispersive properties
of the horn are determined. Sets of
graphs are obtained from a com-
plex test rig via a calibrated micro-
phone. Having determined that the
unit behaved satisfactorily on the
sound tests, we then set about
mechanically testing it. We gave it
to several simulated 'Roadies' - if
there can ever be such a thing -
who dropped, crunched, scraped
and kicked it. Then we strengthen-
ed the mounting bracket. Well it
looked strong enough at the start.
After all that, we were ready for the
final test.

In the world of 'Hi- Fi' you can
get away with using a small cone
loudspeaker unit for the upper fre-
quencies, but this is by no means
good enough for group P.A. work.
Not only is it extremely directional
but, furthermore, cannot cope with
the clarity, range and power levels
required. The unit the 4 Khz Horn
was primarily designed to work
with is the Vitavox CN 353, type
S3 pressure unit, a unit
efficiency and high power hand-
ling, reproducing higher frequency
sounds with 'bite' and clarity. This.
however, is by no means its limit,
as it can be adapted to take lower
cost, less efficient units quite
acceptably. So, finally, the 4 Khz
Horn was tried out in combination
with the following array, as this
was considered the most likely set
of conditions it would meet.
a) A bass cone loudspeaker vl,ith
mid -range horn, i.e., a triple
system with horns for mid and top.
b) Bass and mid -range cone, i.e.,
a triple system with cone speakers
for low and mid with horn for top.
c) Full range cone loudspeakers
working to 4 Khz with the 4 Khz
Horn for H.F., i.e., a dual -channel
system.

They all worked well and I pre-
fer not to make judgments as to
what was thought best, since this
is such a personal thing for a group
that they, obviously, must decide
which they prefer.

Gibson, Fender, etc., pick-ups
rewound and guitars rewired to
original specifications, also
guitars customised including
'Tele' copies, etc. Any acoustic
guitar made electric with built-in
controls. Trade inquiries wel-
come. Sperrin Electronics,
155b Hampton Road, Southport,
Merseyside. Southport 59757.
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the
famous
Framus
If you've seen
or heard Mungo Jerry
recently you'll know
the one we mean;
The Framus Nashville.
It's one of the
magnificent range of
Framus guitars that
the band are
now using.
And they're only one
of the many professional
groups that have
changed over to using
Framus equipment.
(You'll even see it in
the new film 'Flame'
featuring Slade)

For all inquiries and orders
please write to:

Framus Limited,
Highview Road,
Lightwater,
Surrey.
Telephone: 0276 72455
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I oldies P
QUEEN'S
John Harris (and team)

QUEEN ARE going the same
way as Yes. That's not to

suggest there are any musical
similarities, rather the band believe
in working for the future.

As soon as Yes started to earn
decent money, they ploughed it
all back into improving their act
and giving better value for money
in the hope that the public would
respond. Respond they did and
the investment paid huge divi-
dends, as everybody knows.

Queen are doing the same
thing. And that gives John Harris
and his team quite a few problems.
John is Queen's chief road mana-
ger. He's been with the band from
the very beginning when they
were called Smile and when the
band went pro, he cast aside his
college training and left his future
in their hands. He's not regretting
that.

John's team is a continually
expanding and contracting one.
His assistant is Robert Johnstone
who joined the band in Scotland
about nine months ago. Then
there's a lighting crew (including
someone to mix the lights) and
truckers to do what roadies used
to do a few years ago.

'The main problem is the
worry,' admits John. 'It's such a
great responsibility getting this
lot of stuff around.'

We were talking at a full
rehearsal of the band, held in a

disused cinema in Ealing, West
London, shortly before the band
undertook their UK tour. In
addition to the vast piles of source
amplification, there was a massive
RSE PA system, three mixers (one
for fold -back mix), on-stage light-
ing towers, a massive mobile
overhead gantry for lighting (very
new), a number of high -power
spotlights and a mixing desk for
lighting. These are the basic units.

On stage the band's equipment
is as follows. For bass there is a
mixture of Hiwatt and Acoustic
amplification delivering about 300

watts into a mixture of Sound City
and Acoustic cabinets. Brian
May insists on using Vox AC30s.
He uses six of them for lead guitar.
His initial guitar signal is amplified
by two AC30s, the output is
miked up and fed to the PA. The
signal is also fed into an Echoplex
and that output is, in turn, fed
into two more AC30s. That output
is miked up and fed to the mixer
and it is also taken to a second
Echoplex which is fed to the last
pair of AC30s. That output is also
miked and sent to the mixer.

ORIGINAL
'Brian's a real AC30 freak,'

explains John. 'Most of his amps
are original but we're trying out
some of the new AC3Os on the
market and he says he likes them.'

The piano is miked by a contact
mike and amplified via a Hiwatt
system which delivers through
two Peavey cabinets. The drums
are amplified via ten mikes.

Most of the microphones are

AKGs with D190, D1200 and 202
models predominating.

One of John's most important
tasks is the sound mixing. Because
he's been with the band so long
he understands exactly the mix
required for their music.

'I think the most important
requirement for a sound engineer
on live gigs, is an understanding
of the band's music. If you under-
stand exactly what the band is
trying to do in each section you're
in a far better position to get the
sound just right.'

John has to deal with two
mixers. Both are supplied by RSE
from whom the entire PA system
is hired. One is a 20 -channel
mixer which mixes vocal and
instrument mikes together and
the other is a fifteen -channel unit
used just for drums. The effects
units are Binson and Echoplex
echo chambers and the system
has an output around 21KW.

The fold -back is also mixed
separately, but the band adjust
that from the stage. The massive

lighting system that the band
carry is hired from ESP.

Going on tour for Queen is a

mighty expensive operation with
this kind of set up. To get it all
around the band hire a 32 -ton
artic, that costs over £500 per week
(including driver). The hire bill
for the PA and lighting equipment
(including crews) is over £2,000
a week and during the time the
band are rehearsing the cinema
costs £150 a week. In addition
there's the back line and that costs
about £5,000.

All this is John's responsibility.
'I suppose I spend two hours

each day working out the figures.
It really takes some organising
making sure that the budget is
properly spent. It must be said
that Queen don't make anything
out of touring, there's just no
money in it. It's all to promote the
records.

'I don't think tour rigs can
really get any bigger or any more
expensive. I think we've reached
the end.'

L. -R.: John Harris, Robert Johnstone
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INTERNATIONAL. RECORDING STUDIO NEWS AND VIEWS

Genesis Double at Island
GENESIS, after a long silence
on the recording front, have

just put together a double album
in Island Studios which is due for
release soon. The album was both
produced and engineered by John
Burns. Amazing Blondell have just
been in to record some new
numbers and Dana Gillespie has

been finishing off her album,
engineered by Phil Brown.

Both the studio and the mobile
unit are now 24 -track, and the
mobile has recently been up to
Newcastle to record a Roxy Music
gig. Also in Island recently were
Jess Roden, completing work on
his new album, and Slade.

Hit -Mayers Go INDIGO
NORTHERN rock is alive and

kicking, particularly in Indigo
Studios, Manchester. They have
recently expanded to 16 -track and
musicians from all over Britain
have been going up there to work
on various projects.

The list of people who have

visited Indigo recently includes
Mud, The Bay City Rollers,
Geordie, Lynsey De Paul, Barry
Blue, Jonathan King, Medicine
Head, Blackfoot Sue, Hector,
Fable and Fancy, to name but a
few I

Eddy at Sarm
MR. Golden Guitar of the

1950's, the legendary
Duane Eddy, is really making a
big come -back now. In fact he
has just been in Sarm Studios
recording a very aptly named
single, The Man With The
Golden Guitar, which was
written and produced by Tony
Macaulay.

Alvin 'The Untouchable' Star-
dust was certainly close enough
to be touched by Sparks
brothers Russ and Ron Mael,
when they were all in the studio
recording an interview for
London Weekend Television's
forthcoming Saturday Scene
album. Also featured on the
album will be David Cassidy,
The Sweet, Gary Glitter and
Showaddywaddy amongst
others.

Terry Webster and the Rockin'
Berries have just recorded a new
single for Satril Records and the
Ammo Production Company
were also in, working with ex -
Searcher Mike Pender. Pete
Dello of Honeybus fame has
been recording a new single for
Noon Music and Kenny Young
had a very interesting time pro-
ducing that radio loon Kenny
Everett, who was recording a
Christmas single for Rocket
Records. Kenny has also just
completed his own next single
for G.T.O.

Sarm regulars Barry Blue and
Roger Greenaway have been in
again, Barry to produce Zigzag's
single The Bump, which looks
like starting a brand new dance

craze, and Roger to finish off
some tracks with Sunny. An-
other regular, Phil Coulter,
dropped in to produce Penny
and finish off work on a Pump-
kinhead album.

On the jazz scene, Alan
Haven has been recording a

quadrophonic album with Barry
Ainsworth. Gary Lyons has been
helping Manfred Mann finish his
new Earthband album. Top
South African producer Mutt
Lange has been working with a
variety of acts including the
Sleaz Band, J. Vincent Edwards
and Bobbie McGee, plus work
on tracks he's producing for
himself and his wife under the
joint name of Stephen.

Joining the trend, Rocky
Horror Show writer Richard
O'Brien has just recorded a new
single with his wife, under the
name Kimi and Ritz. The single,
entitled I Was In Love With
Danny (But The Crowd Was In
Love With Dean), was produced
by John Sinclair and Andrew
Leighton. Described as a 'hot-
rod song', it will be out soon on
the CBS label.

Last but by no means least,
Dave Dee, who looks like
making a comeback with Dozy,
Beaky, Mick & Titch, has been
in Sarm producing tracks for
Carl Simmons. By the way,
apologies to Steve Lewis and
E c I e c t i c productions for
wrongly attributing Humphrey's
album to Virgin Records in Sarm
Studios' news in the October
issue of B.I.

Beatles Show at Scurao
THE highly successful stage
show, John, Paul, George,

Ringo and Bert, is soon likely to
be a highly successful album as
well. Songs from the show have
been recorded at Scorpio
Sound by Barbara Dickson and
the current West End cast, who
had to dash off from the studio
each evening at 6 p.m. prompt to
get on stage in time. The producer

of the album was Ian Samwell.
ELP's Carl Palmer has been in

Scorpio doing mixing and over-
dubs for a forthcoming album and
Chapman and Whitney and Isaac
Guillory havelralso been doing
mixing work. A & M Records band
Hummingbird also came in to
record an album to be released
shortly.

R.E.L. STUDIOS
4 -track, competitive rates, great at-

mosphere. It's THE place to be.

Radio Edinburgh Ltd.
7a Athol! Place,

Edinburgh EH3 BHP
Tel: 031-229 9651 (2 lines)

Scaffold up at I.B.C.
STATUS Quo enthusiasts can

expect to have a new album
to add to their collections soon.
The band have been hard at it in
I.B.C. Studios for the -past couple
of months and have just about
completed work on the album now.
The producer was Damon Lyon -
Shaw and the engineer Andy
Miller.

Another band who have been
in and out of I.B.C. lately is
Scaffold, who have been mixing
their new album, engineered by
Mike Claydon and Keith Bessey.
Paul Jones has been recording a

ZB GUITARS (UK), 2 UPPER FANT ROAD, MAIDSTONE, KENT. 55470
THE WORLD'S FINEST PEDAL STEEL GUITAR

single which was produced by
Tim Rice and engineered by Hugh
Jones and Keith Bessey and
B. & C. Records artist Gery Benson
has been putting down tracks
produced by Dave Williams.

New Faces viewers may remem-
ber a fresh faced little lad called
Jeffrey Hooper, who was subse-
quently signed by EMI. He has
been in to record some numbers,
one of which may be a follow-up
single to Ways Of The Wor/d. The
engineer ottthafsession.was Mike
Claydon.

int d( SakAme. .5 /7. -4al  .5

PHONE thh:Vry Jrhe.

8 TRACK

£6/HR
FREE COPY TAPE

.3081
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Why you seldom
see second-hand

Simms -Watts gear
It's simple. Simms -Watts gear lasts and people like it. So they

keep it. And keep it. And keep it. Even though specifications are
continually up -dated and new ideas introduced . . . just as soon as
they're proved, in action. Like unconditionally stable -short circuit
(SOAR) protection in the new amps to restrict output transistor
operation within safety limits of current, voltage and power. Like the
new Folded Horn PA Bin, built to match the very latest of current
trends (ignore the pun).

"So who buys the new gear, if people keep their old Simms -
Watts gear ?" The answer is new Simms -Watts people. Like you ?
Send the coupon and see the full range. We think we'll have the new
catalogue by the time we get your letter !

Tri-Sound Mark II with SDF, now incorporates, like all SW amps,
a separate power stage with a much improved technical specifica-
tion. Also has the all -new Sustained Dynamic Fuzz Section.
Frequency response : 20-20kHz 0-2db. Other amps ? Lots of them,
including the very new All-purpose 50. For instrument or PA use with
an output of 50 watts rms into 8 ohms. Read all about them.

400" IN 'N 1fre
Name .0101 N.01 \woo' ,..01

Folded Horn PA Bin
Part of Simms -Watts Newspeak,
the language with greater
power of expression and a
much wider range of statement.
This cabinet, for instance,
is right on with the current trend
of "instrument through PA."
Has two high -frequency
exponential horn units on a
forward facing baffle, plus the 15
power speaker. Will handle
100 watts with style and grace.

AL 0
APPROVAL

A[ 111

Choose the shape you want.
There are instrument cabinets and
PA columns, with and without
horns, in the right ranges of
power to give almost unlimited
permutations of rig size and shape.

Switch to SW as so many
instrumentalists are. You have a
double backing. Of designers who
know music and electronics.
And of EMI technical
services. Send the coupon.

To Simms -Watts, Amplification, 138 -140 Old Street, London EC1.
Please reserve me a copy of your new catalogue, now printing.

Name

Vocal Blender Mark II
Has the same mods as the new Tri-Sound
and a bright new orange control panel to
flag the differences. Like a power output of
100 watts rms into 8 ohms, and a total
harmonic distortion of less than 1% at 100
watts. Worth reading about.

Address 8.1.12/74' ,
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STUDIO PLAYBACK-continued from page 65

Mushroom Humour
REMEMBER all those lovely
take -offs of the Stones, the

Beatles, etc., perpetrated by that
chameleon -like group, the Barron
Knights? Well, we are pleased to
report that they are still at it! They
have been in Mushroom Studios
in Bristol recently recording a

single called Hey Frank, which,
we are told, has been written
about Frank Spenser of TV's
Crawford show. Rumour has
it that it's extremely funny and
should be released soon.

Reg Presley of The Troggs has
been in producing some numbers
for Air Studios and a local vocal
harmony group called Kind Hearts
And English have been in putting
down some numbers written by
John Tippet.

On the equipment front, Mush-
room have recently installed a

new Clark Techniques graphic
equaliser and have also purchased
an extra Phillips master stereo
machine.

APRS Course
THE first course for studio

engineers presented by
the APRS (Association of Pro-
fessional Recording Studios)
was held at Guildford University
recently.

Engineers from studios in the
UK and from Switzerland and
Belgium came together for five
days and learnt and re -learnt
many aspects of professional
recording. Twelve lecturers

covered a wide spectrum of
subjects in days which started
at 9.30 a.m. and finished at 10
p.m. Practical work was also
included in the course and at
the end 22 of the 24 engineers
attending said they would
advise other engineers to take
the course.

APRS have already announced
that there will be another course
in September 1975.

SECOND
STUDIO ENGINEERS'
REFRESHER COURSE

THE FIRST COURSE WAS
OVER -SUBSCRIBED

THE NEXT COURSE WILL BE
SEPTEMBER '1975

For information write now:

APRS Secretary,

E. L. MASEK, 23 Chestnut Avenue,

Chorleywood, Herts WD3 4HA

Rectangular
Encased Pearls
Machines

Truss Rod

Rosewood
Fingerboard

Master
Switch

High Response
Pick-ups

Micro -set
Bridge

Nickel Silver
Frets

Separate Tone
Controls

Separate
Volume
Controls

This slimline solid six -string electric is just one of twelve
Columbus models priced from around £30 to £60. Folk,
Country Western, Jumbo, electric six -string and bass
guitars. We've pin -pointed the specification but you have
to SEE the polyester finish, to HEAR the brilliant pick-up
response and to FEEL the ease of action. We invite you
to compare the Columbus models with instruments up
to four times the price. Send for catalogue today then
ask for Columbus by name at your local dealer.

FLETCHER
COPPOCK

nEwnum LTD

PLEASE SEND ME THE GUITAR BROCHURE

39/41 SHELTON STREET, LONDON WC2H 9HL
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GQYPHON

Gryphon: L. -R. David Oberle, Richard Harvey, Philip Nestor,
Brian Gulland, Graeme Taylor

LIKE the mythological bird
from whom they take their

name, there's something un-
classifiable and timeless about
Gryphon. 'Medieval rock' is too
slick a label and could hardly
convey the wealth of influences
from Baroque, classical and rock
music that blend together to
form their kind of music. In their
early days they earned a reputa-
tion for being comics on stage,
galumphing round in flowing -
sleeved robes singing humorous
old songs about Alchemists and
farmers and ending their set
with a bassoon and krumhorn
version of / Do Like To Be Beside
The Seaside. But even so, the
sheer excellence of their playing
shone through the clowning,
showing them to be serious
musicians who enjoyed having a
bit of fun, rather than just dedi-
cated devotees of authentic
period music.

'What started off that parti-
cular stage presentation,' volun-
teered keyboard and recorder
player Richard Harvey, 'was the
idea of the first manager we ever
had - we've been through quite
a few since then. He mumbled
something about putting on
funny clothes and I think that all
the "medieval" publicity and
those clothes we wore at the
beginning of our career gave
people the unfortunate impres-
sion that we were a medieval
band and they could not take our
music seriously. Many people
don't know what we're getting
involved with now.'

Like Leo Sayer laying aside
his clown suit, they have now
emerged from the gimmicky
publicity and semi -humorous
image into a world which seems
to have started taking their
music seriously at last. The fact
that they have been booked to
tour the States with Yes, who
speak quite highly of them,
means that they have at last got
away from their folk club origins
and are about to face their
widest, if most critical, audi-
ences yet.

FANTASIA
The original founders of Gry-

phon were Richard Harvey and
bassoonist Brian Gulland, who
met while studying at the Royal
College of Music. By early '72
they had added guitarist Graeme
Taylor and former rock band
drummer David Oberle. Bass
player Philip Nestor joined last
January just in time to fill out
the sound on their second
album, Midnight Mushrumps.

Their third album, Red Queen
To Gryphon Three, has just been
released. In three albums, their
progression is immense. You can
see them searching for a solid
direction in the first album, find-
ing it by the end of the second
and cementing it in the new
album.

That first recording, titled,
simply, Gryphon, although enter-
taining, with its country yokel -

type humour, extremely well
played and unique in its rock
approach to Renaissance music,
had no unity. It wasn't so much
a group album as a recording in
which everybody chipped in and
did their bit, had their spot in
which to show off their talents.

Midnight Mushrumps, their
second, was still a bit patchy
although, in the Midnight Mush -
rumps fantasia, which was in-
spired by the music the band
wrote for Peter Hall's production
of The Tempest, they started to
achieve more unity of sound and
purpose.

On their new album the band
work as one, everyone augment-
ing, complementing, enriching
everyone else's playing. From
the Yes -like intro right through
the four different movements and
moods of the album, the five
musicians work as a unit.

'We think our new album's a
turning point in the group's
career,' said Richard Harvey. 'It's
our first true communal com-
position and everybody's in-
fluences are in there all the time.
Although most of the music on
the second album was com-
posed by the group, everybody
wrote their own little bit. But
the composers on this album
were Gryphon.'

'Writing together is quite hard
for us to do,' admitted Graeme
Taylor, 'because we're all into
different types of music. I would
say this album is both more rock
influenced and more classically
influenced than the others.
We've always encompassed a
lot within our field and we've
broadened our field rather than
taken in new influences.'

Richard agreed. 'When we
started the band it was mainly
experimental, seeing how folk
clubs would react to medieval
music. But since we've found
that the band works as a band
in its own right, we decided that
seeing as there are so many
other groups playing authentic
music, we'd go ahead and play
our own.

'We owe what success we
have had to date to medieval
music but our music now's get-
ting a lot more serious and per-
sonal. All along we've stated
that our aim was to be a band
that utilised any instrument that
happened to be available at any
one time in the course of our
music.'

This sounds a bit like the
philosophy of the Incredible
String Band in their early days.
In fact, this particular band did
quite a lot towards inspiring
Richard Harvey to try his luck in
the rock field with his recorder
playing talents.

As his father was a recorder
teacher, Richard learned the in-

strument from an early age. 'My
father is an extremely serious
classical musician, so I've
always taken the instrument ex-
tremely seriously. As there has
been such an emphasis on small
schoolchildren learning to play
it' (Richard deplores the general
standard of recorder teaching in
schools), 'it's never been taken
very serious in this country.'

Anyone who has heard
Richard play will know that he
plays a recorder like you've
never heard one played before.
Lightning fast with the utmost
clarity of note, perfection of
tonguing, and a beauty of tone
which is quite unlike the reedy,
piping efforts of the average
schoolchild.

'I wouldn't have believed a
few years ago that the recorder
could actually be integrated into
rock music. The early experi-
ments of people like John Ren-
bourne and the String Band
enlightened me to the extent of
realising that just because I was
a recorder player didn't mean I
was barred from the realms of
improvisationalist music of some
kind.

'There wouldn't be much
validity in a rock band for some-
one who just played recorder,
though. Although there's a lot
you can do with it in a classical
context, there's only just so
much in a rock band context.
That's why I've gone into key-
boards as well.'

Some time in the future
Richard is hoping to work on a
project involving teaching the
recorder via a record, a book or
a video tape. He's hoping that
his connection with Gryphon
will enable his classical record
to reach a wider public. In the
meantime, as he mentioned
earlier, he is getting more and
more involved in keyboards and
is building up quite a wide selec-
tion of keyboard effects on
stage.

At present the band are re-
hearsing and getting material
worked out for their next album.
'If we don't get it together like
this, we'll never get it together
at all, so we're recording bits as
they come,' explained Graeme.

Red Queen To Gryphon Three
should bring their music to a
much wider audience than
they've had before. The days of
funny songs are past, and there
are no lyrics on this album.
Admirers of genuine Renais-
sance music may be dis-
appointed by the rock content of
the album, but traces of Baroque
rhythms, the use of recorder and
bassoon in unison as in the
authentic period music, still re-
main, giving the whole album a
highly individual sound, quite
unlike any other rock band.
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HARBOUR WAY
SHOREHAM -BY -SEA
BRIGHTON BN4 5HS
Tel: 07917 61626

PROBABLY THE BEST THING
THAT HAS HAPPENED TO

GAUSS (AND BURGLAR BILL)

BURG! AR BILL

ACCOUSTIC SOUND Sl'STEIU

(Accoustic Sound Systems)

SHOWROOMS AT: FURTHER INQUIRIES TO:
181 London Road, 17 Andersons,
Grays, Stanford -le -Hope,
Essex. Essex.
Phone: Grays Thurrock 76343 Phone: Stanford -le -Hope 6218

This man is called Claude Venet, and it is unlikely you
will get elsewhere what you get from him, because he
offers...

THE COMPLETE GROUP'S SERVICE
. . . For a start you can find the best professional Ameri-
can gear in his shop, at 64 Queen's Road, Watford. There
you will meet T.W. (you can't miss him, he's tall and
hairy) who will show you his pride and joys (we mean
Gibson, Fender, Rickys and others). No hassles or sales-
man jabbering, Tony's a friend and means to help you.
You can try the gear at the volume you like because. . .

. . . There is a rehearsal room for that. . . which inci-
dently you can hire for as cheap as 30 bob an hour. Any
time of the day, 7 days a week. It is acoustically treated
and you can really blast your head off if you want to. Not
to mention it is 800 sq. ft. surface, and the problem of
space is quite in hand.
. . . You can also consult Claude (bring your fags along)
about a custom-built sound system. He's known to have
built and installed some of the very best ones in Europe,
and your system is dealt with in quite a unique way: Care-
ful measurements of sound pressure levels and frequency
repartition, computerised calculations, top quality compo-
nents and tight (as a duck's hassle) technical controls
(woops!) give you the guarantee of something built to
your exact requirements.
. . . You can also get Eric (froggy Wagner) and Claude
to come to sort out your sound problems and get rid of
your feed -back, loss of power or other acoustical drags.
Room equalisation they call it; and you'll be amazed what
it can do for you. Well worth the few quid it will cost you
if you are about to do a major gig.
. . . And if you want to get trained in acoustics, you can
join the Synergetic Audio Concepts sound system class.
That's quite incredible, you ought to inquire about that!
. . . Lastly, Claude distributes all MI gear in this country,
and, if you never heard it and your local dealer hasn't got
it, you better rush to try it in Watford 'cause you'll be
quite knocked out, buddy!
. . . So come to

CLAUDE VENET ENTERPRISES
64 Queens Road, Watford, Herts.

Telephone: Watford 41383
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V
10% DEPOSIT MAIL ORDER-UP TO 36 MONTHS TO
PAY-H/H, FENDER, GIBSON, TRAYNOR AND WEM.
FOR FULL DETAILS OF OUR UNIQUE MAIL ORDER
CREDIT, CUT OUT THIS AD. AND SEND IT TO:

WING, STATION APPROACH, TWEEDY RD.. BROMLEY, KENT
NAME
ADDRESS

M. 12

imp

DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF PROFESSIONAL P.A. SYSTEMS

Users include:

CAMEL
HATFIELD AND THE NORTH
HENRY COW
JETHRO TULL
SOFT MACHINE
TANGERINE DREAM
WISHBONE ASH
ZZEBRA

Mixing consoles

Monitoring Systems

Bass Guitar Cabinets and

Instrument Cabinets

naleT-IHEIPSIN
Sound Equipment

31 STATION ROAD, LONDON S.E. 25 01-653 6018/8483

MATTHEWS (ccualten)
20 THE BROADWAY,
MAIDSTONE, KENT

KENT'S BIGGEST AND BEST MUSIC STORE
We have large stocks of

FENDER GUITARS, AMPS AND KEYBOARDS,
NEW H.H., WEM, MARSHALL, GIBSON, PREMIER, CARLSBRO

AND SOUND CITY EQUIPMENT.

Always a good variety of secondhand amps and cabs., Strings of every shape and size,
Discos and lighting effects.

Helpful knowledgeable service - 24 hour repair service - 24 hour credit clearance.
Open 9 am to 6 pm (and 9 am to 10 pm Tuesday)

DISCOUNTS FOR CASH - GOOD PRICES PAID FOR SECONDHAND GEAR

Find out more by phoning MAIDSTONE 58903
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the develop-
ment of 'pop' music and the

changes of instrumentation that
have occurred over the years
between orchestras, bands and
groups, the popularity and use of
one instrument, the drums, has
remained constant.

This isn't surprising when you
consider that the drums are the
most essential part of a rhythm
section, and this has never been
truer than since the introduction
of rock music.

However, more than ever before
rock has allowed the drummer to
move, if he wants, out of the back-
ground and into the limelight.
Sandy Nelson, Cozy Cole and in
Britain one-time Shadow Tony
Meehan were some of the first to
exploit the drums as a solo
instrument in rock. In recent
years drummers such as Ginger
Baker, Keith Moon, Jon Hiseman
and Cozy Powell have kept drums
in the forefront of the rock scene,
and other artists such as Stomu
Yamash'ta have opened up a

whole new sphere of music with
their progressive experimentation
with percussion.

STRIKING
One noticeable change over the

years has been the trend towards
smaller -size bass drums, and
although big -band and orchestra
drummers often favour the louder
unamplified sound of the larger
drums, today's jazz and rock
musician generally prefers a

smaller bass drum with a 'tighter'
sound - sometimes used in pairs
and frequently miked up through
the PA.

The introduction by several
manufacturers of acrylic drums
with their 'see through' appearance
has been another interesting
recent development.

This month's drum survey looks
at these and other new items pro-
duced for the drummer today, as
well as providing a guide to a wide

SA
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Beverley: Panorama 21 kit by Boosey & Hawkes

selection of some of the many
established lines available.

Not content with producing
only snare drums in metal, ASBA
of Paris decided to go one better
and produce an all -metal outfit.
ASBA overcame the problem of
weight by exploiting the light
strength and striking appearance
of stainless steel and the result, as
many experienced drummers will
know, is one of the finest kits
available.

The Simms -Watts division of
Rosetti & Co. Ltd. distribute
ASBA in the UK, and Rosetti's
advertising manager Pete Tulett
says: 'Having recently visited the
ASBA factory, I can tell you that
ASBA make most of their com-
ponents entirely by hand. They
even cast their own wing nuts,
tom-tom holders, etc., and their
craftsmen clean up and finish every
item on a one at a time basis.
ASBA do not want to adopt mass
production methods as in their
own words, "the drums would
lose their individuality".'

STEEL
The latest introductions from

ASBA are single -headed steel
tom-toms, which will substantially
reduce the price of a kit, and a new
snare drum stand with a universal
ball joint which allows any angle
to be selected for the drum around
360 degrees from the centre to the
support tube.

Besides their stainless steel
drums, ASBA also produce wood -
shell outfits and drums of French -
manufactured Altuglass. These
have a semi -transparent 'smoked
glass' appearance and say Simms -
Watts, 'the sound of these drums
is deep, definite and penetrating'.

Simms -Watts also handle the
famous K. Zildjian cymbals.

Boosey Er Hawkes (Sales)
Ltd. handle Beverley percussion,
used by many pro drummers
including Peter York, Lenny Has-
tings, Andy White and Clem
Cattini (featured in our September
Quiz for Ancient Groupies), and
Avedis Zildjian cymbals.

There are two Beverley lines,
the four -drum Galaxy series and
the Panorama models. All outfits
feature ten -lug metal shell snare
drums. The Galaxy kits are four -
drum outfits with bass drum sizes
of 18 x 17 (the Galaxy 18- popular
with jazz and rock drummers), 22 x
17 (Galaxy 21) and 24 x 17
(Galaxy 24).

The Panorama kits are larger -
the '21' has 22 x 17 bass drum,
floor tom-tom, snare and twin -
mounted tom-toms; the '22' fea-
tures additional floor tom-tom and
bass drums; and the Panorama 24
consists of the standard 14 x 52

Continued on page 73
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DRUMS AND
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Continued from page 71

snare, two 16 x 16 floor tom-toms,
two 13 x 9 tom-toms and 24 x 17
bass drum.

All Beverley kits include cym-
bals, cases and accessories.

Three ranges of drums are
handled by Dallas Musical Ltd.
- Hayman, Ludwig and Pearl, and
also Paiste cymbals.

The Hayman range of Vibra-
sonic percussion consists of four
outfits, a chrome snare drum and
accessories such as sticks, vul-
canised fibre cases, American -
made sand -blasted heads and
cymbals manufactured in Switzer-
land.

There are two four -drum kits;
the Pacemaker with 20" bass
drum and the Big Sound with 22"
bass drum; a five -drum outfit, the
Showman with twin -mounted
tom-toms; and the Double Show-
man outfit which has two 26" bass
drums (or two 24"), 16" and 14"
floor tom-toms, 12 x 13 mounted
tom-toms and 14 x 5i snare.

Ludwig drums established their
reputation in Britain in the sixties
when The Beatles and The Rolling

Hayman 'Recording' Outfit by Dallas Musical Ltd.

Stones were among the first name
bands to use them. The present
Ludwig percussion range is vast,
including thirteen outfits, snare -
drums, congas, bongos, timbales,
xylophones, vibes, lyres, hardware
and accessories.

TRANSPARENT
The latest line that Ludwig have

introduced is the 'see-thru' Vista-
lite range. Two Vistalite outfits are
made, the Big Beat and the Pro
Beat which have four and six
drums respectively. 'Water clear'
Weathermaster heads are used to
complete the transparent look.
Colours available are yellow, blue,
green, amber, red and clear.

Ludwig enthusiasts who are
new readers to Beat will be
interested in The Ludwig Story

which appeared in
issue.

The Pearl range of percussion
from Japan includes several out-
fits, snare drums, Latin American
drums, hardware and accessories.

our July, 1974

Gretsch is a name that's
familiar to both guitarists and
drummers, and Gretsch drums
incorporate several unique features
such as the patented snap -in key
holder, wide 42 -power snares,
lightning snare throw -off, dis-
appearing drum spurs and adjust-
able built-in bass drum tone
control.

Designed for the drummer that
wants a loud, hard -driving sound,
the Gretsch Rock 'n Roll outfit
features twin 12 x 8 tom-toms with
heavy-duty holders, 14 x 5 chrome
metal snare drum, 20 x 14 bass

drum, 16 x 16 tom-tom with legs'
and comes complete with stands,
pedals, sticks and brushes. There's
a choice of pearl, sparkle or flame
finishes and hand -polished wal-
nut.

Five other standard Gretsch
outfits are produced; the twin -bass
drum Avant Garde, the Black
Hawk, Name Band, Progressive
Jazz and One-Nighter Plus.

SEAMLESS

Gretsch also manufacture five
different snare drums, headed by
the 4160G 14 x 5 gold plated metal
snare. This has a seamless spun
brass shell and hand -polished
24 -carat gold plating. There are
two -chrome models, the 4160 in

Continued on page 74

YORK
WAY

17-23 Vale Royal,
York Way,
Kings Cross,
London N.7 9AP

PERCUSSION SERVICES
Specialists in Percussion Hire, Sales, Repairs, Manufacture.
Managing Director: ROY WEBSTER
In this issue there are many types of
them - sell them - repair them - tune
agents for:

PREMIER
SLINGERLAND
LUDWIG PAISTE
ROGERS UFIP
ASBA you name it - we've got it
The reputation of Perc Sery has been built up by HARD WORK not
gimmicks
If you need us - phone us. Percussion Services, 17-23 Vale Royal, York Way,
Kings Cross, London N7 9AP. Tel: 01-607 8383.

drums offered, Perc Sery can hire
them - manufacture them. We are

NATAL
ZILDJIAN
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brass and the 4109 in aluminium,
both 14 x 5 size, and two deeper
snares, the Name Band (14 x 51)
and the Floor Show (14 x 6k).

Besides drums Gretsch also
offer a wide range of access-
ories including sticks and heads
and K. Zildjian Turkish cymbals
Gretsch products are distributed in
the UK by the Baldwin Piano
and Organ Co.

John Hornby Skewes Er Co.
Ltd. distribute the Japanese -
made Hoshino drums, which they

SINGING
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EXCLUSIVE U.K. AGENTS

B. PAGE & SON (Sound Equipment) LTD.
10 WOOD STREET, DONCASTER, YORKS., ENGLAND DN1 3LH

Telephone: DONCASTER 69707

'NW

"In the four years I have been using Sunn Coliseum stacks
I have found them completely reliable, both in sound quality
and durability."

John Entwistle and The Who electrify audiences, and terrify Amp
Manufacturers. Their colourful high volume performances push musical
equipment to the brutal limit, and often beyond. Only the best survives !
That's why John sticks with Sunn, the proven leader in high perform-
ance music gear.

JOHN ENTWISTLE
of The Who.

Limited number of

dealerships available

in all areas
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claim are 'of comparatively low
cost considering their high quality'.

Two four -drum Hoshino outfits
are available: the HM1000 which
features 20" bass drum, 14 x 15
and 12 x 8 tom-toms and all metal
14 x 5/ snare drum; and the
HM2000 which has a 22" bass
drum, 13 x 9 and 16 x 16 tom-toms
and all metal 14 x 5/ snare. The
latter kit also includes more
elaborate hardware than the HM -
1000.

Hornby Skewes recently an-
nounced the introduction of a new
Hoshino outfit, the HSD500 which
will be offered in two metallic
finishes: fine gold and fine copper.
The HSD500 consists of 22" bass
drum, 16 x 16 floor tom-tom, 9 x
13 and 8 x 12 hanging tom-toms,
14 x 5/ all -metal snare, high -hat
pedal, high-speed double -spring
bass drum pedal, snare drum
stand, two cymbal stands and
sticks and brushes.

The British made Beverley
drums are also handled by Hornby
Skewes. There are six outfits in the
Beverley range, offering a wide
selection of drum combinations,
sizes and shell finishes.

'Imperial and Royal Star
drums are made by the world's
biggest drum manufacturer,' claim
Summerfield Brothers of Gates-
head, who are the UK distributors

Continued on page 77 Summerfield Bros.' new Royal Star Jazz -Rock outfit

PHAZE4N, 19761

Always ahead of the rest with the latest effects and sounds for the musician who really wants to
make an impact - COLORSOUND now offer a range of phaze units to add that extra dimension to your

sound! Not only an effect created for recording and disco work, but hear what COLORSOUND
can do for guitar, or more sensationally, for electronic organ. Catch up with these new

units and be ahead of your field for 1975. Try a new Supaphaze or Dopplatone at Macari's Ltd. in Charing
Cross Road, London, or write for details to:
COLORSOUND, 20 DENMARK STREET, LONDON W.C.2.
Telephone: 01-836 2856.
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HIIH
electronic

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRIAL SITE
CAMBRIDGE ROAD MILTON
CAMBRIDGE CB4 4AZ
TEL. CAMBRIDGE 65945/677
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Continued from page 75

for these percussion instruments.
These drums feature nine -ply

compressed shells and hardwood
reinforcing rings finished in clear
lacquer, and are available in no
less than 50 different finishes,
including new metallic colours.
De -luxe versions are now on the
market of one of the most popular
outfits, the 5255, in all -copper or
all -chrome finishes.

One of the most inexpensive
kits available for the serious
drummer is Imperial's Swing Star
Rock 55 outfit, which features 22"
bass drum, 16" floor tom-tom, 13"
tom-tom, 14" snare drum (wood

PROFESSIONAL SOUND
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

F. W. 0. BAUCH
01-953 0091

shell), snare drum and hi -hat
stands and bass drum pedal. The
Rock 55 is made in about 14
colours including 'silky' finishes.

Four models of chrome snare
drums are manufactured, headed
by the 8588 de -luxe model - 'the
professionals' choice'.

Summerfields are offering a

maximum delivery period of 12
weeks on these drums and will be
announcing a new, redesigned
range this month.

Orange Music offer drummers
a custom building service for their
drums, which are manufactured in
France to individual specifications.
The shells are constructed from
four -ply mahogany, and Orange
bass drums have a double skin,
which, say Orange, 'creates a 1"
air gap, equivalent to an extra 2"
depth'. They can also be used with
single skins only, as required.

Orange's range of hardware
includes a bass drum pedal which
will fold into the bass drum and a
hi -hat which is adjustable for
tension height and pedal pressure.
If you can afford it, fittings can
also be supplied with 18ct. gold
plating.

Finishes naturally include
orange, and also red, black and
hand veneered wood. Orange
customers have included East of
Eden, Wishbone Ash and Ike and
Tina Turner.

One of the best-known names
in the drum world is Premier and
drummers using these British -
made instruments include Keith
Moon, Kenny Jones (The Faces),
Darrel Sweet (Nazareth), John
Coughlan (Status Quo), Dinky
Diamond (Sparks), Barry Wilson
(Procul Harum), Neil Smith (Alice
Cooper), Paul Thompson (Roxy

Continued on page 79 Premier Timbales

Any way dice fall you're on to
a FARFISA-by far the best in

professional Electronic Organs
and Pianos. With you playing any one

of them, what a combination!
Load the dice in your favour and be a

Winner with FARFISA!

rfisa Ensures It
Makers of Electronic Organs, Electronic Pianos,

and ancillary equipment for the home and the professional.

Maim 50M I1HN
Farfisa U.K., Ltd., Corringham Road,
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire
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Se'fhapes todays muric

nndr
Just how versatile
can one piano get
at the sort of price

to?
Selmer's new range of electronic
pianos bring out a whole wealth of
extra sound with their exciting
up-to-the-minute features. Our superb
PR model has vibrato depth control,
sustain pedal and its own built-in
amp system and 8 automatic
rhythm selections to provide the
most vivid, exciting effects you ever
heard from an electronic piano.
And the other, either with or
without amps, combine plenty of
advanced Selmer technology to
make the most of those authentic
spinet, clavichord and piano sounds,
greatly extending the scope of any
performance. At the price of much
less sophisticated models too.

You'll enjoy the wonderful extra
variety of grand music Selmer
offers you. And whichever model
you choose from our outstanding
range, you'll know you're getting
the greatest possible value for
money in electronic pianos.

Write, enclosing 5p to cover
P & P, for details of the Selmer
range of Electronic Pianos.

HENRI SELMER & COMPANY LIMITED,
Woolpack Lane, Braintree, Essex CM7 6BB.
Tel: Braintree 2191 A Member of the MPI Group of Companies

Please send me full details of the
Selmer Electronic Piano range.
I enclose 5p to cover post and packing.

Name

Address

BI/12/74
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Continued from page 77

Music) and Ric Lee (Ten Years
After).

Premier's two most popular kits
with rock drummers are the B302
and 8303 outfits. The latter
features 22" bass drum, 12 x 8,
14 x 8 and 16 x 16 tom-toms,
'2000' chrome snare drum, stands
and accessories.

VOLUME
Premier's Kenny Clare outfit is

designed for the drummer wanting
maximum volume, and is therefore
ideally suitable for use in big bands
or situations where a loud sound
is wanted without miking the
drums through the PA. It features
special interior shells which act as
resonators and comes complete
with hi -hat and three Super Zyn
cymbals, it can also be supplied
with twin bass drum -mounted
tom-toms if required.

Some new items introduced by
Premier in recent months are their
mammoth 15 -drum kit, the B808,
which was exhibited at this year's
AMII trade fair; the Kenny Clare
Drummer's Throne-which doubles
as a stool and cylindrical storage
case, and say Premier 'is more
comfortable than the conventional
stool'; 'authentic sized' timbales;
and single -sided tom-toms in
12 x 8,13 x 9,14 x10 and 16 x16
sizes which mount on drums or
stands.

The American -made Rogers
drums, handled in Britain by CBS/
Arbiter Ltd., are the choice of many
professionals, including Jon Hise-
man, Stuart Francis (Sharks) and
Derek Longmuir (Bay City Rollers).

An important feature of the
construction of Rogers drums is
that no softwoods are used -
shells are made of five-ply maple,

cross laminated with staggered
seams. Five-ply reinforcing hoops
are fitted top and bottom, shaved
down to A" for increased reson-
ance.

Rogers recently introduced new
laminate finishes which, it is
claimed, are burn proof. Two
chrome finished snare drums are
made by Rogers, the Dynasonic
which has a brass shell and is
designed to produce a bright, crisp
sound - 'ideal for fast delicate
passages' and the steel -shelled
Super X, which says Rogers
promotion manager Mark Good-
win, is 'ideal for rock and roll'.
Dynasonic and Super X snares are
now available in 61" deep versions.

CBS/Arbiter's Fender Sound -
house shops are now carrying as
stock items various Rogers drums

Continued on page 80

1111111

Distributed in Great Britain exclusively by Rose -Morris
music is our business

as P.A. Systems
Hi -Power, Hi-Fi Quality.
Carpet -covered,
Gauss Speakers.
Write for brochure to:
Specialised Acoustics
Claydons Lane, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 7UP.
Telephone : 03742 - 79070
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in different sizes to match the
standard kits. There is also a range
of fittings which can be dismantled
and set up again without altering
the set positions.

Certain to attract attention at
any gig are the Shaftesbury
acrylic 'see through' drums by
Rose, Morris Ft Co. Ltd. Three
modules are available: the 5025
which features 22 x 14 bass drum,
16 x 16 tom-tom, 12 x 8 tom-tom,
13 x 9 tom-tom and 14 x 5 snare;
the 5040 which has a 24 x 14 bass
drum and an additional 16 x 16
tom-tom instead of the 12 x 8; and
the 5030 consisting of 20 x 12
bass drum, 16 x 16 and 13 x 9
tom-toms, and 14 x 5 snare drum.

Other Shaftesbury modules are
available in pearl, metallic and
duroplastic finishes, and both
wood shell and acrylic drums are
sold separately, as well as a 14 x 5

Continued on page 83

ONE of the most revolutionary
changes in the drum world
recently has been the introduc-
tion of acrylic see-through kits.
For value for money, the
Shaftesbury acrylic drum
modules are hard to beat. The
5030 module features a 20 in. x
12 in. bass drum, complete
with felt dampers, spurs, cym-
bal arm and one tom-tom
holder, 16 in. x 16 in. tom-tom
with three legs, 13 in. x 9 in.
tom-tom and 14 in. x 5 in.
snare drum.

The snare drum has an
accurate, adjustable throw -off
snare action which incorporates
24 strand wires, and can be
changed in seconds. On our
test model, the snare drum was
fitted with Shaftesbury's own
Toneblasted head which gives
a very punchy sound. The
Toneblasting process uses a

special formula spray to
obviate undesirable overtones.

The snare can also be sup-
plied with Head -Master trans-
parent head to match the shell
- as fitted to the other drums
in the outfit. Like the Tone -
blasted heads the Head -
Masters are unaffected by
changes in temperature and do

not require constant retention-
ing. The kit has a crisp,
attacking sound which should
appeal immediately to today's
rock drummer.

All the fittings are chrome -
plated and tuning is effected
using standard drum keys.

Retail price of this set-up is
£236.47 including V.A.T. A
'smoke' tinted finish is also
available at slight extra cost.

Complementing these drums
is the Shaftesbury Powerdrive
range of drum hardware, which
includes stands designed so
that they can be set up and
broken down without disturb-
ing the settings, and a com-
fortable drummer's stool with
full height adjustment, swivel
seat, and detachable legs.

Altec Sound Equipment byTheatre Projects

1218 Portable music speaker

ALTEC

For further information on the Altec range
of sound equipment please fill in the
coupon below and return to:
Theatre Projects/Sole UK Agents
10 Long Acre London WC2E 9LN
Telephone 01-240 5411

Please send me further information on the Altec range
Name:

Address:

Telephone Number:

I am particularly interested in:
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"Marshall Sound?
well...it's a rock sound.
It's topical...a bit dirty"

Chris Runciman is roadie for
the Climax Blues Band, he
knows his job. This is what he
says, "Marshalls are reliable,
robust, anyone can fix 'em.
Put it this way - we've had these
on 200 gigs, flown them around
the world, dropped them out of

Chris Runciman
Climax Blues Band.

aircraft. Others just wouldn't
take it. I'd say Marshall makes
great road amps."
Take the word of a professional,
get on to Marshall, the soundest
sound around.
Rose -Morris Dept. N, Rose -Morris & Co. Ltd.,

32-34 Gordon House Road,
music is our business London, NW5 1NE
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Continued from page 80

metal shell snare drum. The latter
(No. 422) has a brushed silver
anodised aluminium shell with
chrome plated rolled-steel counter
hoops. The adjustable throw -off
snare action incorporates 24 -
strand wire snares.

'A new concept in drum hard-
ware' is how Shaftesbury describe
their Powerdrive range. All units
have the 'Setlock' feature which
allows all angle, height and tilt
settings to be pre-set at the built-
in 'breakaway' bosses. Once these
settings have been made no
further adjustment is necessary
and each time the hardware is
broken down or re -assembled the
setting lock remains the same.

Rose -Morris also handle the
innovative fibreglass drums made
by Fibes of the CF Martin
Organisation.

Slingerland drums are made
in the USA and designed to pro-
duce maximum volume from all

the shells. UK distributors are
Cleartone Musical Instruments Ltd.
of Birmingham, who acquired the
agency at the 1974 Frankfurt
trade fair. C.M.I. believe that a
good after -sales service is import-
ant and their dealers carry spares
outfits, which contain the items
most likely to be needed. A larger
stock is also kept by C.M.I. them-
selves.

Two of the most popular kits,
especially with the rock drummer,
are the Buddy Rich and Gene
Krupa outfits. Both use the follow-
ing size drums: 22 x 14 bass, 13 x 9
tom-tom, 16 x 16 floor tom-tom,
14 x 51 snare, and the de -luxe
stands and hardware. The Buddy
Rich outfit has an additional 16 x
16 floor tom-tom. Another variant
is the Joe Cusatis kit which has the
same drums as the Gene Krupa
but with the ordinary stands.

A wide selection of finishes are
available, the most popular being
marine pearl.

The German -made Sonor
drums, distributed in the UK by
M. Hohner Ltd., feature 'fully
vibrating' seamless shells, moulded
together by an oil -heated process.
They are available say Hohner, in
'virtually any number of colours'
and special finishes can be sup-
plied to order, including fluores-
cent kits.

The basic kit in the Sonor range
is the four -drum K.130 which has
a 22" bass drum, 13" tom-tom, 16"
floor tom-tom, 14 x 5 metal snare
and comes complete with hard-
ware and sticks. The largest Sonor
outfit is the six -drum K.163, and
the 'star' of the Sonor range is the
K.189 rosewood kit, which say
Hohner 'is very popular with jazz
and session men'. The shells are
made of solid rosewood (not
veneer) in natural finish. The
standard outfit has 18" bass drum,

12" tom-tom, 14" floor tom-tom
and 14 x 5 metal snare, and this
can be added to if required.

The latest introduction from
Sonor is the K.162 acrylic outfit
which is made in both clear and
semi -transparent finishes, the latter
in 'smoke', bright red or blue.
Quips Hohner's Les Stewart 'it's
the ideal outfit for lady drummers
wearing mini -skirts!'.

Also available from Hohner are

Sonor's Champion and Super
Champion range of accessories.

The drummer looking for an
inexpensive kit is catered for by
W.M.I. Ltd., who handle Del -
Rey drums. The basic outfit is the
D-3, which consists of a bass
drum 20 x 14, tom-tom 12 x 8, and
a snare drum 14 x 5, and comes
complete with snare drum stand,

Continued on page 85

DANDELION
97 KING STREET, HUDDERSFIELD

TELEPHONE: 26657 (STD Code 0484)
YOUR NORTHERN DEALER FOR THE FINEST
MUSICAL PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
AMPEG MAIN DEALER

immw=n-2 Combos, Heads,
Cabs. Valves,
or solid state.
We have them
at DANDELION
for your perusal!

HRH MAKE
K , As DNVol CIEIN yE RoVRI KC sE HIH

Guitars?
Gibson (all the Les Pauls, S.G.s, L5S and L6S.)
Fender, Rickenbacker, Guild, Gretsch,
Microfrets, Ovation, Ibanez, CSL, Antoria.
SHO - BUD PEDAL STEEL GUITARS
Superb, all maple instruments from Nashville
GUITAR REFURBISHING
We've done them for Babe Ruth (see B.I. Oct. '74)
Barclay James Harvest. Be Bop De Luxe, Etc.
Refinish, Refret, Rehead, Rewire no problem!

DRU
sDRUM SHOWROOM - 20 Kits

Slingerland. Gretsch
Asba. Beverley. Star Pearl.
Sonor. Avedis Paiste.
K. Zildjian, etc.,

Personal service from th.e proprietor Dixie

OPEN 10-5.30 - CLOSED WEDNESDAYS

55 CAMBERWELL CHURCH STREET

ONLY 15 MINS WEST END- EASY PARKING

LONDON SE5 TEL: 01-701 2270

LARGE STOCKS OF NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT

ALL LEADING BRANDS OF DISCO EQUIPMENT AND GROUP GEAR
SUPPLIED, LIGHTS, etc.

* STRINGS - PICS - MIKES - STRAPS - LEADS *
* GUITARS - DRUMS -ORGANS- SPARES - REPAIRS *

mE
GENEROUS CASH DISCOUNTS

H.P. - BARCLAYCARD - ACCESS - also PROVIDENT ACCEPTED

Music Equipment Ltd.
S3



MACLAB RTR 25"

The RTR 25" Bass speaker

features a 6" voice coil,

and a massive 30lb. magnet

structure.

Power handling is several

hundred watts, free air

resonance is 12 Hz, and

the BL force produced is

711b. per amp input.

Impedance is 8 ohms.

These speakers are now

available ex -stock from

Macinnes

Other Maclab Speakers available from stock include:
M12A 12" 50 Watts 8E2 or 16s2
M15C 15" 100 Watts 852 or 1652
M15E 15" 100 Watts 852 or 165/

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD. SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK
MACINNES HOUSE, CARLTIP17

2NLRK

ON PA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

TEL: (0728) 2262 2615
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beater pedal,
14" cymbal.

A de -luxe version is also
available, the D-4 which features
a floor -standing tom-tom size 14 x
14 and a pair of 12" cymbals in
addition to the items which make
up the D-3.

Del -Rey drums are available in
three sparkle finishes: red, blue
and gold.

Where to write for further
information on the products listed:
ASBA - Simms -Watts Division,

Rosetti & Co. Ltd., 138-140
Old Street, London EC1V 9BL.

sticks, brushes and

Boosey Er Hawkes (Sales)
Ltd. - 118 Colindale Avenue,
The Hyde, London NW9 5H B.

Dallas Musical Ltd. - Dallas
House, Vanguard Way, Shoe-
buryness, Southend-on-Sea,
Essex SS3 9QX.

Gretsch - Baldwin Piano &
Organ Company, Unit 4, Ster-
ling Industrial Estate, Rainham
Road South, Dagenham, Essex.

John Hornby, Skewes Er Co.
Ltd. - Salem House, Main
Street, Garforth, nr. Leeds,
Yorkshire.

Imperial and Royal Star -
Summerfield Brothers, Salt -
meadows Road, Gateshead,
N E8 3AJ.

Orange - Orange Musical In-
dustries, 3-4 New Compton
Street, London WC2.

Premier - Premier Drum Co. Ltd.,
Pullman Road, Wigston, Leices-
ter LE8 2DF.

Rogers - CBS/Arbiter Ltd., 213-
215 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1 P 9AF.

Rose, Morris Et Co. Ltd., 32-
34 Gordon House Road, London
NW5.

Slingerland - Cleartone Musical
Instruments Ltd., Legge Lane,
Birmingham B1 3LD.

Sonor - M. Hohner Ltd., 39-45
Coldharbour Lane, London SE5
9NR.

W.M.I. Ltd. - Pontygwindy
Industrial Estate, Caerphilly,
South Wales.

COMING NEXT MONTH

Golden Earring Past The

Hard Times

Johnny Winter's Wonderland

K.C. & The Sunshine Band

Background To Barry Blue

Jethro Tull Welcome Back

PA Survey

As Ritchie Cole (Stray) says of
ASBAAll metal
shell drums

`They are incredibly loud and the
tonal quality does not suffer
because of the volume'

Send for the brochure and read all about
fantastic Asba sound projection. Now.

1-77 Simms -Watts Division, Rosetti, The House of Music,
138-140 Old St., London EC1 9BL
Please send me a copy of your ASBA brochure.

I Name

Address

SEAL 0
APPROVAL

AMU

GS (KIM -11J
1J us L.

fiu 1 1

0105 101

simms-watts
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I AS THE VERY BEST
SOUND SYSTEMS FROM 50 WATTS 20 000 WATTS

The Only Complete Answer
TO HIGH QUALITY MUSIC REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS.....

FROM THE STUDIO CONTROL ROOM, TO THE STAGE, THE DISCO
AND YOUR LIVING ROOM.

FELDON AUDIO Ltd.
126 GT. PORTLAND ST, LONDON WM 5PH Tel: 01-580 4314 Telex: 28668

IIBL
...the musician's Loudspeaker



BEAT INSTRUMENTAL'S EQUIPMENT PRICE GUIDE
Please note: All prices are recommended retail prices and are subject to alteration without notice (Whilst every endeavour is always made to
listed here are correct at the time of going to press; it is always advisable to check with your local dealer.) All prices include VAT

that all prices

GUITARS
BOOSEY it
HAWKES
ANGELICA
2841 Classic 13.69
2842 Full-size Classic 14.66
2851 Full-size Classic 18.40
2860 Folk 27.43
2861 Jumbo 29.37
2862 12 -string 33.30
2873 Solid elec red 55.90
2874 Solid elec oak 70.63
LANDOLA
SL23 Classic 1666
V66 Jumbo 31.13
WI Western 3+32
V72 Jumbo 30.77
V7312 -string 44-69
LA MANCHA
2887 Estudante 26.45
2888 Festival 28.45
2890 Artiste 38.12
2891 Solista 49.05
2892 Gran Maestro 72.57
2893 Granada 78.49
DI GIORGIO
No. 16 Signorina 35.31
No. 18 Estudante 35.31
No. 28 Classico 43.18
No. 36 Bel Som 6+75
No. 30 Amazon 49.00
No. 6 Folk 56.70
No. 12, I2 -string 70.65
VITTORO
569 Small size 12.72
570 Small -size Classic 13.45
HARMONY
6600 Flat Top 95.40
6560 Jumbo 88.72
6382 Folk 7703
1269 12 -string 105.45
KYOTO
9765 Small -size Classic 15.22
9766 Full-size Classic. 20.68
9767 Full-size Classic. 26.00
9768 Jumbo 'Hum-

ming Bird' 30.45
PEREZ
605 Full-size Classic 1+66
TAKEHARU
GT85 Full-size Classic 28.42
GTI20 Full-size Clas-

sic 35.20
GTI80 Full-size Clas-

sic 4+17
WT100 Jumbo 31.89
WT200 Jumbo 51.00

CBS/ARBITER

FENDER
Electrics:
Jazzmaster Sunburst 37044
Jaguar Sunburst 401.76
Stratocaster S/bst. 275.40
Ditto, tremelo 318.60
Telecaster d/I 33+80
Ditto, tremelo 358.56
Telecaster Ctm 26244
Ditto, tremelo 316.44
Telecaster Std. 230.04
Ditto, tremelo 28+12
Bronco, red 150.12
Musicmaster 138-24
Mustang 213.84
Telecaster Thinline 340.20
Ditto, tremelo 376.92
Precision bass 249.48
Ditto, narrow neck 26568
Precision bass,fretless 249.48
Jazz bass 299.16
Telecaster bass 263.52
Mustang bass 235.44
Bass VI 370.44
Musicmaster bass 119.88
Pedal steel 2000 1140.48
Pedal steel 1000 948.24
Pedal steel 800 719.28
Pedal steel 400 513.00
Stringmaster steel 306.72
Dual Six steel 221.40
De luxe Six steel 135.00

De luxe Eight steel..
Studio d/I steel
Champ. steel
Acoustics:
FC-10,1 Classic 29.43
FC- 10 Classic 32.56
FC-20 39.85
FC-30 51.08
FC-40 58.21
F -l5 38.23
F-25 4+50
F-35 48.87
F-45 49.90
F -55-I2 60.75
F-65 60.86
F-75 77.76
F-85 103.14
F-95 132.19
Elec. Violin 241.92
Elec. Mandolin 159.84

150-02
113.40 J. T. COPPOCK
87.48

ARBITER
Acoustic:
C-IO Classic
C -I5 Classic
C-20 Classic
1-110 Jumbo
1-115 Jumbo
J-120 Jumbo
J-125 Jumbo
J-130 Jumbo
Electric:
E-250 I p/u solid
E-255 2 p/u solid
E-260 bass
Elecs. (w/cs.)
E-210 L.P. S/B
E-215 L.P. S/B
E-220 S.G.
E-225 Flying 'V'
E-230 S.G
E-235 MM copy (no

cs.)

22.68
3+56
48.82
31.30
39.42
42.66
45-36
78.86

24.30
27.54
37.26

81.00
90.72

112.32
10+76
93.96

97.20

CLEARTONE

MELODY
1200 12/s Folk 34.86
1250 12/s Folk Elec 43.72

500 Folk 30.81
525 Folk Elec 38-10
325 Folk 13.00
460 Classic 29.95
450 21.82
350 15.34
600 34.48
1300 39-38

MIAMI
FTI Elec 25.36
FT2 Elec 29.93
FTI Bass 32-64
TANTARRA
4195 Classic 18-28

GUYATONE
HG91 Steel 20.66
HG306 Steel 5552
HGI88C Steel 8542
KLIRA
Westbury Jumbo 6+79
310 Electric 6+79
360 Bass 68.20
Blue Hill 6 58.78
Blue Hill 12 62.17
SM8 Solid 80.13
SM9 Solid 90.58
Westside 113.81
SMI9 Bass 97.18
355 Bass 75-87
149 Classic 27.62
C.M.I.
CMI Custom VI 109.96
CMI Custom IV 172.76
CMI Salisbury 109.96
SG2S 42.72
SGIOB 41.64
ST300 64-42

HASH IMOTO
G100
G130
G160
G200
G250

110.00

122.00

51.00

83.50
77-50

83.00

83.50
86.50
99.00

93-00

83.50

133.50
78.50
73.50
70.50
80.50
88-50
93-00

119-00
104.00
83.50
76.50

86.50
5+00
61.00
90-00
77.50
63.00

75.50
70-00
63-00
83.50
81.50
81.50

87.50

7571Gt Wstrn std
756 Herald
YAMAKI
112 6-str fk
115 6-str jbo
120 6-str jbo

215 12-str jbo
220 I2-str jbo
225 12-str jbo
TAMA
3550S Grand Concert
3550P Grand,Concert
3558S Jumbo
3557S
3560S
3561S

63.00
80.50

47-00
6800
8750
81.50
90-50

101.00

96.00
93.00

129.50
106.00
144.00
130.50

ANTORIA CONCERT
F2871 Flamenco 102.00
2858 Solo Grnd Con-

Crt 102.00
2855 58-00
2851 53-00
2850 43-00
2841 51.00
2840 49.00
2839 42-50
ANTORIA CLASSICAL
RA2 33-50
369 28-50
365 24-50
HAWAIIAN
2391 Outfit 70.50
2390 Guitar only 23.50
NATIONAL DOBRO
GUITARS
30 Gold enamel finish 161.00
33D Diamond Etch

design 204.00
36 Hand -engraved de-

sign 230.00
DOBRO GUITARS
'Bluegrass', round

neck 180.00
'Hound Dog', square

neck 180.00

DALLAS

HAYMAN
93.50 1010 Solid 3 p/u 137.27

2020 Semi-Acstc 167.40
98.00 3030 Solid 2 p/u 138.94
97-00 1010H Humbucking

p/u's 143.96
05.00 2020H Humbucking
28.50 p/u's 175.77
06.00 3030H Humbucking
30.50 p/u's 145.64
37-50 4040 Solid bs 167.40
18-00 5050 Semi-Acstc bs 184.14

16-00
49-00
51.00
52.00

42.50
85.50

81.50
94.00
7&50
61.00
66.50
77.50
54.00

57.00
61.50
54.00
58.00
5&00
51.00
37.50
52.00
44.00
51.00

GIANNINI
AWN20 Classic
AWN30 Classic
AWN60 Classic
AWN85 Classic
GS460 Jumbo
GS570
CRAGS Craviola
CRA6N Craviola
CRA12S I2-str Cra-

viola
TORRE AND
CLASSICAL GUITARS
4424 Torre Student
4436 Torre Chica
4431 Torre Classic
4418 Torre Granada
4415 Spagnola
SOON Korean clas ny-

lon str
503SA Korean } sz stl

str
Georgian 4/4 sz

4435 Cossack 3/4 sz
1672 / sz
4427 Martin Coletti 41

35.50 JEDSON ELECTRIC
38.73 41.00 GUITARS
44.18 75.50 4455 I p/u solid
51.42 43.50 4456 2 p/u solid trem
57.79 4457 2 p/u solid bs
68.68 112-00 4458 2 p/u Semi -Ac..

ANTORIA
2355 Big John S.Ac

Sunburst
2355M Big John S.Ac.

Maple
2357 Mr. Strad Violin

Bs
2350G Memphis Cus-

tom
2350 Memphis std
2350ctm Custom Sun-

burst
2350L Memphis std

I/h
2351 Memphis d/I .

2351DX Memphis d/I
2351 M Memphis Ori-

ginal
2391N Memphis

Natural
2405 Memphis Ori-

ginal d/I
23508 Memphis bs
2354 Woodstock
2354S Woodstock std
2354SL Left -Hand
2377 Woodstock pro
2382 Woodstock d/I
2383 Woodstock ctm
2347 Woodstock jun .
2394 Woodstock nat.
2354B Woodstock bs
2354LB Woodstock

long bs
2352 Clipper
2352M Clipper d/I
2352 De luxe
2352 Custom
2353 Clipper long bs.
2353LDX Clipper

long bs black
2368 Clipper Fireball
2365 Dixiemaster
2365B Dixie bs
2366B Marksman
2366FLB Fretless bs
2375 Rocketman

Rosewood fb
2375 Rocketman

Maple fb
2375W Rocketman

White
2375L Sunburst I/h
2375N Rocketman

Natural
2375 Ash
2376 Dixie Fireball bs
2386 Memphis ctm d/I
2386L Left -Hand
2384 Clipper d/I II
2385 Clipper Tallboy

bs
1912 Twincaster
1917 Twincaster bs
1755 Soundmaster II.
1752/4 Sound master

bs
2370 Semi -Acoustic Id
2371 Semi -Acoustic

bs
2374 Semi -Acoustic Id
698E Gt.Westrn. elec.
684E Super Electric
698 Gt Wstrn jbo
698M Gt Wstrn jbo
696 Gentleman Jim
693 Gentleman Jim

d/I
684/12 Super Jumbo.
684/6 Super Jumbo
684/6L Left -Hand
628/12 Californian jbo
628 Californian jbo
79 Californian fk
627/12 Bronco jbo
627 Bronco jbo
627L Left -Hand
62 Bronco fk
357 Folk
697 Dreadnought .
695 Nashville 6
758 Gt Wstrn Artiste

jbo

19.25
21.76
30.13
43.52
40.18
4&55
53.57
50.22

59.43

15.07
15.07
20.93
35.49
22.60

10.04

8.37
10-04
8.37

11.72
8.37

26.78
31.81
40.18
31.81

4444 Jet elec outfit.. 75.33 N 117 solid nat w/cs 89.95
4445 Jet bs outfit.... 75.33 N I 18 solid mahog
4454 Scimitar bs . 49.05 w/cs 78.95
4459 Hawaiian outfit. 50-22 NI 19 solid sun w/cs. 98.40
4449 Super Jet 8370 NI20 solid white w/cs 98.40
4448 Interceptor 6026 NI21 solid nat w/cs .. 106.80
4450 Sabre bs 78.68 RESO NATA
4460 Strato Copy 8705 N87 Classical 17.90
JEDSON JUMBO N89 Classical 2+55
GUITARS
4464 Dallas VI
4465 Dallas XII
4494 Artist
4495 Artist 12 str

3348
36.83
40.18
43.52

VICTOR GARCIA
NI87 Spanish
NII8 Spanish
N189 Spanish
LORENZO

21.60
23.60
27-45

4497 Supreme
K1349 Hummingbird

Santos
4489 Western Red

93.74
33.48
16.77
16.49

N98 Student
NIII Classical
N99 Classical
N 100 Classical

11.95
1+95
16.45
18.70

N101 Classical 22.45
DAN ARMSTRONG N110 Folk 1+45

NI02 Folk 21.35
N103 Jumbo 23.50

6-str gtr w/cs 194.40 NI04 12st
6-str bs. 30" sc, w/cs. 210.60 COLUMBUS
4-str bs. 30" sc. w/cs . 202.50 N78 Jumbo 29.38
4-str bs, 34" sc. w/cs. 202.50 NI97 C&W Jumbo 35.95

N36 Semi Ac 6 st 42.50

DAVOLI 3 Solid
N85 solid blk

39.95
47.95

N85/S solid sun 47.95
GHERSON N54 Solid 46.95
L/2 F.R., mahogany. .. 105.40 N66 solid bass 48.95
L/2 F.R., gold, I/h.... 113.40 N77 solid bass 48.95
L/2 F.R., walnut 105.40 N82 solid 3 pu 49.70
L/2 sunburst 88.56 N1129 Elec mandolin 29.95
L/2 walnut 88.56 N83 solid 3495
L/2 mahogany 88.56 N84 solid bs 39.95
G2 Bass, natural 91.80 SHELTONE
G/2 Bass, cherry 89.64 N5010 Folk banjo ... 35.55
G/2 walnut 84-24 N5015 Solo bjo w/cs. 67.45
G/2 ivory 79.92 N I 140 Lute 6 str.... 73.95
G/3 Tremolo, ivory 89.64 N1141 Lute 15 str... 212.00
L/2 Bass, sunburst 89.64 N1100 Balalaika 6 str 13.95

L/2 Bass, black 87.48 N5009 like banjo... 9.25
Jazz Bass, cherry/sun. 88.56 N1124 Mandolin .... 13.30
Jazz Bass, natural 91.80
Jazz Bass, I/h
L/2 F.R., I/h mahogany

102.60
113.40 FRAMUS

L/2 mahog. (chrome) 86.40

5/19 Classic
5/23 Classic
5/32 Classic
5/196 Texan
FS/I96 Falcon
5/197 lb°
D style
Cowboy
5/296 Texan 12
FS/296 Falcon

51.50
68.95

101.50
67.70

109.30
11+50
175.60
201.60

78.10
117.10

L/2 black
G/2 Tremolo, walnut
G/2 Tremolo, ivory
G/2 Tremolo, cherry
G/2 cherry
G/3 Tremolo, walnut
G/3 Tremolo, cherry
L/2 Bass, gold/mahog.
G/2 Bass, walnut
G/2 Bass, ivory

8&56
8&56
86.40
8&56
8+24
91.80
91.80
91.80
89.64
8748

All with hard case,
strap and lead.

FS/74 solid
5/155 solid

77.80
110-60

5/360 solid 192.60

FLETCHER, solid
solid w/cs

223.80
351.31

COPPOCK Et solid w/cs 482.00

NEWMAN J/156-2 bs
1/375 bs

77.80
95.00

5/380 bs 140.50
KIMBARA Std.d/I, bs 223.80
NI05 Classical 24-25 5/120 siac 192.60
N106 Classical 26.50 5/60 gtr 117.10
N 169 Classical 29.95 AZ/10 333.10
N 175 Classical 32.49 6/41 mandolin 46.35
N28 Classical 3+85 6/41 elec 58.60
N29 Classical 39.85 0/4 steel 72.90
N81 Classical 45.00 SL/800-2 Hawaiian... 301.80
N 108 Classical 49.85 FS/1000 ped 69+75
N74 Classical w/ca... 70.00 FS/2000 ped 931.50
N75 Classical w/cs... 82.30 6/174 bjo 80.70
N76 Classical w/cs... 9+60 6/175 bjo 87.20
N30 Folk 29.95 6/175 bjo 91.10
N71 Jumbo 36.25 6/176 bjo 85.90
N72 12 st 3&50 6/178 mandolin 82.00
N73 Jumbo 47.50 N-74 bjo 143.10
N107 I2st 49.75 N-75 bjo 148.30
N109Jumbo 51.95 N-76 bjo 152.25

N95 Custom C&W M/75 bjo 143.80
w/cs 9+65

N96 Custom C&W
w/cs 9+65 G.M.S.

NI14 solid elec blk
w/cs 89.95 PICATO STRINGS (sets)

N 115 solid gold w/cs. 89.95 ES77 elec 1.88
NII6 solid sun w/cs. 89.95 UL77 Rock & Roll 2.00

At time of going to press, firms marked* had not yet advised us of their revised prices with V.A.T. at the new rate of 8 per cent.
Price revisions will be printed as we receive them - until then, deduct £2.00 per £100.
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77 It. gauge, elec
P750 med. gauge, elec
735L Bass, round wnd
735M Bass, rnd. wnd.
736L Bass, nylon wnd
736M Bass, nylon wnd
738L Bass, flat wnd
738M Bass, flat wnd
727 'Gold', Folk
P727 'Gold', C&VV
PI 2 'Gold', I 2 -string .
76 'Gold', Classic

HOHNER*

100
2.25
5.43
+90
5.43
5.43
5.43
490
123
123
3.67
1.78

HOHNER ELEC
52G Solid 3610
SG2000 Custom Solid 56.35
SG220V Solid 4645
SG1B Bass 4120
LP200G Solid 5100
TF200 Solid 39.30
SE2B Bass 40.50
SE2T Solid 28.65
FB I W Bass 47.40
SPI Solid 20.05
FT2T Solid 27.00
AT2T Solid 2645
M82008 Bass 37.00
PM302 Semi -ac 4135
PM3028 4195
LG23R Solid 7145
Model X1(250/251/252 17190
113200 6190
LE200 6145
SA200 Semi -ac 44.45

MORIDAIRA
841 Classicse Classic
843 Classic
844 Classic
845 Classic
846 Classic
847 Jumbo
848 Jumbo
849 12 String
850 Western
F301 Folk
F303 folk
W613 Western
WE1030 Jumbo with

pick-up
MUSIMA
16I2N Acoustic
16125 Acoustic
1600 Acoustic
730 Classic
731 Classic
732 Classic
TAKEHARU
G85 Classic
120 Classic
180 Classic
MORIDAIRA BANJOS
FBI R 4 -string 3155
FB2R 5 -string 37.95
GB I 6 -string 39.30

HONDO
H305 Acoustic 10.25
H315 Classic 15.00
H3I0 Classic 16.95
H320 Classic 22.00
HI30 Folk 18.55
H155 Jumbo 22.50

HORNBY-SKEWES

Neutschmann H/made
Baroque 48.11

Thesdor Dungor 15

TD H/made Classic 146.28

KASUGA
G.3I2 Classic 45.11
G.314 Classic 50.32
G.316 Classic 58.38
G.3I8 Classic 6873
F.310 Classic 9912
F.21I Folk 49.39
D.212 Western 55.34
T.213 12/s Western 6167
F.411 Folk 69.24
D.412 Western 75.36
T.4I3 12/s Western 8179
F.611 Folk 70.01
D.612 Western 77.34
T.613 12/s Western 86.28
F.81I Folk 89.67
D.812 Western 9+54
T.813 12/s Western 106.97
KSG.2 Electric 115.51
KSG.2T Electric 119.96
KLG.2 Electric 126.20
KLG.2G Electric 128.42
KJ B.2 Bass 137.70
KCG.3 Electric 139.51
KLG.2S Electric 135433

PALMA
M5309 Folk
MG.I 01 Folk
500 Folk

2190
2135
29'90
3176
3190
5150
4185
59.75
59-00
99.50
3195
51.25
95.50

51.65

1100
12-00
1+75
16-50
1100

2150

MG.010 Folk 1199
S1612 Folk 1+68
STI612 Folk 15.02
NI612 Classic 15.22
C103N Classic 1157
IC.6005 Folk 21.60
SG I Classic 16.59
C.104N Classic 27.98
WF.5 Western 2149
TERADA
G.306 Classic 31.71
G.307 Classic 4+18
G.309 Classic 51.99
G.310 Classic 5+57
G.330 Classic 91.57
F.602 Folk 3953
FW.6I3 Western 57.14
W.623 12/s Western. 61.29
FW.6I4 Western 49.85
FW.6I 5 Western 55.16
JW.835 Western 104.82

ZENTA
FT. I Electric 30.39
FT.2T Electric 34.58
FT.20B Electric 45.59
G E. I Electric 29.53
GE 2T Electric 35.22
ME 20TS Electric 5163
SC.33T Electric 48.06
LE.200 Electric 97.20
LE.200B Electric 108.49
EB.2 Bass 46.04
GUYATONE
HG.9 I Hawaiian 27.91
HG.I 06 Hawaiian 63.48

IVOR
MAIRANTS_

MARTIN
D.41 Prices on request
D.35
D.28
D.12.28
000.28
000.18
00.21
016.NY
SAKURA
Elec Les Paul Copies:
L.S.2. S/B inc. case...
L.S.2.B. inc case
L.S.2.G DS inc case
Flat Top:
TF.I 20 35.00
F.339R 4250
F.300 21-00
Classical:

27.20 C.1365 70.00
3165 C.1325 45.00
43.55 TG.30 2600

TG.20 2300
TG.I 0 20.00
C.1 I 4B 1900
C.113A 17.00
ASTURIAS
Classical:
C.1405 w/cs 100.00
MITSUMA
JF201 Folk, steel st'ng 1900
JF202 Folk, steel st ng 22.50
JF203 Folk, steel st'ng 27.50
Cases for above 1310
JW303 Jumbo, steel

strung
JW304 Jumbo
JW305 Jumbo
JW303/12 Jumbo
JW304/12 Jumbo
JW305/12 Jumbo
JG 101 Classical
1G102 Classical
JG103 Classical
JC42 Classical
JC45 Classical w/case
JC46 Classical w/case

30.00
35.00
4500
35.00
4000
45.00
20.00
25.00
30.00
3510

100.00
120.00

JOHN BIRCH

SCSL Elec 237.60
SCDL Elec 21600
Twin -neck 37800
Strat copy 248.40
'Rickenbircher' bs frm 23760
SVL (Flying V) 216.00
Custom gtrs to order.

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
Classics:
G55
G60
G65
G85

6.67 G90
8.40 G 120
8.62 GI50

19

PP

PP

49.00
54 00 B. L. PAGE*
59 00

G180
G220
G280
GC3 handmade
GC6 handmade
GCIO handmade .
550A Steel Str
Folk:
FG75
FG1 ION
FGI50
FGI60 jumbo
FGI70
FG200 jumbo
FG200N jumbo
FG260 jbo 12-str
FG280 jumbo
FG300N jumbo
FG360 jumbo
FG580 jumbo
FG630 jbo 12-str
FG 1500 handmade
FG2000 handmade
Folk w/p.u.:
FG I 10E
FG 160E
Semi -Acoustic:
SA30
SA60
SA90
SA75 Bass
Solids:
SG30
SG35
SG40
SG45
5G85
5835 Bass
SBL55 Bass
SBL75 Bass
Acoustic - Electrics:
AEI I
AE 12
AE I8

60.33
73.45
90.30

108.00
156.10

21207
26.82

38.59
4167
45.99
5296
5+17
5+67
6600
7669
7798
103.46
110.00
133.70
17108
343.63
391.75

5302
6480

8+43
189.65
238.91
198.55

8345
0113
1190
17.83
73.76
01.13
47.28
71.82

47.27
216.36
28406

ORANGE*
Orange custom guitar 275.00
Case 27.50

MICRO -FRETS
Calibra 165.00
Calibra I 18+80
Signature 211.20
Signature Custom 211.20
Swinger 211.20
Stage II 22+40
Swinger Customised 24+20
Spacetone 277.20
Huntington 33100
Baritone 6/s Bass 198.00
Signature Bass 18+80
Stage II 18+80
Husky 211.20
Thundermaster 26+00

ROSE -MORRIS

ELECTRICS
SHAFTESBURY
Ned Callan Cody

w/bg 15215
Ned Callan Cody Bs

w/bg 157.10
Ned Callan Hombre

w/bg 115.50
Ned Callan Hombre

Bs w/bg 125.50
3413 78.54
3414 6-str 96.22
as above w/cs 11+62
3415 Bs 8345
as above w/cs 105.05
3417 73.62

OVATION
Breadwinner 22512
Deacon 28+58
TOP TWENTY
1970 6-str 2818
1971 bs 43.55

AVON
3403A 2plu 49.05
34038 2 p/u w/bg 5185
3403C 2p/u w/cs 60.45
3404A 2 p/u 41.18
3404B 2 p/u w/bg 43.39
3404C 2 p/u w/cs 55.44
3405A I p/u bs 3890

3280 34058 I p/u bs w/bg 41.60
2847 3405C I p/u bs w/cs 53.03
36.53 3407A 2 p/u 5591
2995 3407B 2 p/u w/bg 59.76
3996 GUYATONE
4+78 3426 steel w/cs and
5007 stand 4227

ACOUSTICS

OVATION
Balladeer 6-str w/bg. 176.72
Balladeer 12-ttr w/bg 245.46
Glen Campbell 6-str

w/bg 22512
Glen Campbell I2-str

w/bg 27+90
Folklore w/bg 22512
Classic Balladeer 176.73
Artist Elec Ac 255.27
3274 Country Elec Ac 255.27
SHAFTESBURY
WESTERNS
3 190 Jbo w/cs 105.04
3191 Jbo w/cs 123.74
3192 Jbo w/cs 140.43
3193 Jbo w/cs 159.08
3194 Jbo wits 176.76
3167 6-strJbo 31.80
3168 12-strJbo 3977

SIGMA
3170 Dreadnought 55.50
3171 Grand Concert

Flk 46.15
3172 Grand Concert

Flk 60.87
3173 Dreadnought 73.66
3041 Classic 75.33
3042 Classic 67.75

EKO
3131 Rio Bravo 5700
3132 Rio Bravo I2-str 6300
1780 Ranger 39.95
1894 Ranger elec 47.74
1793 Ranger 12-str 46.65
1893 Ranger 12-str

elec 52.18
1781 Ranger flk 29.20
3135 Colorado flk 16.71
3137 Studio L flk 16.40
3140 Navajo 2895
3141 Navajo 12-str 33.95
3151 Sombrero -6 47.12
3152 Sombrero -I 2 5+40
3153 El Dorado -6 79.35
3154 El Dorado -12 88.64
3143 El Paso 67.71
3142 El Gaucho 89.14
3138 Studio R -M 22.10
Left-hand to order 15% extra

ARIA
3301 Resonator Gtr . 2215

ACOUSTIC GUITARS
1512 Kansas 6-str 8.54
1511 15-11 6-str 7.27

CLASSIC GUITARS

SUZUKI
3055 63.80
3065 2+52
3066 26.53
3067 matt finish 2896
3068 38.28
3069 48.13
3070 handmade 91.32
3071 hand made 150.24
ALHAMBRA (Spanish)
3087 18.58
3088 23.54
3089 3219
3090 78.49
STUDENT
3057 Dulcet 13.60
3058 Constants 8.95

ROSETTI

EPIPHONE
FTI 45E Folk
FT105E Folk
FTI65E 12/s Folk
EC20 Classic
FTI30E Folk
FTI35E Folk
EA260E Bass
EA250E Elec
ET278 Elec
ET280E Elec
ET275 Elec
ET285 Bass
ET270E Elec
EROS
9578 Elec
9579 Elec
9585 Bass
9586 Bass
9353 Folk
9353E Folk Elec.
9356 12/s Folk
9356E I2/s Folk Elec

49.25
63.75
80.75
4+50
4/95
6315
6075
8915
72.75
4175
67.50
7175
4175

7510
47.00
8150
75.00
3195
45.1:*
45CK)
53.00

GEISHA
9645 Classic 9/9
9646 Classic 1495
9644 Classic 2215
KISO-SUZUKI
9502 Classic 29/5

9503 Classic 3495 SG Standard, w/Bigs-
9583 H/made Classic 68.95 by, Palm Pedal, Sat -
9651 Folk 39.75 in walnut 28164
9582 Folk 35.50 SG Special, cherry... 23+65
9653 12/s Folk 4+50 SG Special, walnut .. 24+47
9507 Folk 4150 L5 -S outfit 633.27
ROSETTI L6 -S, natural maple 303.38
Raver Elec 33.25 L6 -S, black 293.56
Raver Bass 33.25 L9 -S Ripper Bass, sun-
TATRA burst 293.56
9198 Classic 1195 L9-5 Ripper Bass,
9225 Classic 2215 natural maple 283.75
Hi -Spot Nylon 13.45 EB-3, cherry 273.93
Hi -Spot Steel 11.70 EB-3, walnut 283.75
LANDOLA J-200 Artist outfit,
9700/23 Classic 16.95 sunburst 477.65
9701/71 Folk 3+95 J-200 Artist outfit,
9702/66 Jumbo 31.75 natural 48913
9703/72 Large Jbo ... 4110 Dove Custom, cherry 356.40
9704/73 12/s 45.50 Dove Custom, natural

top 362.29
Gospel 293.56

SELMER

GIBSON
Howard Roberts

Custom, sunburst. 57+36
Howard Roberts

Custom, cherry 57+36
Johnny Smith DN,

Double Pickups,
natural 829.64

Johnny Smith D,
Double Pickups,
sunburst 829.64

Johnny Smith N,
Single Pickup,
natural 800.10

Johnny Smith, Single
Pickup, sunburst 800.I8

Super 400 CES, nat-
ural 93173

Super 400 CES, sun-
burst 932.73

Byrdland, natural 736.36
Byrdland, sunburst 736.36 MSA PEDAL STEEL
L-5 CES, sunburst 81617 GUITARS
L-5 CES, natural 826.69 CS -10, w/case 810.00
L -5C, Single Cutaway Side Kick, w/case 38712

Acoustic, natural.. 66076 Micro Steel Bars 8-74
L -5C, Single Cutaway HOFNER GUITARS

Acoustic, sunburst 660.76 HS -4580 119.78
Super 400C, Single Congress 50.56

Cutaway Acoustic, Artist 5811
natural 760.91 Standard 45.65

Super 400C, Single HS -174 Solid 147.27
Cutaway Acoustic, HS -164V Solid 7716
sunburst 760.91 Galaxie Solid 12173

ES.I75D, sunburst... 380.95 HS -I85 Artist Solid,
ES.I75D, natural .... 390.76 bs 9+25
ES.150 DC, walnut .. 336.76 HS -182 Solid, bs 8+44
ES.150 DC, natural .. 336.76 Violin, bs 103.09
ES.345 TD, cherry... 427.09 Professional Solid, bs 67.75
ES.345 TD, sunburst. 440.84 Western Jumbo, 6-str 76.58
ES.345 TD, walnut... 427.09 Western Jumbo, 12-
E5.355 TD-SV, cherry 623.45 str 8118
ES.355 TD-SV, walnut 623.45 Western Jumbo Elec-
ES.335 TD, cherry... 34215 trio -Acoustic 95.24
ES.335 TD, sunburst. 361.31 Blue Grass, 6-str Mo 71.18
ES.335 TD, walnut... 34165 Blue Grass, 12-str Apo 77.07
ES.325 TD, cherry... 255.27 Arizona Jbo flattop,
ES.325 TD, walnut... 265.09 6-str 5+00
Les Paul Recording .. 403.53 Arizona Jbo flattop,
Les Paul Triumph, bs. 332.84 12-str 5713
Les Paul Signature, YAMAHA GUITARS

gold 35147 550A Folk 23.56
Les Paul Signature, FG75 flattop 35134

bs, gold 32312 FG 110 flattop 40.09
Les Paul Signature, FGI40 Jumbo flattop 4165

brown 35147 FGI60 Jumbo Flattop 5196
Les Paul Signature, FGI70 Flattop 5+17

sunburst 358.36 FG200 Jumbo Flattop 5+67
Les Paul Signature, FG260 12/s Jumbo

bs, brown 323.02 Flattop 76.69
Les Paul Signature, FG280 Jumbo Flattop 7718

bs, sunburst 328.91 FG300 Jumbo Flattop 103.46
Les Paul Custom, FG360 Jumbo Flattop 110.00

ebony 38142 FG580 Jumbo Flattop 133.70
Les Paul Custom, sun- FG630 13/s Jumbo

burst 39124 Flattop 17108
Les Paul De Luxe, G55A Classic 3210

gold 32312 G60A Classic 28.47
Les Paul De Luxe, G85A Classic 29.95

sunburst 33284 G 100A Classic 36.00
SG Custom, walnut.. 38113 GI30A Classic 40.00
SG Custom, w/Bigsby G 170A Classic 46.50

walnut 391.75 GC -3 Hand -made
SG Standard, cherry 26+11 Classic 108.00
SG Standard, walnut. 270.00 G C - 5 Hand -mad e
SG Standard Satin, Classic 189.00

walnut 270.00 GC -I0 Hand -made
SG Standard, w/Bigs- Classic 21107

by, cherry 27313 SAXON GUITARS
SG Standard, w/Bigs- 813 Classic 25.43

by, walnut 27912 814 Classic 27.98
SG Standard, w/Bigs- 815 Classic 38.78

by, Satin walnut... 27912 816 Classic 45.65
SG Standard, w/Bigs- 812 Folk 27.98

by, Palm Pedal 817 Folk 31.91
cherry 283.75 818 Folk 3612

SG Standard, w/Bigs- 819 Jbo 35.35
by, Palm Pedal, 820 Jbo 38-78
walnut 289.64 821 Jbo 39.76

Heritage Custom 293.56
Hummingbird Cus-

tom, cherry/sun-
burst 26912

Hummingbird Cus-
tom, natural 27814

Blue Ridge Custom 250.36
SJ De Luxe, natural 23+65
Si De Luxe, sunburst 21610
1-50 De Luxe 195.38
.1-45 De Luxe 199.31
1-40, natural 181.64
J-55, natural 23+65
1-160E Custom 250.36
B-25 De Luxe, sun-

burst 178.69
B-25 De Luxe, natural 18516
Blue Ridge 12 Custom 293.56
B-45-I2N De Luxe 248.40
B -25-I 2N De Luxe 21512
Citation outfit, sun-

burst 1551.27
Citation outfit, nat-

ural 155127

At time of going to press, firms marked * had not yet advised us of their revised prices with V.A.T. at the new rate of 8 per cent.
Price revisions will be printed as we receive them - until then, deduct £2.00 per £100.
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822 Jbo, 12-str 39.76
823 Jbo 4075
824Jbo 5547
825 Jbo 6038
830 Solid 6382
831 Solid 61-36
SELMER GUITARS
Rancher, 6-str, C & W 24.30
Rancher, 12-str, C & W 31.91
VIVA GUITARS
Viva I 7.73
Viva 2 827

SUMMERFIELD*
IBANEZ CLASSIC
304 24.00
309 2599
361 28.99
363 35.50
364 41.00
362 31-99
370 37.99
375 44-00
*391 7999
*392 89.99
*2858 110-00
*2862 220-00
ASN 101 11-50
AP70 I 13.99
TAMURA HAND -MADE
CONCERT
P35 120.00
P45 150.00
P55 175.00
P60 00.061
P80 220-00
P100 275.00
P150 400.00
F40 150-00
FI50 400.00
MITSURU TAMURA
H/MADE CONCERT
*P700 210-00
*P800 250.00
*P1000 310.00
*P1200 375-00
*P1500 450.00
*P2000 600-00

10P1200 (10 string) 375.00
*I0P3000 (10 string) 850.00
R. MATSUOKA
CLASSICS
1120 87.50
M25 97.50
M30 115.00
M40 137.50
M50 160.00
R. MATSUOKA
D/NOUGHTS
D40 130.00

D50 150-00
D60 170.00
*D80 220.00
IBANEZ WESTERN &
FOLK
60
610
65
615
615/12
620
647
647/12 55.00
755 50.00
755/12 55 00
*754 90.00
*754M 100.00
1.1200 65 00
LH615/12 56.00
LH620 52.00
LH615 50.00
355/12 36.00
CSL FOLK/JAZZ
ACOUSTICS
MAC. I 90.00
MAC. 2 90.00
MAC. 3 110.00

CSL & IBANEZ
ELECTRIC
2020
2030
*2350
*LH2350 (I/handed)
*LH FG360S (I/hnd'd)
*FG3605
*2355
*2355M
*2364
*2364B
*2372
*2372L (I/handed)
*2372DX
*2373
*2380
*2380L (I/handed)
*2381
*2368F
*2387
*2387B
*2388B
2388BDX
2351
2352C
2352DX
2402
2402DX
2403
LH2352C
LH2352DX

36.00
4200
40.00
45.00
52.00
50.00
50.00

52-00
56.00
9200
95'00
95.00
95.00
15.00
30.00
20.00
35.00
35.00
50.00
80.00
50-00
8000
95.00
95.00
86.00
50-00
6000
50-00
85-00
18.00
90.00
00.00

200.00
220.00
200.00

98.00
110.00

SUMBRO ELECTRIC
DS1 22-99

LP2G 68.00
LPGC 70-00
LPSGC 62.00
TF200 60.00
113200 80.00
SC3 65.00
SG6M 56-00
SG6T 58-99
SG63T 75-00
SG42M 60.00
M2 50.00
FBI 160-00

STUDENT GUITARS
P.SI 9.99
P.SI/A 10.50
P.52 7.50
P.S2A 7.50
E.G I 9.50
K.P.I 9.99
K.P.2 7.99

HAWAIIAN GUITARS
*2391 72.00
2390 25.00
HG308 69.99
*Price includes hard shell case

TOP GEAR

HARMONY
Opus V Dreadnought
Opus X Jumbo
Regal d/I Dread-

nought
Sovereign Jumbo.
D/I Grand Concert
Dreadnought H6690
Grand Concert Flk -

Mahog
Grand Concert Flk

H6390
Tenor Guitar
Regal Dreadnought

12-str
Grand Concert 12-str
Sovereign 4-str tenor

bjo w/resonator &
f/cs

Sovereign 5-str G bjo
w/resonator & f/cs.

4-str tenor bjo w/
resonator & fits

5-str G bjo w/resona-
tor & f/cs

4-str tenor bjo w/cs
5-str G bjo w/cs
Monterey Mandolin

and cs
Baroque Mandolin w/

CS

Baroque elec Man-
polin & cs 118-85

Opus 15 Grand Con-
cert 150.66

Opus 20 ex large jbo T.B.A.
Grand Concert Nat.

H6340 36.82
Grand Concert Shad-

ed H6341 36-82
Dreadnought H6659 41-85
Grand Concert Fk

146362 41-85
Sovereign G/C H6303 75.33
D/I G/C 146382 75-33
Classical H6290 75-33
HARPTONE
Eagle Dreadnought 179.71
Eagle Dreadnought

(maple) 205-63
Eagle 12-str 193-53
Eagle 12-str (maple) 216.00
Lark Jumbo 21600
Lark Jumbo (maple) 233-28
Lark 12-str 224-64
Lark I2-str (maple). 241-92
4-str fk bs, Ac, w/cs 302.40
RICKENBACKER
Solid Elec I p/u 172.80
Solid Elec 2 p/u 224.64
Solid Elec 2 p/u 12-str 259-20
Solid (4000 series

shape) 241-92
15066 Solid w/Humbucking
150.66 p/u's 302.40

S/Ac 6-str 30240
95-41 S/Ac 12-str 388-80
88.72 S/Ac 12-str d/l stereo 41472
82-02 S/Ac c1/1 stereo 362-88
53-56 S/Ac c1/1 stereo, 6-str

2 p/u 362.88
53-56 S/Ac d/I stereo, 6-str

3 p/u 388.80
41-85 Solid bs I p/u 285.12
50.22 Solid stereo bs 2 p/u 319.68

S/Ac bs 406.08
105-46 GUILD
63.61 B'grass Dreadnought

(mahog) 172.80
B'grass Dreadnought

77-00 (mahog) I/h 190-08
B'grass Dreadnought

80.35 (Nat) 207-36
B'grass Dreadnought

61-93 (Sunbst) 207-36
B'grass Dreadncught

66.96 (Nat) I/h 228.09
5356 B'grass Jubilee Dread -
58 -59 nought 250-56

Bygrasslubilee Dread -
66.96 nought I/h 275.61

Swell back Dread -
95.41 nought (maple) . 250.56

B'grass Jubilee
(maple) 293-76

Giant Dreadnought 293-76
B'grass Special Dread-

nought 319.68
TV Custom Dread-

nought 388-80
Dreadnought 12-str 293.76
D/I Dreadnought 12-

str 362-88
Troubadour Folk... 146-88
Troubadour Folk I/h. 161-02
Aragon Fk (Nat) 181.44
Aragon Fk (Sunbst). 181.44
Aragon Fk I/h (Nat). 199-04
B'grass Fk (maple).. 293-76
B'grass Fk 293.76
Navarre Jbo 328-32
Navarre Jbo (blonde) 371-52
Navarre Jbo (rosewd) 457-92
Standard 12-str 21600
Folk 12-str 293-76
Jumbo 12-str 328-32
Ctm 12-str (maple) 440-64
D/I ctm 12-str (maple) 501.12
Solid Elec 1 HB p/u 129-60
Solid Elec 2 HB p/u 172-80
Solid Elec 2HB p/u 216-00
Solid Elec 2 HB p/u I/h 237.60
SI00 Stereo Wired 231.55
SIO0 Stereo Wired -

hand carved body
design 262-65

Elec Solid I cutaway
2 p/u 285.12

Solid Bs 1 p/u 190.08
Solid Bs 2 pit! 231.55
Solid Bs Stereo Wired 250-56
Starfire II 250.56
Starfire IV 311-04
S/Ac Bs 2 pit! 302.40
S/Ac Capri 388-80
S/Ac I c/way 51840
Artist Award 656-64

W.M.I.
K.75 ? size flk
G.I01 Student flk
K.200 Intermediate

flk
K.230 Mini wstrn.
K. I 16 Intermediate

flk
K.320 Concert flk.
K.135 Concert flk.
K.145 Concert flk.
K.155 Concert flk
K.440 Auditorium flk

K.240 Auditorium flk
K.450 Auditorium flk

2 scratch plates
KD28 Jbo wstrn
K.520 Jbo wstrn
K.520-12 Jbo 12 str
K.530 Jbo wstrn
KDG.77 D/1 flk w/cs.
KDG.70 D/I jbo
KDG.88 D/I jbo w/cs
KDG. 812 D/I 12 str

w/cs
Classic:
KC.265 Student
K.I12 Student
KC.333 Concert
KC.366 Concert
KDG.60 D/I w/cs
Electric:
KEB.I 30 Bs long scale
K.28 D/I bs long scale
K.2T D/I lead
KE.I00 Single p/u
KET.200 Twin p/u

w/trem
Banjo:
K.99 30 brckt w/res

w/cs
30 brckt wires
B.20 Promotional ..

17-95

18-95
23.50
2750
32.50
28.50
58.95
3450
66-00

69.95

1095
11.95
14-95
16.95
47.50

24.95
44.50
34.50
18-50

23-50

58.95
45.00
29.95

Z.B.

EMMONS
Pro. DIO 843.38
Pro. SIO 59400
Pro. S12 692.18
SS8 243.49
SSIO 392.72
ES8 194.40
ESIO 206.18
GSIO 387.81
SHO-BUD
6155 Pro. 11 860.55
6143 Pro. DIO 837.44
6150 Lloyd Green 65490
6148 Pro. SIO 552.08

7.50 6140 Professional 55308
6138K Maverick 284.32
6138 Maverick 258-46

095 ZB GUITARS
3.95 Student SlO

SI 0
1.95 SI I
3.95 SIO on DIO cab
3.95 S II on DI 1 cab
4.95 DIO
4.95 D10-11
795 DI I

8.95

314-09
601.85
652.90
649.96
697.09
808.09
854.17
901.30

AMPLIFIERS, P.A.SYSTEMS AND SPEAKER CABINETS
ASS

I x 12 60W wedge mt 48.60
2 x 12 120W wedge

mt
2 x 12 120W Id bs
2 x 12 120W flare
2 x 12 120W flare plus

2 has
4 x 12 240W Id bs

I x 18 100W bs reflex
I x 18 100W fld hn
2 x 12 200W Crecen-

do Tractrix 194.40
2 x 15 200W Crecen-

do Tractrix 220-32
I x 18 150W Crecen-

do Reflex 149-04
I x 18 150W Crecen-

do fld hn 197.64
I x 15 200W Gauss

Tractrix 194-80
2 x 15 400W Gauss

Tractrix 324-00
I x 18 200W Gauss

Reflex 186.30
I x 18200'W Gauss fld

hn 259.20
Twin Horn Cab plus

X/O on app.
Ass Gauss P.A
Ass Crecendo P.A

97-20
92-34

103.68

162-00
139-32
129.60
178-20

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES
LANEY
L.60, I/b/o amp 117-18
L.100,1/1) or o amp 132-25
LS.I00, 100W multi -

p. slave amp 115.50
L.4I2 B100 cab 147.30
L.412 SI20, I/b/o cab 165.72
L.60 PA, P/A amp 117-18

L.I00 PA, P/A amp .. 155.68 CM654D 45.20
L.212 PASO, cols (pr). 180.79 CM655D 49-70
L.412 PA100, cols (pr) 294-62 CM656D 49-70
L.215 HPA, P/A cols

(pr) on app.
C.30 PA Ensemble 150.56
LV I I Reverb unit 58'59 LEAD, BASS, ORGAN
HAWK AMPLIFIERS
9860, 5W 24.30 60 TC 97.43
9865, 15W 38.77 100 TC 135.43

9866. 25W 51.55 200 TC 197.53

9867, 50W 65.28 60 TC combo 139.00
60 TCR combo 160-76
SOLID STATE
Stingray 105.06
Stingray Super 130-58
Stingray combo 175.72
Stingray Super combo 201.27
Wasp, IOW combo 41433
Hornet, 25W combo 58.61
Marlin 1042 139.40
Marlin slave 90.33
PUBLIC ADDRESS:
60/5 PA 112-86
60 PA reverb 126.63
100/7 PA 156.10
200/7 PA 214.28
Twin deck 137.42
Reverb unit 58.00
LEAD, BASS, ORGAN
SPEAKER UNITS

Speaker Enclosures: 2 x 12 99.99
EXSVT, 240W, 8 x 10 289-60 4 x 12, 120W 46-28
EXB4B, 240W, 2 x 15 4 x 12, 80W 09.27

hn 454.10 x 18 97.41
EXB25B, 120W, 2 x 15 140.60 x 15, Twin hn 14.03
EXV4, 120W, 4 x 12 . 191.50 x 15, EVM B 42-33
EXV2, 120W, 4 x 12 . 213.10 x 15, EVM L 42.33
EXV6B, 240W, 2 x IS 240.40 x 15, EVM B, Twin
SR6, 120W PA, tom. 58+00 hn 72.80

x 15, EVM L, Twin
hn 72-80

CALREC Bs. bin, EVM B 69.93
Bs. bin, EVM L 69.93

Cardioid Condenser mica. Bs. bin, Eminence 15.56
CM652D 45.20 R.C.F. hn unit 40.62

CARLSBRO

AMPEG
VT40, 60W valve 289.65
VT22, 100W valve 368.20
G212, 120W s/state 343.65
G410, 120W s/state 387-80
G412, 120W s/state 427'00
8115, 120W s/s, bs 289.65
15410, 120W s/s, bs 358-40
B -I 5S, 60W valve 368.20
B -1 5N, 30W valve 289.65
HDSVT, 300W valve 397.65
HDV4B, 100W valve,

bs 257.75
HDB25B, 55W valve,

bs 207.90
HDV4, 100W valve 289.60
HDV2, 60W valve 263.15
HDV6B, 240W, s/s 290.62

PUBLIC ADDRESS
2 x 12 PA, 80W, (pr). 112-86
2 x 12 PA, 120W, (pr) 142-33
4 x 12 PA, 160VV (pr) 211-10
4 x 12 PA, 240W (pr) 270.00
1 x 15 Twin hn, 100W

(pr) 228-05
2 x 12 hn, 80W (pr) 148.52
2 x 12 one hn, 120W

(pr) 178.00
Horn unit (2), 120W

(pr) 101.00
I x 15, EVM L 142-33
I x 15, Twin hn, EVM
L 172.80

Bs. bin, EVM L 169.93
Mini -Bin I x 15 twin

hn, 6s or PA 117.18
4 x 10 PA 150W, Pr 113-40

C.B.S. ARBITER
FENDER
Dual Showman, 2 x D

130F speakers 601.56
Dual Showman, 2 x D

140F speakers 621.00
Dual Showman, top 351.00
Quad Reverb, 4 x 12 -

inch speakers 451.44
Quad Reverb, 4 x D

120F speakers 648.00
Super Six, 6 x 10 -inch

speakers 435-24
Super Six, 6 x DI1OF

speakers 758.16
Twin Reverb, 2 x 12 -

inch speakers 386.64
Twin Reverb, 2 x D

120F speakers . 481.68
Bandmaster, 2 x 12 in. 379-08
Bandmaster, 2 x D

120F 483.84
Bandmaster, top 245.16
Bandmaster, enclos-

ure 167.40

Super Reverb, 4 x 10 -
inch

Super Reverb, 4 x D
110F JBL

Pro. Reverb, 2 x 12 in.
Vibrolus Reverb, 2 x

10 inch
De luxe Reverb, I x

12 inch
Princeton Reverb, I x

10 inch
Princeton, I x 10 inch
Vibro Champ, I x8 in.
Champ, I x 8 inch
Bassman 100,4 x 12 in.
Bassman 100, top
Bassman 100, enclos-

ure
Bassman 50, 2 x 15 in.
Bassman 50, 2 x D

140F
Bassman 50, top
Bassman 50, enclosure
Bassman 10, 4 x 10 in.
Bassman 10, 4 x D

110F
Musicmaster bass, I x

12 inch
PAI00 PA system
PAI00 top
PA I 00 column
Hi Freq. Horn
Cover set

333-72

498-96
307.80

255-96

204.12

153.36
113.40
66.96
60.48

400.68
226-80

213.80
333.72

430.92
173.88
186.84
268-92

430-92

95-04
425-52
282.96
182.52
56.16
21.00

ARBITER AMPLIFICA-
TION
25-50 Combo
25-50 Cab
25-50 Cab w/hn
50-100 Combo
50-100 Cab
50-100 Cab w/hn
50-100 Cab w/hns .
FG 120 Amp top
FG100 Cab 4 x12
WI20 Amp top

100-44
58-32
88-56
66-32
88.56
18.80
49.04
50.12
49.04
50.12

CLAUDE VENET

M.I. AMPLIFICATION
RANGE
Lead, 60W valve amp 129.60
Bass, 100W transistor
amp 129.60
T.901 Pre -amp, g/eq. 110.16
T.902 Pre -amp, g/eq. 132.84
T.915, 150W transis-

tor amp, g/eq 203.04
T.930, 300W transis-

tor amp, g/eq 259.20
S.80, 80W combo amp 19440
SR.80, 80W combo

amp, w/Hammond
reverb 216-00

Minix, IOW port. amp 42-12
1008SA, 8-ch, 2 o/p

mixer 259-20
1008, 8-ch, 2 o/p

mixer, w/150W
amp 324-00

VU 1008, 2 VU meters
box 32-40

1012, 12-ch, 4 o/p
mixer 756-00

1012T, 12-ch, 4 o/p
mixer, with g/eq 837.00

1030, 22-ch, 4 o/p
mixer 988-20

1030T, 22-ch, 4 o/p
mixer, with g/eq 1069.20

POWER
AMPLIFICATION
RANGE
150G, 150W amp, g/

eq 185.76
80IM, 80W amp, 2-ch 145.80
802S, 80W amp, 2-ch,

stereo 178.20
4I2G, 100W cab 116.64
118B, 100W cab 162.00

412C, 100W PA col 116.64

At time of going to press, firms marked * had not yet advised us of their revised prices with V.A.T. at the new rate of 8 per cent.
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212C, 50W PA col
APK 150, 150W slave

unit
APK280, 2 x 80W

stereo slave
TPK409, graphic eq
MPK602, 6-ch stereo

mixer
MPK603, 2-ch stereo

pre -amp
MPK604, 6-ch stereo

mixer
MPK605, 6-ch stereo

mixer, with VUs,
headphones mon

APKI702, 80W slave
modules

APKI501, 150W slave
module

APK2802, 2 x 130W
slave module

UTAH, 12 -in. Ext.
range, 40W spkr

SKIF PER CLAUDO
SOUND SYSTEMS
Strictly one-off cus-

tom built on app.

CLEARTONE

CMI
1037, 50w L&B 11923
1038, 100w L&B 13870
1039, 2 x 15 cab ,

I 20w, Id 12221
1040, 2 x 15 cab ,

120w, bass 11862
1050. 2 x 12 cab ,

50w, Id 9750
1062, I x 18 cab ,

100w, bass 9881
1063, 4 x 12 cab ,

100w, Id 129.00
1064, 4 x 12 cab ,

100w, bass 129.00
CMI
1047, 2 x 10 cols,

60w, pr 110.1 I
1048, 4 x 10 cols ,

120w, pr
1065, horn cabs.
1066, 2 x 12 cols ,

100w, pr 15857
1067, 6 x 10 cols ,

300w, pr
1068, 250w slave
1069, 8-ch. mixer

Solid State amps:
071 50w, L & bs
072 100w L & bs
073 50w PA
074 100w PA
075 100w Slave

CMI
070, 50w combo

CMI
060, sound/light con-
trol

061, lighting cabs ,
set 3

049, fuzz sound
041, minireverb
mixer, 6 than

041F, foocswitch
Celescion spkrs.:
05 I, G 12M, 25w
052, G 12H, 30w
053, G I5M, 50w
055, G I 8C, 100w
056, SIO, 15w

14226
8157

12787
19160
25741

7452 150W, 2-ch bs
100W, 6-ch PA

110.16 150W, 6-ch PA
Combo Amps:

116.64 40W, 2-ch, 2 x 12 113.40
84-24 75/110W, 2-ch, 2 x 12 137.16

Slave Amps:
9396 Mk. 4, 100W 84.24

Mk. 4. 150W 9396
6480 Reverb Unit (18 -in. spring)

Reverb built-in 22.
132.84 Speaker Systems:

2 x 12 col, 100W 64.
4 x 12 cab, 200W 129.

13932 1 x 15 GBL, 100W 81.
2 x 15, 200W GBL 129.

4860 4 x 12, plus 2 horns 162.
2 x 12, plus one horn 81.

7344 Folded horn 8 in,
100W 12096

8100 Folded horn, 8 in ,

200W 16200
1296 Mid -range horn, I in ,

100W 105.66
Mid -range horn, I in ,

200W 14040

DALLAS

ACOUSTIC
134, gtr. amp. 32679
135, gtr. amp 311.90
137, gtr. amp. 35050
155, gtr. rig 44532
271, gcr. rig 83035
274, gcr. rig, 2 cabs. 86250
150, gtr. amp 23511
270, gtr. amp 45833
105, gcr. cab. 21072
201, gtr. cab. 37202
204, gtr. cab. 20208
454 gtr./bs. rig 52083
455, gcr./bs. rig 56250
456, gtr./bs. rig 53274
474, gtr./bs. rig 610.11
475, gtr./bs. rig 651.79
476, gtr./bs. rig 622-02
450, gcr./bs. amp. 306.86
470, gtr./bs. amp. 386-91
404, gm/6s. cab 223.22
405. gtr./bs. cab 264-88
406, gtr./bs. cab 235.11
136, bs. amp. 297.03
146, bs. amp. 431-55
371, bs. rig 74345
140, bs. amp. 202-38
370, bs. amp. 375-00
106, bs. cab 229.17

1884 301, bs. cab 39880
27.57 853, P.A. system 830.35
18-84 854, P.A. system 800.60
5350 300, power amp 23631
11.36 850, mixer amp 502.97

803, P.A. col 163-69
73.05 804, P.A. col. 148-81

43-47

50.60
1036

6650
2.88

15.33
18.28
22-98
41-23
5.49

J. T. COPPOCK
ELGEN
00w Lead 12450
00w Bass 12450
00w Stereo 13750
00w Stereo Slave 11300
00w, 4 channel PA 12950
00w PA Slave 86-50

50w G/P 86-50
50w combo. w/reverb 172-00
50w Bass combo 148.00
Fld Hn cab FHI50A 210-00
Fld Hn cab FH I 00A 79.00

I x 15 cab 150w 81-50
I x 15 cab 100w 58-00
4 x 12 cab 24-00
4 x 12 cols. (pair) 91.50
2 x 12 cols. (pair) 22-50

CUSTOM SOUND
Amps:
60W, 2-ch
60W, 2-ch bs
60W, 6-ch PA
100W, 2-ch gtr
100W, 2-ch bs
150W, 2-ch gtr

97-20
103.68
123.12
106.92
113.40
129-60

SOUND CITY
Amplifiers:
Studio 20 35.15
50+ 82-86
50+ Reverb 98-77
PA 50 04.63
PA 50+ Reverb 32-25
120+ 14-67
120+ Reverb 33.92
PA 120 28-09
PA 120+ Reverb 56-52
SMF (Tours) 79.12
Bass 150 40-62
Lead 150 40-62
Slave 120 88-72
PA 200 74.10
PA 200+ Reverb 209.25
Combination Amplifiers:
Elem 50-22
Pro -Artiste 30 82.03
Pro -Artiste w/tr/rev 98-77
Pro -Artiste bass 115 98-77
Standard Concord 159-03
Speaker Cabinets:
L60 Lead cab 78.09
B60 Bass cab 78-09
PA60 Col (pairs) 32.25
LI 10 Lead cab 10.48
BI 10 Bass cab 10-48
PAI 10 Col (pairs) 75.77
L140 Lead cab 27.22
B140 Bass cab 27-22
PA140 Col (pairs) 236.50
M.S.30 Mt 37.93
M.S.100 Mt 69.92
Vox:
AC30 Comb Amp 170-75
AC50 Amp T.B.A.
Microphone 30.13
Mit stand 8.37
Boom stand 13-39
Wah Wah 14.95
Tone bender 11-70
Distortion booster 8.19
Treb bs booster 8.79
Percussion unit 8.79

136.08 J. B. LANSING
136.08 D120F, 80w speaker,
152.28 12 inch 7707

D130F, 80w speaker,
12 inch 85.92

D I 40F, 100w speaker,
15 inch 8838

SB110, 50w Enclosure on app.
SBI20, 80w Enclosure 141.84
SBI30, 80w Enclosure 159.94

68 SB230, 160w Encl.. 288.10
136140. 80w Enclosure 16559

80 BB240, 160w Encl 307.97
60 PA 130 80w Enclosure 279.99
00 PA230, 160w Encl 399.17
60 PAL, 80w Horn cab 203.54
00 PAL, 160w Horn cab. 356.40
00 P6075, Tweeter 76.03

DAVOLI
DAVOLI
Lied organ bs, 50W
Lied organ bs, 100W
Lied organ bs, 200W
Lied Super effects/R,

50W
Lied Super effects/R,

100W
Lied Super effects/R,

200W
B50 cab
B80 cab
B150 cab
Jolly 5
Jolly 5, Tremolo .

Combo -amp., Tem-
pest 25

Tempest 25 Tremolo
Tempest 50
Tempest 50 Tremolo
Combo -amp., Super

Studio SS500
Combo -amp., Super

Studio SS1000 .

8092 Mix/amp., SOW
Clubman, SOW
Echo Mixer 6, 100W
Mixer 12 Echo F
Compact Mixer 6
Mixer 12/5 stereo .

VP25 spkr cab
VP40 spkr cab
DK45 spkr cab
DK75 spkr cab
DK90 spkr cab
DK I20 spkr cab
DKI80 spkr cab
Titan bs bin
Exponential bs bin .

Disco Junior, SOW
Phonodoppler, 65W
Transistor slave 200W
Sky stand
Sky stand, de luxe
Echo unit, tape
Echo unit, disc
Stereo slave 100 x 100
K205 Organ
Davol isi nt

103.88
142-14
226.80

127-44

172-80

254-88
57-32
9504

162-00
31-32
36.18

64-80
71.28

124.20
133-38

139-32

211.68
91-80

164-16
281-32
45360
124-20

1179-36
43.24
5400
57-86
95.04
12-86
59.84
83-60
70-64
52.12
49.04

211-68
131-76

12-96
19-44

166.32
311.04
140-40

1790-00
214.92

DISCO GLITTER
SYSTEMS

Consoles:
Studio 100 glitter flk.
Mini 1005 std, plain..
Speaker Systems:
2 x 12 120w glit, flk.
2 x 12 120w std, pin.

268.92
21492

93.96
8316

DJ ELECTRONICS
DJ Powermaster 100. 7484
DJ Powermaster 150. 94.44
DJ Stereo -amp. 200.. 129-60
DJ 100, 100W slave.. 64-15
DJ Disco -amp., 100W 98.01
DJ Starlight 61-29
Disco Standard, 150W 210.60
Disci Disco -Vox,

100W 332.64
Stereo Mini 126-80
Prince, 50W cab 47.52
Consort, 100W cab 8208
Sovereign, 100W cab 106.92
Royale, 100W cab 194-40

ELECTROSOUND

Custom-built, prices
on application

ELECTRO-VOICE

FC100 horn 37.48
1823, 110W driver . 36.18

1829, 60W driver ... 36.83
848A CDP speaker.. 60-70
Eliminator 1 280-80
Eliminator II 237-60
Sentry IV system 44820
EVM 12L speaker 66.42
EVM I 5B speaker... 74.52
EVM I5L speaker 74.52
EVM 18B speaker 8586
SP8B, 8 coaxial 29.70
12TRXB 67-50
T25A driver 43-20
T350, VHF driver 50.22
8HD horn 16-63

E.S. ELECTRONICS

006 S/L 150 12690
007 PA200/R 220-86
010 PAIOOT/C 14364
011 PAIOOS, 120W 143.64
012 PA6OTC 92-07
013 PA60S 9207
015 8200 14278
016 FH100 169-56
017 HFI00 138.24
018 FH200 251.10
019 FH400 367.20
020 PA3 & 4 167-40
021 PA6OM 100.44
022 5120 165-78
023 SID disco cab 279-72
024 Unit 63 disco 180-36
002N/S 211.68
003 PA100/R 180.36
004 AP 150 165-78
005 AP200 202-50

FM ACOUSTICS

SSH E -I Vdf pedal..
SSH Vdf super pedal.
SSH Phaser-filter....
SSH Distort. booster
FM CSEST horn
FM C7EST horn
FM C8 H.F. horn
FM C35 15 cell horn
D2 Multicell driver
D4 Driver
D5 Driver
E2 -E4 Network 3 -way
E2 -E4 Network in

housing
Dest double entry

72.00
89-00
57-00
41.00
23.00
48.00
31.00

304-00
57.00
57-00
6200
42-00

60-00
11-00

FAL

Minstrel 2 1960
Super Minstrel 24.30
Maestro 43-74
Phase 50 43-96
Super 50 63-72
Phase 100, 2 amp 73.98
Super 100 amp 82-94
P100 slave 41-90
PA200 slave 57-94
120, 6 amp 96-98
50, 1 x 12 cab 31.86
100, 2 x 12 cab 56.92
Duo 100, 2 x 12 cab 97-74
Major, 4 x 12 cab 87-97
Disco 87-97
Disco pre -amp 18-50
Power Disco 129.60
PA 200 cols (pr) 14688

FARFISA *
RSC 350 Rotating

sound cabinet, 160 -
watt amplifier .... 588.60

RSC 180 Ditto, with
80 -watt amplifier.. 340-20

OR 200, 106 -watt am-
plifier and two
speaker cabinets..513.00

TR 70, portable, 60w
two channels 232-20

CL30 Amp./Cab 237.60

FELDON AUDIO

JBL
4311 Control mt.. T B A
431IWX Control mc
4320 Studio mt
4320WX Studio mc
4330 Studio mt, 2 -way
4330WX Studio mc,

2 -way
4331 Studio mt
4331WX Studio mc ,

2 -way
4332 Studio mc., 3 -

way

4332WX Studio mc.,
3 -way

4333 Studio mt., 3 -

way
4333WX Studio mt ,

3 -way
4340 Studio mt., 4 -

way
4340WX Studio mc ,

4 -way
4341 Studio mt., 4 -

way
434 IWX Studio mt ,

4 -way
4350 Studio mt., 4 -

way
4350VVX Studio mt ,

4 -way
4375 Line Array
4380 Colinear Array

G.M.S.

P&N microphone stands:
GM102F, floor 13.19
GM 167, floor 7.78
GM I 19F, boom stand 2025
GM 139, boom stand . 15.54
GM102F + GM I 15,

boom stand 20-71
GM I 15, boom 7.52
GM120 boom 902
GMI21, boom 10.00
GMI37, boom 6.60
GM109, table cop 7.73
GM!! I, table top 889
GM 148, low level 9.02
GMI49, low level 10.02
Accessories:
GM 150,triple mic bar 5.49
GM 127, adjuster . 1-80
GM166, mixer/amp.

stand 1250

HAMMOND
11M111

Leslie Speakers:
Model 110 115-00
25 261.00
45 374-00
47 400.00
47RV 462.00
22 400-00
22RV 462.00

760 Walnut 457.00
251 422.00
610 457.00
700 434.00
710 522.00
18 204-00
60 369.00
825 360-00
760 combo 447-00
760 walnut 457-00
910 623-00
950 1125.00
9420 combo pre -amp. 81.00
9370 combo pre -amp. 75-00
9340 combo pre -amp. 45-00
9875 combo pre -amp. 5800

HH ELECTRONIC

1C.1 00, l/b/o, 100W..
IC. I 005, I/b/o, 100W.
1C.100 combo
IC.100-S combo
MA.I00, 5-ch PA
MA.100-S, 5 -than PA
5.130 slave, 130W
LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS
412 BL, 200W, 4 x 12.
2 x 12, 70W PA, d/c
215 BL, 200W, 2 x 15
UNIT PA
Radial horn, 50W
115 Bs compact 100W
Speaker stand

HORN BY-SKEWES

MILES PLATTING
V.100, 100W amp ... 108.42
V.50, 50W amp 87-88
PA.50, PA amp 101.84
PA.I 00, PA amp 12081
V.50-5, 50W 2 x 12

cab 70-22
PA.50-5, 2 x 12 col

(pr) 11646
PA.100-5, 4 x 12 cols

(pr) 194.10
C.30, 30W combo 127-68
C.50, 50W combo 149-47

ZENTA
CD.I5.SN, IOW com-

bo 58.81
PL.TK.15, IOW com-

bo 71-82
CD.6.SN. 6W combo 33-87
CD.6.5TD combo 35.49
Z.3, 3W combo 27-83

ICELECTRICS*
PAU 3030, stereo,

30w p.c.
PAU 6060, stereo,

60w p.c.
ADM 60/3, 60w p.a.
SMP, 101, stereo

mixer pre -amp
MMP 202, mono -mix-

er pre -amp
P 50. power amp

73.26

84.26
86-68

108.68

83-60
44-00

JENNINGS

Amps:
20w combo s/s 56.92
V.30 combo v/v 176.04
AP50 combo s/s 187.92
Exp. 15 combo s/s. 267.06
V100 valve 156.60
AP100 s/s 124.20
FR50 flat resp 85.32
FR100 flat resp 103.68
Spkr. cabs.:
BI I x 18 100w 102-60
B2 2 x 15 100w 124.20
B3 I x 15 50w 84-25
D4 4 x 12 120w 145-80
T50 2 x 12 60w 89.64
PA Equipment:
PAI00 w/rvrb 159.84
2 x 12 col. 60w 97-20
2 x 12 col. 60w wihn 117.72
Ring modulator 85.54
Phaser pedal 32-40
Graphic e/q 32-40
Reverb unit, mains. 48.60
Echo unit 83.70

JOHN BIRCH
Penetrator:
I5in. Crescendo 15120
ISin. Gauss 183.60
I 2in. Crescendo 102.60
I 2in. Gauss 12960

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
YTA15 combo 9720
YTA25 combo 107.02
YTA45(combo 185-56

147-31 YTA95 combo 244-47
93.74 YBA45 combo bs 136.47

164.05 YBA65 combo bs 231.70
Lead Stacks:

97.09 PE200 130.57
102-96 TS100 19538
21-76 YTA100 325-95

PE200 130-57

43.96
13-83

94.18
74.10
37-27
17-18
87.05

HOHNER* TS110 240.54
YTAI 10 371.11
PE200 130-57

Orgaphon 33 MH ... 250-95 TS200 333.81
Orgaphon 55 MH . 338-25 YTA200 464-38
Orgaphon 60 N 366-55 Bass Stack:
Super Reverb 62 432-05 BE200 109-96
Schaller Solo Uni . 67.50 BS100 26705
130GB 314-25 YBAI 00 377.00
OTS 130 skpr 248.75 YHS100 hn spkr... 165.92
Leslie 830 789.60 PA and Ensemble:
MARLBORO PM200 211.09
GA2 5w amp 24-70 PS75, pr. 343-63
GA3 8w amp 31.35 YPAI50 554.72
G4OR 15w amp 56.95 PM200 211-09
G50R 25w amp 72-70 PS 100, pr. 46832
GB015B 30w amp 82.20 YPA200 679.41
15008 60w amp 101-15 EM60A 115-85
SRA500 75w PA amp 120.05 ES60A, pr. 68.73
SC4 10H 4 x 10 col. 68.25 YES600A 184-58

At time of going to press, firms marked * had not yet advised us of their revised prices with V.A.T. at the new rate of 8 per cent.
Price revisions will be printed as we receive them - until then, deduct £2.00 per £100.
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EM90A 179-67
ES90A, pr. 98.18
YES900A 27785
EM 130 23533
ES I 30, pr 11782
YESI300 35315
Mic. boom stnds.:
Base stnd. 151 n. rad 1242
Long Boom 4Iin 858
Extra L/boom 52in 9.08
Curved!Boom 49".in 9.58
BS plus LB 21.00
BS plus XLB 21-50
BS plus CB 2200

LEM
Venus G20 combo 6600
Mars B30 combo 90.75
Mars GR30 combo 10725
Saturn B50 top 8250
Saturn GR50 top 9900
Pro. Lem mixr 20625
Baby Lem mixr/amp 247.50
Studio Lem mixr 412.50
Rack 57-75
100W amp 11137
180W amp 15675
Voltage regulator 61.05
Flight case 2970
LP60 PA cab 113-37
LG 100 PA cab 193.87
LG300 PA cab 305-25
Telescopic stands 24.20
911 Bass amp, 2 x 15

cabs 359-70
912 amp, 4 x 12 cab 363-00
Lem Audio road po 464.05

L.S.E.

101 Power Amp 87-00
1022-ch. mix and PA 135-00
105 5-ch. mix and PA 145-00
4000/M 8-ch. mixer 372-00
8000/M 8-ch. mixer 49300
8000/MP mixer P.O.A.
5112 Spkr. Cab 94.50
5210 Spkr. Cab 96-00
412 Spkr. Cab 101.50
110 Spkr. Cab 30-25
Custom Built Sound P.O.A.
Custom Built Lighting P.O.A.

MACINNES
CROWN INT/AMCRON
IC 150 stereo pre -amp 210.60
D60 amp 167.40
DI50, 140W amp 280-80
DC300 A 453-60
M600, 1000W amp 896.40
M2000, 2000W amp 1792-80
M 12A, SOW driver 19.36
M 12C. SOW driver 19.36
M I5C, 100W driver 32.07
MISE, 100W driver 32-07
M 18A, 200W driver 86.90

MAURICE
PLAQUET*
AMPEG
Ampeg V4 stack 565 00
Ampeg V4 B system 575 00
Ampeg B 15N porta-

bass 315 00
Ampeg V2 system 395.00
ACOUSTIC:
371 system 630.00
271 system 675.00

N.B.*
FLAME
MP 50 62.50
MP 50, 2 x 12 cab 62.50
MP 50, 2 x 12 combo 108.50
MP 50, 1 x 15 combo 93.00
Session Master reverb 225-00

NICHOLLS*
Item Amplification
120w SL 30-08
200w SL 75.76
6 -channel, 120w PA 87.00
120w Slave 24.33
200w Slave 65.66
6 -channel Mixer 64-88
Speaker systems
4 x 12, 100w C cab... 15.19
4 x 12, 200w G cab... 44-97
4 x 12, 200w C cols

per pair 228-10
4 x 12, 400w G cols

per pair 255-92
2 x 12, 100w C cab 88-83

2 x 12,100w G shaped
cab

I x 18, 100w G Bass
cab

2 x 15 Bass reflector .
Horn systems
4 x Middax horn cab.
2 x 12 shaped cab.

two Middax horns,
150w

ORANGE*

2041 Artist Reverb 259-65
98-62 2059 100w Artist. 32743

2048 Artist Rvb Amp
99-53 only 136-60

166.60 2049 2 x 12 Cab 123.06
2068 Artist Rvb Amp.

129.39 only 177-58
2069 4 x 12 Cab 149.86
2046 Specialist Rvb 111.15

143-40 2077 Transistor Bs 243.13
2078 Transistor Ld 243.13

CABS
114 Bass 60w, I x 15"

inv. horn 15488
1 14/ 110 Bass, 100w,

1 x 15" inv. horn 217.80
113 Reflex Bass, 2 x

15", 120w 21780
113/200 Reflex Bass,

2 x 15" 200w 290-40
109.4 x 12" 120w 143.99
107, 2 x 12" Monitor,

60w 90 75
114/4H, I x 15' inv.

horn, 4 horns and
Cross 254.10

106, 4 x 12" anti -feed-
back col 143-99

HORNS
106/HO Horn units

for col. (pr) 169-40
108 Horn unit, 100w 163.35
108/V Horn unit de

luxe. 100w . inc
Vitavox S3 217.80

AMPS
04B, 6 chann., 120w,

PA 239.58
05, 6 chann., 200w,

custom PA (prof.). 471-90
02, I20w, graphic PA 142-78
02/80. 80w, graphic
PA 135-52

04/TX ISO, 150w,
chann. PA 254.10

03. 200w, Slave 317.62
II, 120w graphic
Slave 130-68

11/80, 80w, graphic
Slave 121.10

500w, Slave 907.50
10, 200w 353-92
12/120, 120w 135-52
15. 80w combo 199.65
15/R, 80w, combo
with Hammond re -
verb 239.58

115/120, 120w, combo 254 10
115/120R. I20w. com. 294 03

B. L. PAGE

DYNACORD
Perfect combo 362-88
Bassking T Bass amp 174-96
Imperator Bass amp 233.28
8.1001 b/o amp 388-80
HiFi Favorit II 285.12
G.2002 427-68
Eminent 100 641-52
Eminent II 291-60
Gigant 557-28
Gigant II 592-92
A.I000 359-64
D.310 H, 80w cab 268.92
D.350, 80w cab 26244
Magic HS 9072
Echochord Mini 262-44
Echochord Super.. 359-92

ROSE -MORRIS

MARSHALL
Amplifiers:
1959 100w lead 67.70
1987 50w lead 1842
2068 100w Artist 77-58
2048 50w Artist 36-60
1992 100w Bs 67-90
1986 50w Bs 18-42
1989 50w Org 18.42
Speaker Cabinets:
1982-1982B 4 x 12 ea. 5903
1960- I 960B 4 x I2 ea. 45-60
1935-1935B 4 x 12 ea. 45-60
2045 2 x 12 60w 86.85
1995 1 x 12, 50w 67-96
1990 8 x 10, 100w.. 145-60
2064 I x 12 Powercel 142.63
2065 1 x 15 Powercel 166.40
2052 1 x 15 Powercel,

Bs Boost 199.09
2049 2 x 12 Artist 123-06
2069 4 x 12 Artist 149.82
2056 2 x 15 Powercel 341.71
Combination amplifiers:
2040 Artist Reverb 212-51

PA Amplifiers:
2003 100w 6 i/p 185.35
1917 20w Set-up T.B.A.
2071 6-ch Mixer 6830
1994 Transistor Slave 9798
2050 9-ch Mixer 331-75
Extra channels 31-22
2070 I 2-ch Stereo

Mixer 1070.00
2051 Transistor Slave 18364
PA Speaker Cabinets:
2043 2 x 12, 2 x 10 pr. 254.28
2047 I x 12, I x 10 167-45
2056 2 x 15 Powercel 341.71
2057 Single H/F Hn 15967
Accessories:
2066 Distribution Box 73.66
Disco Units:
1993 2 -Deck Disco 175-54
1994 Slave Amp 97.98
1995 1 x 12 Spkr Cab 67.96

ROSETTI

LEO PORTABLE AMPS
9641 w/tremelo 25-95
9642 Leoten 37-75

SHURE
VA3005 Speaker Col-

umn
VA30 IS Monitor

Speaker
VA302E-C Control

Console
PM300E Booster amp.
A3PC-C Console con.
A3PC set of coos
A3PC-S Speaker coy.
A3S-C Console stand
A3S-S Speaker stand.
A3IPC-S Monitor coy.
P300R rack mount kit

All-purpose 100 106-92
All-purpose 50 8247
TV -35 P.A. co umn 48.99
TV -20 P.A. co umn 68-24
GIBSON
G-10 78-05
G-20 122-73
G-30 133-53
G-40 165-93
G-50 195.38
G-70 27982
G-80 293-56
Thor bass amp 195-38
Super Thor bass amp 303-38
GIBSON SG SYSTEMS
SG212 amp 436-91
SG2I2A amp with AI-

tec speakers 519-38
SG 1 151 amp 480.1 I
SG I 40 amp 431.02
SG610 amp 489 93
SG215 bass amp 34560
50812 PA system 68629
SG812HD PA, head

only 348-55
SG812COL, half PA

column 8689

SHARMA
ORGAN SPEAKER CABS.
500 120-19
500 Professional 158-78
500 de luxe 174-15
Sharmette 231-21
2000 Traditional, di!. 306.18
2000 Professional. 302-94
5000 392-30
5200, de luxe 556-41
5300, de luxe 654-92

138.60 Combo Pre -amp .... 33-21
2200 266-43

99-00 2100, de luxe 404-70
2300, de luxe 424.14
5300, de luxe 654.92
Combo Pre -amp c1/1 36.86
Reverb 48-41

396-00
171.60

8.36
29-48
10-56
26-84
10.56
8.36
6.60

S.A.I.

DSI stereo disco 26730
Disco IV/s Pro 189.00
Disco IV/s Standard 174-96
Disco IV 155-52
Amplifiers:
SA280S stereo sly... 162.00
SAISOS slv 123-72
SA6OS slv 72-90
SA5OT T B 81.00
Cabinets:
MPI010 178.20
MPI000 155.52
MPI011 124.20
MPI012 210.60
MPI013 178-20
MPI004 124-20
MPI 003 194-40
MPI005 97.20
MPI 009 97.20
MA501 pr. 20088
MA500 pr. 137-70
MA503 pr. 102.60
MA505 pr. 91.80
MA506 pr. 74-52
MAI 006 42-12

SELMER

SOLID STATE
Lead 100
Bass 100
Power 100
15 SS
Super Reverb 30
Futurama 3
L B 100
SL 100 slave
PA 100

97.20
83-45
58.42
28-96
87-38
16-59

176.24
129.60
184-58

VALVE
Treble 'N' bs, 100 SV 92.05
Treble 'N' bs, 50 SV. 78.45
Treble 'N' bs, 50 SV

Reverb 92-19
Zodiac 100 SV 114-38
P.A.100/6 SV Reverb 146.78
P.A.I00/4 SV 107.51
Compact 5OR SV Re -

verb 146.78
Speakers:
Lead 100 113-49
Bass 100 84.93
P.A.60H column 97.20
Goliath 50, Mk. II 77-56

SI M MS -WATTS

2051 Vocal Blender. 169.90
2058 Hammond Rvb
mxr 77.75

2052 100 TSL slave 92-25
2068 PA Bin 169-90
2026 H.I00 PA cols 215-00
2069 4 x 8 PA cols, pr 144-00
2054 2 x 12 PA cols,

twin hn, pr 165.75
2003 1 x 12 PA cob,
pr 97.25

2063 I x 12 PA cob,
hn, pr 128-75

2059 RCF hn unit
100w 121-50

2028 Add-on hns 46-00
2050 API 00 Tri-
sound amp 112-00

2067 50 amp 89-95
2011 AP100 amp 123.75
2013 Super AP200

amp 186-75
2014 Super 200 PA 212-00
2016 GEI00 amp 157.75
2055 2 x 12 cab 80-00
2062 2 x 12 cab, hn 95.00
2066 I x 15 cab, hn 84.95
2065 I x 15 Bs cab 72-80
2057 Tri-Tone cab 131.00
2064 2 x 15 cab 145-65
2056 4 x 12 cab 126-50
2075 60/100 Pro -
combo amp 182.00
2008 Disco Dex
MkIIIA 209-25
2010 Disco Dex
MkIll 125.00

2009 Disco Dex Pro. 205-00
1001 Echo Dek 79-50
2019 Guyatone Rev 27-25

SOLA SOUND*
Reverb mixer 42-00
Dopplatone 42-00
6-ch mixer 35.00
Graphic equaliser 42.00
Mighty Atom amp 25-00
Compact 10 33-00
Power Pak 15 48-00
Power Pak 30 85.00
Bass 30 75.00

SOUNDOUT

Series Illa, mono .. 239.76
Series III, mono 302.94
Series III,a stereo 301.32

Series 111, stereo 408-24
Series IVa, mono 199-26
Series IV, mono 255-96
Series Va, mono 199-26
Series V, mono 255-96
Loudspeakers:
HElc, I x 12,50W 48-60
HE2c, 2 x 12, 100W 81.65
DL3, 100W F/rng 176.58
DL5, 200W F/rng 218-66

SPECTRUM*

120SMp. amp. top 125.00
120PA TBA
I 20SS
6/212P (pair) 120700
S/412P (pair) 225.50
D/2 I2P (pair) 148-10
D/412P (pair) 280.34
DH2/212P 206.38
DH2/2 15P 247.56
5/412Z 116-35
D/412Z 147-38
D/412ZS 163.15
L/412Z price on applic.
L/215Z price on apolic.
L/415Z price on applic.
1812/S 161.86
I812/D 189.49
RS/I 18 180.59

ST RAMP*

2100-A, 100w amp.
top 213.60

2120-A, 120w amp
top 199-30

3120-A, 120w, 4-chan.
amp. top. 192.30

SLI00, 120w slave
amp. 127.90

SL200. 240w slave
amp. 177-90

MPIO. 10 -than. mixer 577.15
MP -16, 16 -than. mix 1427.90
EX -2 cross -over 113-60
K-85 Power Baby

combo 256-45
K-95 Bass Baby com-

bo 28500
2050 -BB, 100w cab 163-60
2100 -GB, 200w cab 206-60
2100-8B, 100w bass

cab. 213-60
370-B, 70w horn p.a.

cab 142-15
3140-BH. 140w horn

p.a. cab. 186-45
3140-B, 140w p.a. cab. 156.45
3200-B. 120w bass

horn cab. 427.90
H-50, 70w tweeter

horn 156 45
H -I00, 120w tweeter

horn 227-15

SUNN *
SELF-CONTAINED
UNITS
Studio lead 240-00
Studio bass 228-00
GUITAR AMPLIFIERS
190L 330-00
Model T 420-00
Concert lead 330-00
Coliseum lead 570-00
Coliseum 880 597-00
BASS AMPLIFIERS
1908 276.00
Model T 420-00
Concert bass 276.00
Coliseum bass 570-00
Coliseum 880 597-00
MIXER & MIXER
AMPLIFIERS
Studio PA 228-00
Concert Contro ler 1 438-00
Concert Controller I I :

Model 80 747.00
Model 81 897.00
Model 80P 897.00
Model 8IP 1047-00
Speaker Enclosures:
312S 216.00
4125 258-00
610S 216-00
610M 504-00
I I5S 168-00
115M 186-00
215S 210-00
215M 246.00
215SH 268-00
415M 330-00
118M 318-00
118MH 360-00

212S 150.00

4105 156.00
410M 348.00
CONTROL AUDIO -
CONTROLLER
OPT 0 NS
Mode 40 1257-00
Mode 41 1407-00
Mode 42 1557-00
Mode 60 1407.00
Mode 61 1557-00
Mode 62 1707-00
Mode 80 1557.00
Mode 81 1707.00
Mode 82 1857.00

THEATRE
PROJECTS

ALTEC
VOICE OF THE
THEATRE PROJECTS
204B, SOW 356.40
208B, SOW 353.16
218A, SOW 370 87
2I5A, folded L/F hn,

150W 270-00
225A, portable H/F

hn, 100W 428.87
205BX power I/spkr 558.14
209BX power I/spkr 554-90
219AX power I/spkr 570.71
207C col. spkr, 75W 189.13
211A col. spkr, SOW 141-38
217A col. spkr, 75W 243-00

612C spkr cab. 64-26
828B spkr cab 91.80
8I5A L/F he. cab 123.12
Studio Monitors:
9844A, 30W 336-53
9845A, SOW 444-93
9846-8A, 100W 468-76
9848A, 200W 804-60
9849A, 60W 270-00
9846BX (powered) 664.63
Amplifiers:
771BX bi-amp, 60W

L/F, 30W H/F 245.46
9477B, 130W power

amp 281.38

Music Speakers and
Components:
417-8H, 12 in, 100W.
418-8H, 15 in, 150W.
421-8H, 15 in, 150W.
425-8H, 10 in, 75W
60I -8D, 12 in, duplex,

20W
604E, 15 in, duplex,

35W
5118, Sectoral hn
808/8A, 30W H/F

driver
N809/8A, crossover/

attenuator

64-67
69.77
81.00
55-25

81-96

150-24
49-01

71-99

43.72

THOR*

I47w, L/B/O amp 119.45
147w. push button

amp 130-20
I47w, Slave amp 104.65
85w, Slave 77.50
300w, Horn folded

bass cab 262-70
300w, 2 x 15 lead cab 187.50

PEAVEY
Classic 50w 2 x 12 186-80
Classic 50w, 4 x 10 226-80
Deuce II 110w, 2 x 12 291.60
Vintage 110w, 2 x 12. 291.60
Vintage 110w, 4 x 10. 324-00
Century 60w, I x 15. 243-00
Century 60w, 2 x 12. 291.60
Standard I30w, 2 x 12 307-80
Standard 130w, 2 x 15 340-20
Standard I30w, 4 x 12 348-30
Festival 110w, 2 x 15. 380.70
Festival 110w, 4 x 15. 567-00
Festival 110w, 2 x 15

+ hn. 437-40
Festival 110w, 4 x 12 380-70
Festival 110w, 8 x 12 567.00
Musician 210w, 2 x 15 40500
Musician 210w, 4 x 15 383-20
Musician 210w, 2 x 15

+ hn. 437-40
Musician 210w, 4 x 12 405-00
Musician 210w, 8 x 12 567.00
Roadmaster 200w 8 x

12 615-60
Roadmaster 200w, 4 x

15 -i- has 712-80
F800G 410w, 8 x 12 712-80
F800G 410w, 4 x 15 712-80
Bass 210w, 2 x 15 372-60
Bass 210w, 4 x 15 534-60
Bass 210w, I x 18 453.60
Bass 210w, 2 x 18 631.80

At time of going to press, firms marked* had not yet advised us of their revised prices with V.A.T. at the new rate of 8 per cent.
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F800B 410w, 4 x 15 69660
F800B 410w, 2 x 18 801.90
Amplifier Heads only:
Century 60w 15390
Standard 130w 17820
Bass 210w 22680
Musician 210w 24300
Festival 110w 22680
F800G 410w 40500
F800B 4I Ow 35640
Roadmaster 200w .. 307-80
Guitar Speaker Enclosures:
212,2 x12 17820
412,4 x 12 22680
215H, 2 x 15 + hn 259-20
Bass Speaker Enclosures:
115, I x 15 178-20
215, 2 x 15 210-60
118S, I x 18 26730
PA:
800 Mixer 25920
PA120 System 26730
Monitor System 34020
Std. PA, 2 cols., 2 x 12

ea 36450
Std. PA, 2 cols., 4 x 12

ea 42120
Std. PA, 2 cols., 2 x 12

-1' hn., ea 42930
PA400, 2 cols., 2 x 12

ea. 41310
PA 400, 2 cols., 2 x 12

hn ea 46980
PA 400, 2 cols., 4 x 12 469-80
PA400, 2 cols., 4 x 12

+ hn., ea. 52650
PA 400, 2 cols., 2 x 15

+ hn., ea 66420
PA 600, 2 cols., 4 x 12

ea 64800
PA 600, 2 cols., 4 x 12

hn., ea 704-70
PA 600, 2 cols., 2 x 15

- hn., ea 825.20
PA 600, 4 cols., 2 x 12

- hn., ea 826-20
PA amplifier heads:
Std. PA 130w 194-40
PA400 210w 243-00
PA600 210w 42930
130w Booster 153-90

400w Booster 275.40
PA Speaker Enclosures:
212 co1,2 x12 129-60
212H col., 2 x 12 + hn. 14580
412 col., 4 x 12 15390
412H, 4 x 12 -- hn 186-30
215H col., 2 x 15 -- hn. 25920
HIWATT
AP50 Amp 116.64
AP100 Amp 15228
AP200 Amp 20736
PA50/6 Amp 13446
PAI00/6 Amp. 155.52
PA200/6 Amp 23328

Slave 100 Amp. 11664
Slave 200 Amp. 187-92
Ld 50w 4 x 12 cab 12474
Ld 100w/bs 50w 4 x

12 cab 14094
Ld 150w/Bs 75w 4 x

12 cab. 15552
AP 2 x 15 hn. bin,

100w 19440
AP 4 x 12 Hn Bin.

100w 19440
100w 2 x 15 Bs Ref.

cab. 162-00
200w 4 x 15 Bs Ref.

cab. 25272
4 x 12 PA col., 50w 119-88
4 x 12 PA col., 100w. 14256
4 x 12 PA col., 150w. 160-38
2 x 12 PA/Mt. cab.

25w 72.90
2 x 12 PA/Mt. Cab ,

50w 90-72
Twin -Turntable Disco 26244
Type B 8-ch. mixer 495.72
50w 2 x 12 Comb.

amp., Ld 171.72
50w 4 x 12 Comb.

amp., Bs 22194

TRIUMPH *

JOHNSON
15, 5w combo. 32-00
115, tremelo 36-00
1I5V 15w combo 51.33
J30, 30w combo 103.19
150V, 50w combo 110-28
1100 UV amp 112-66
1100 PV pa amp ... 123.46
1100 PVR p a amp 136.65
1100 SV slave amp. 94.55
1100 SS slave amp 6278
1100 SS, C slave amp 56.10
Echomascer 72-11
J4SM 25-11
J4SB 25.11
J4SMT 26.73
J4SBT 2673
Reverbmaster 19.10
Mixmaster 19.10
Tonemaster 68-72
Soundmaster 121.91
3/412 M cab 106.57
1/412 H cab 123.62
1/412 F cab 87-78
1/412 G cab 113.48
1/412 SM cab 105.5S
1/412 SH cab 121-50
1/412 SF cab 86-79
1/412 SG cab 112.00
J/212 M cab 66.55
J/212 H cab 76-04

1/212 F cab 56-78
1/212 G cab 71-28
1/50 SSLS cab 138-97

TURNER

1 x 15 Bs Hn 194.40
2 x 15 Bs Hn 345.60

I x 12 Mid Rng. Hn 162.00
2 x 12 Mid Rng. Hn 270.00

I x 10 Mid Rng. Hn 145.80
HF Rad. Hn. - VHF

Tweets 297-00
Wedge Mts., pr. 280-80
Hexagonal Mt 226-80
B200 Pro. Power amp. 162-00
B300 Pro. Power amp. 216-00
A300 Pro. Power amp. 283.50
A500 Pro. Power amp. 432-00
TPS 16/2 mixer 1620-00
TPS 24/2 mixer 2268.00
TPM 16/2 mixer 2154.60
TPM 24/2 mixer 2964.60
TPM 24/8/2/5 Ultimate

4781-16
5 Way Crossover 162.00
Belden Multiway

Cables P.O.A.
Cannon Plgs - Stg.

Boxes P.O.A.
Gauss Spkrs P.O.A.
J.B.L. Spkrs. P.O.A.

VITAVOX

Bass Bin CN308 43335
6200 Bitone Repro 311.70
Major Bitone CN343 38320
15 in. Loudspeaker. 7000
S.3 Pressure unit 80-00
H.F. Horn CNI57 43.35
500 Dividng Ntwrk 25.00
2205/531 Multicell Hn

CN129 363.85

VOX*
AC30
AC50

170.75
TBA

WALLACE*
AC.3500XT, Mk. IV,

40w amp 115-50
AC.6085XT, 80w amp 148 50

W.E.M.
Copicat Echo 7020

Clubman 6w, 12" spkr 44-20
Clubman 6w, 10" spkr 36.80
Westminster lOw

amp, 12" spkr 50.10
West minster lOw

bass amp, 12" spkr. 56-00
Westminster lOw

Accordion amp, 12"
spkr 50.10

Westminster lOw
amp, 10" spkr 42-20

Dominator MkIII 69.50
Dominator Bass Mkl 81.00
Power Musette Mkt! 69.50
Halle Cat 245.50
E.R.40 77-00
P.A.40 77.00
E.R.100 98-25
P.A.I00 98.25

83.70
Bandmixer 100 MkII 140.00
Reverbmaster 192.50
Audiomaster Mixer 292.70
Super Dual 12 7215
Super 40 72.15
Starfinder 100 Bass 86.90
Starfinder 100 Twin

15 105.55
Starfinder Super 80 120.30
Super Starfinder 200 137.15
Twin 15 Reflex Bass 17480
I x 12" 42-20
I x 12" w/vol control 50-10
4 x 10" Column 56.45
6 x 10" Column 97-20
Club System 71.15
Club 2 x 12" 55-50
Band System 86.40
Band 2 x 12" 74-60
Foot Monitor 2 x 12"

+ Horn 98.30
Vendetta 137.45
4 x 12" A Super 9620
4 x 12' A ....(Discontinued)
4 x 12" B Column 130.60
4 x 12" C Column 125-55
X.32 Horn Column 84-55
X.29 Stack complete 298.00
Horn Box from X.29 87-00
Festival Stack comp 569-15
New Columns:
2 x 10" (40w pair) 44-15
2 x 10" plus horn 55-00

WHITE*
LW.I00 Guitar/Bass

amp. (100w, RMS). 140.80

PA.100, 6 -channel, full
mix amp. (100w
RMS) 285-45

PA.200, 6 -channel full
mix amp. (200w
RMS) 396-00

SL.I 00 Slave amp.
(100w RMS) 128-70

MGW.6, 6 -channel
Mixer (full mix) 185-90

MGW.I 2, 12 -channel
Mixer (full mix) 440-00

LW.100C, 4 xl 2,
160w RMS. Guitar/
Bass Enclosure

MW.150, I x 15, 150w
RMS. Folded Horn
Bass Enclosure 166.10

JW.I51, 1 x 18, 150w
RMS. Folded Horn
Guitar/Bass En-
closure

M.40, I x 12, 40w
RMS. Angled Moni-
tor Enclosure

PAW.80, 2 x 12, 80w
RMS. P.A. Enclos-
ure (pairs) 151-80

PAW.160, 4 x 12,
160w RMS. P.A.
Enclosure (pairs) 269.50

PAR.152, I x 15,
150w RMS. Folded
Horn Bin 166.10

H.I00A Altec Horn/
Driver/Crossover . 171-60

H.101V Vitavox Horn
/Driver/Crossover 115.80

WING

TRAYNOR
Combos:
YGM-3 30w rvb 9720
YGM-4 40w rvb 119-88
YGL-3 Twin rvb 90w 213-84
YBA-2B Bs mate 30w 97.20
YBA-4 50w, 15" spkr. 152-28
Amplifiers:
YBA-1 50w, bs 96.12
YRM-I 50w Id w/rvb 119.88
YBA-IA 100w bs 129.60
YGL-3A 100w head-

rvb/trem 152-28
Monoblock 325w bs/

Id 243-00
Speaker Systems:
YS -15P 15" ported bs 87.48
YT -I5 2 x 15" 1d/bs 110.16
YF-I0 4 x 10" Id/bs 110.16
YC-810 8 x 10" bs T.B.A.

YC-610 6 x 10" Id 139.32
Y -2I2 2 x 12" Id 103.68
YF-I 2 4 x 12" Id 149.04
YCV-I 88 I x 18" Vega

cab 300w 272.16
YCV-215 2 x 15" Vega

cab 400w 272.16
YCV-212 2 x 12" Vega

cab 200w 171.72
P.A. Amps:
YVM-2 P.A. amp 30w 74-52
YVM-3 P.A. rvb 30 w 97-20

130-90 YVM-4 4-ch w/rvb 136.08
YVM-6 6-ch w/rvb 213.84
YPM-I 100w slave 9720
MX8 8-ch mixer T.B.A.
MX16 16-ch mixer T.B.A.
P.A. Speaker Systems:
YSC-2 4 x 12" cols

(pr) 139.32
174-90 YSC-3 4 x 8" cols (pr) 100.44

YSC-8 6 x 8" cols (pr) 171.72
YSC-9 15" x 12" x hn

42.90 cabs (pr) 388-80
YM- I Mtr cabs (ea) 58.32
YSC-7A Cols (pr) 204.12
YSP-1 Sibilance Pro-

jector(ea) 51.84
EQ-I Graphic e/q 51.84

W.M.I.*
Amplifiers:
CM -8, 6" speaker ...
CM -66, 8" speaker w/

tremolo/horn vent
K-66 De luxe Junior .

12.95

23.10
26.95

ZOOT-HORN

BB.I, I x 15", 150W
bass bin 198.45

BB.2, 2 x 15", 300W
bass bin 34020

BB.3, I x 15", bass bin 198.45
FB.3, 3 -way wedge 261.88
F8.4, 2 -way wedge 131.56
FB.5, 2 -way wedge 237.60
HU.I H/F horn unit 151.20
C.1/1 Reflex, I x 15 129.60
C.2 Reflex, 2 x 15 216.00
C.3 Reflex, I x 15, bs 129.60
C.4 Reflex, 2 x 15, bs 216.00
MC/l, 1 x 12 cab 116-64
0 -channel Mixer 974.24
0 -channel Mixer 974-24
5 -channel Mixer 1278.02

23 -channel Mixer 1703.62
25 -channel Mixer 1300.00
SDI8 hn-loaded cab 259-20
3 -way crossover 248.40

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS
D. H. BALDWIN

G RETSCH
Outfits:
4027 Rock 'n Roll TBA
4029 Avant Garde ..
4028 Black Hawk ...
4015 Name Band....
4025 Progressive Jazz
4002 One Nighter

Plus
4007 One Nighter

Plus
Snares:
4160G, 14 x 5
4160, 14 x 5
4157, 14 x 51
4153, 14 x 61
1109, 14 x 5
4102. 14 x .5i
4103, 14 x 51
4190, 14 x
4191, 14 x 6*
4192, 15 x 8
4193, 15 x 8
4105, 14 x 53/4
Bass Drums:
4259. 26 x 14
4240,28 x 14
4262. 30 x 16
4263, 32 x 16
4264, 34 x 16
4265, 36 x 16
4271, 26 x 14
4272, 28 x 14
4273. 30 x 16
4274, 32 x 16
4275, 34 x 16
4276, 36 x 16
4110, 22 x 14
4111, 24 x 14

4115, 26 x 14
4117, 28 x 14
4244, 18 x 14
4249, 20 x 14
4247, 22 x 14
4269, 24 x 14
4271,26 a 14
4272, 28 x 14
Tom Toms:
4415, 12 x 8
4416 13 x 9
4420. 14 x 10
4-421, 15 x 12
4417, 14 x 14
4418, 16 x 16
4422, 16 x 18
4419, 18 x 16
4423, 18 x 18

also in walnut

Cymbals:
K. Zildjian & Ajaha -

prices being revised

BOOSEY fr
HAWKES

Panorama 22
Panorama 24
Galaxy 18
Galaxy 21
Galaxy 24
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN

13-69

BEVERLEY
COMPLETE OUTFITS
Panorama 21 23+35

322.59
276.58
190.83
20400
206.55

7387, 10'
7389, 12"
7390. 13"
7391, 14"

7392, 15" 29-65
7393, 16" 31-80
7394, 17" 34.16
7395, 18" 38-68
7395S 45.II
7399, 19" 40.98
7396, 20" 45- I I

7396S 45.11
7396P 52-32
7400, 21" 50.16
7397, 22" 56.95
73975 63-80

AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
BRILLIANT
7387B, 10"
739013, 13"
7391B, 14"
7392B,15"
7393B, 16"
73948, 17"
73958, 18"
7395BS
7396BS
7396BP
7396B, 20"
73978, 22"
739765
7390HH, 13" Hi -Hat

cymbal
739 IHH, 14"
7392HH, 15"
7393HH, 16"

1958
26.30
31.00
33.27
35-53
37.84
42.36
49.17
56-00
56-00
49.17
60-57
67.45

45.66
54.67
59.29
63.61

C.B.S. ARBITER

ROGERS
16.00 Outfits:
2446 Studio X 1022-76
2283 Compact X 852.12
27.33 Studio VII 638-28

Londoner V 588.60
Londoner VI 648.00
Ultrapower VII 891.00
Ultrapower IX 1058.40
Starlighter IV 529-20
Londoner Super 10 523-91
Starlighter Super 10 46451
Drums:
Dynasonic snare 118.80
Superten snare 88.50
Skinny snare 55-08
Powertone, 14 x20 bs 138-24
Powertone, 14 x 22 bs 14472
Powertone, 14 x 24 bs 153.36
Powertone, 8 x 12 t.t. 69.12
Powertone, 9 x 13 t.t. 72.36
Powertone, 10 x 14

t.t 86.40
Powertone, 12 x 15

t.t 95.04
Powertone, 16 x 16

t.t 104.76
Powertone, 16 x 18

t.t 124-20
Powertone, 18 x 20

t.t 153.36
Powertone bongos 59.40
Powertone timbales

brass 116.64
Powertone timbales

copper 127-44
Accusonic timpani 20

inch 281-81
Accusonic timpani 23

inch 30456
Accusonic timpani 26

inch 359.64
Accusonic timpani 29

inch 377-78
Drum/Cymbal stands:
Giant 20-52
Supreme I 20.52

Samson I 21.60
Supreme II 18.36
Supreme II, floor stnd 18.36
Hi -Hats:
Swivomatic Hi -Hat,

hinged heel 32.40
Swivomatic Hi -Hat,

adjust. footboard 32.40
Supreme 47.52
Pedals/Beaters:
Swivomatic, hinged

heel 35.64
Swivomatic, adjust.

footboard 35.64
Rocket 24.84
Thrones:
Samson 33.48
Accessory 48-60
Palate Cymbals & Gongs:
2002:
14" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge 72.90
15" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge 77.44
14" Hi -Hat 47.57
15" Hi -Hat 53.19
16" Crash, Med/Ride. 30.46
18" Crash. Med/Ride. 36-61
20" Crash, Med/Ride. 45.36
22" Crash, Med/Ride. 58.10
24" Crash, Med/Ride. 69.93
18" China type 48.33
20" China type 61-38
Formula 602:
13' Hi -Hat Sound

Edge
14" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge
15" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge
13" Hi -Hat
14" Hi -Hat

66-80

7290

77-44
52-27
55.73

IS" Hi -Hat
16" Thin
17" Thin
18" Thin
19" Thin
20" Thin
22" Thin
24" Thin
18" Flat Ride Med
20" Flat Ride Med
18" China type
20" China type
No. I Seven Snd. set
No. 2 Seven Snd. set
No. 3 Seven Snd. set
No. 4 Seven Snd. set
No. 5 Seven Snd. set
No. 6 Seven Snd. set
No. 7 Seven Snd. set
14" Joe Morello Hi -

Hat
17" Joe Morello
18" Joe Morello

20" Joe Morello
r Finger Cymbals
Gongs:
7" Symphonic
Stand
10" Symphonic
Stand
13" Symphonic
Stand
16" Symphonic
Stand
20" Symphonic
Stand
22" Symphonic
Stand
24" Symphonic
Stand
26" Symphonic
Stand

60-21
35-64
40.12
42.88
49.03
53.46
68.47
82-33
48.38
61.45
48.38
61.45
20.95
24-84
42.S0
48-38
48.38
48.38
61-45

72.90
4244
48.38
61.45
+75

8.96
2.38
13-50
2.92

18.58
3.40

29.48
12.10

48.17
1447
75.17
28-94
96.34
28-94

121.93
28-94

At time of going to press, firms marked* had not yet advised us of their revised prices with V.A.T. at the new rate of 8 per cent.
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28" Symphonic 151-74 Weatherking:
Stand 38.56 4" Snare 3.41
30" Symphonic 196.02 4" Batter 3.65
Stand 48.18 2" Tom Tom 3.23
32" Symphonic 247.54 3" Tom Tom 3.50
Stand 60.26 4" Tom Tom 3.65
34" Symphonic 345.82 6" Tom Tom 408
Stand 60.26 7" Tom Tom 4.37
36" Symphonic 42660 8" Bass Drum 608
Stand 7225 20" Bass Drum 6.78

22" Bass Drum 7.30
23" Timpani 8.81

CLEARTONE * 24"
25"

Timpani 9.39
Timpani 996
Timpani 0.45

SLINGERLAND
26"
27" Timpani 0.70

Outfits: 28" Timpani 1.03

4N Lacquer 20"
4N Pearl 20"
4N Chrome 20"

375.82 29" Timpani
405.89 30" Timpani
41748 32" Timpani

1.60
3.76
5.42

4N Lacquer 22" 381.60 LUDWIG
4N Pearl 22" 411.70 Outfits:
4N Chrome 22" 423.26 980 Super Classic.... 460.35
SON Lacquer 460-86 983 Hollywood 527.31
50N Pearl 492.69 S.C. 24" bs drm 468.72
SON Chrome 507.15 Big Beat 568.09
60N Lacquer 541.54 S.C. Blue Vistalite... 502.20
60N Pearl 587.81 Octa-Plus 1012.77
60N
58N
58N
58N
80N

Chrome
Lacquer
Pearl
Chrome
Lacquer

80N Pearl
SON Chrome
N 20" Lacquer
N 20" Pearl
N 20" Chrome

60+01
429-04 Snare Drums:
43+84 400 Supra -Phonic ... 88.72
44929 402 Supra -Phonic ... 93.74

506.81 404 Acrolite 65.29

544 43 405 Piccolo 80.35

562.24 410 Supersensitive
426.16 14" x 5" 132.25

455.09 411 Supersensitive
46954 14" x 64" 135.59

N Lacquer 22" 43194 PEARL
N Pearl 22" 46087 Outfits:
N Chrome 22" 47532 Powermate Wood/

57N Lacquer 731.79 Fibreglass
57N Pearl 783.87 Powermate Satin.... 309.69
57N Chrome 811-64 Powermate Black ... 28+58
2R Lacquer 42905 Big Shot 251.10
2R Pearl 469.54 Thundaking 20925
2R Chrome 48+01 Dynamax 18+14
14N Lacquer
14N Pearl

56+36
62798 Snare Drums:

14N Chrome 649.40 4514 Chrome 31.81

9N Lacquer 359.62 4714 Chrome 26.78
9N Pearl 39+33 Pedals & Stands:
9N Chrome 40707 805 Hi -Hat Ped 1+23
65N Lacquer 456 23 706 Snare stnd 8.37
65N Pearl 484-01 703 Cymbal stnd. 5.86
65N Chrome 49673 710 Bs Drm ped..... 10.04
11 N 2 x 24 Lacquer 928.17 810 Bs Drm. ped..... 2500
1IN 2 x 24 Pearl 986.03 721 Bs Drm. Anchor. 1.46
I I N 2 x 24 Chrome 101494

DAVOLI
DALLAS

UFIP CYMBALS

HAYMAN RITMO0"
950

Outfits - less stands: I" 10.26
2221 Pacemaker 220-42 1112
2222 Big Sound 228-15 3" 13.82
2219 Showman 22" .. 278.42 4" 17.56
2219A Showman 24". 288.69 5" 18.90
2244 Iceberg (Show- 6" 21.00

man 22" Trans- 8" 31.10
parent) 362-25 20" 37.26

Outfits - with stands: 22" 4590
2221/S Pacemaker... 282.47 24" 5400
2222/S Big Sound-. 281.37 RED SOUND
2219/S Showman 22". 337.89 2" 5.40
2219A/S Showman 24" 347.57 3" 8.10
2244/5 Iceberg 40+44 4" 8.64
Drums: 5" 8.80
2223 Vibrasonic Snare 6" 12-88

Drum 38.67 8" 16-74

2243 Metal Shell 20" 19-48

Snare Drum 5+61
2224, 12 x 8 Tom Tom
2225, 13 x 9 Tom Tom

36.19
37.20 BOHNER*

2226, 14 x 14 Tom
SONORTom (incl. legs) 5746

2227, 16 x 16 Tom Outfits:
Tom (incl. legs) 57.46 K120 163.40

2228, 18 -in. Bass drum 61.19 K130 225.40
2229, 20 -in. Bass drum 71.55 K132 274.95
2230, 22 -in. Bass drum 80.28 KI62 360-60
2234, 24 -in. Bass drum 88.94 Snare Drums:
2242, 26 -in. Bass drum 105.63 D42I 77.85
18x 18 Tom Tom.... 75.33 D426 (metal) 97-60
Controlled Sound: D431. 46.95
12" Tom Tom 3.62 D444 (metal) 77.85
13" Tom Tom 3.80 D454 (metal) 46-95
14" Tom Tom or i am Toms:

Batter 3.88 T628 41:35
15" Tom Tom +15 T629 4135
16" Tom Tom 434 T630 41.35
17" Tom Tom 4.52 T631 48.85
18" Tom Tom +89 T632 48.85
20" Tom Tom 5.88 T648 69.50
18' Bass Drum 6.70 T649 69.50
20" Bass Drum 7.42 T650 69.50
22" Bass Drum 8.05 T651 82.60
24" Bass Drum 8.59 T652 8+50
26" Bass Drum 9.22 T652 (air tuned) . 107.05

To avoid unnecessary repeti-
tion, certain abbreviations are
frequently used in our listings:
electric - elec; custom - ctm;
semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ -

org; professional - pro; standard
std; acoustic ac; folk fk;

bass - bs; string - str; de luxe -
d/I; jumbo - jbo; piano - pno;
left hand - I/h; scale sc; case
- cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

Bass Drums:
G230
G231
G240
G241
Bongos:
L823
L824
L841
Hi -Hats:
Z5451
Z5452

132, 22 x 17" 59-29

80/5 125, 24 x 17" 69 01

80/1 Super Zyn Cymbals:
13335 352, 12" 17.38

133-35 353, 13" 19-54
354, 14" 21.92

88-25 354P, 14" 34-84

80/5 355, 15" 23-97

32.65 355P, 15" 47.95
356, 16" 26-24

16-90 358, 16" 30.45

3570 358S, 18" 31-32
360, 20" 34.99

Zyn (standard): 360S, 20" 35.89
272 3-25 362, 22" 43.74
274
275
276 ....
278
2685
280
269S
282

450
5 20 Zyn:
6.40 272, 12"

8.45 273, 13"

8.55 273P, 13"

10.55 274, 14"

10.75 274P, 14"

13.15 275, 15"
275P,15"

4.26
5.45
0.90
6.53
3.06
7.77
5.55

276, 16" 9.18
278, 18" 3.17

HORNBY-SKEWES 268S, 18" 3.50
269S,16" 5.33

BEVERLEY
Outfits:
Galaxy 18
Galaxy 21
Galaxy 24
Panorama 21
Panorama 22

280,
2695.
282,

225.39
240.20 Heavy

249.15 374,

270.22 375,

36493 376,

20"
20"

22"
Pairs Super-Zyn:

14"
15"
16"

5.01
5.33
7.92

48.16
52-70
57-78

Panorama 24 314.16 Zyn:
232, 12" 9.28

HOSHINO 233, 13" 10-90
Outfits: 234, 14" 12.96
HMI000 151-75 235, 15" 1+58
HK600M 3577 236, 16" 16-09
H M2000 187.95 Tom -Toms:

442, 12 x 8" 29.26
433, 13 x 9" 32-29

KEMBLE* 444, 14 x8" 35.53
440, 14 x 10" 38-55

YAMAHA -Outfits
YD680

435,

314-00 446,
14 x 14" 45.57
16 x 16" 47-84

YD665 33+52 OLYMPIC
Y D660 299.23 Snares: Wood Shell:
Y D260 153.65 1180, 14 x 4" 25.81
metal snare: 1182, 14 x54" 27-00
SD6500M 47.70 1002, 14 x 54" 30-78

Metal Shell:

ORANGE*
1005, 14 x 54" 31.96
Outfits:
1033, 20" bs drum 218-59
BI033, 22" bs drum 221-94

Single drum kit 528-00 1031, 20" bs drum ... 190.18
Double drum kit... 748-00 B1031, 22" bs drum 193-53

62, 20" drum 143-42

PREMIER B62, 22" bs drum 146.66
60, 20" bs drum 9860
B60, 22" bs drum 101.73

Snares: Metal Shells: Tom -Toms:
2000, 14 x 54" 53-89 441, 12 x 8", I head. 17-92
2003, 14 x 64" 56-05 442, 12 x 8" 22-57
2006, 14 x 12" 62-54 433, 13 x 8" 24 08
2011, 14x14" 52-59 435, 14 x 14" 34 45
37 Hi Fi, 14 x 54" . 42-33 445, 16 x 16", I head 28-94
Wood Shells: 446, 16 x 16" 35.85
2001, 14 x 54" 51.40 Bass Drums:
31, 14 x 54" 40.17 170, 20 x 15" 42-01
Outfits: 161, 20 x17" 47-19
203 Kenny Clare 171, 20 x 17" 4233

cymbals 468-39 172, 22 x 15" 45-25
707, 20" b.ds 576.72 163, 22 x 17" 4903
B707,22" b.ds 581.36 173, 22 x 17' 45.68
303, 20" b.d 424.98 175, 24 x 15" 4935
202,20" b.d 371.41
8202, 22" b.d 373.78
I I I, 20" b.d
B I I I, 22" b.d
I I I, 20" b.d

257.79
260.17
257.79

ROSE -MORRIS
B I I I, 22" b.d 260.17
Bass Drums: FIBES
127, 18 x 15" 52-92 217101, Outfit, Fibre-
130, 20 x 17" 56-91 glass 450-00

217111, Outfit, Crys-
talite 500-00

217201, Outfit, Fibre-
glass 481-00

217211, Outfit, Crys-
talite 535-00

217301, Outfit, Fibre-
glass 48600

217311, Outfit, Crys-
talite 540-00

217401, Outfit, Fibre-
glass 58000

217411, Outfit, Crys-
talite 64300

217501, Outfit, Fibre-
glass 610-00

217511, Outfit, Crys-
talite 67300

SHAFTESBURY
OUTFITS
Module 5050 225-00
Module 5055 187-50
Module 5060 185-50
Module 5555 251.25
5226 Cymbal arm 6.43
5228 Tom -Tom holder 11-81
SHAFTESBURY
ACRYLIC OUTFITS
Module 5030, Clear. 267.45
Module 5030, Tinted. 276-00
Module 5035, Clear 300-65
Module 5035, Tinted 311-90
Module 5040, Clear 336-60
Module 5040, Tinted 348-45
SHAFTESBURY DRUMS
5420, 20" x 12" bs 59-68
5422, 22" x 14" bs 62-38
5424, 24" x 14" bs 70.96
512, 12" x 8" Tom-tom 34-08
513, 13" x 9" Tom-tom 3597
516, 16" x 16" Tom-

tom 52.95
422, Snare aluminium 39-23
423, Snare wood 38.76
SHAFTESBURY
ACRYLIC DRUMS
(Normally only available to
special order)
5031, bs, 20" x 12",

clear 9435
Ditto, tinted 96-60
5037, bs, 22" x 14",

clear 105-80
Ditto, tinted 109.00
5038, bs, 24" x 14", dr 115-70
Ditto, tinted 11865
5032, Tom-tom, 12" x

8", clear 4540
Ditto, tinted 47-15
5033, Tom-tom, 13" x

9", clear 4740
Ditto, tinted 4900
5036, Tom-tom, 16" x

16", clear 72-60
Ditto, tinted 7500
5034, Snare drum, clr 5320
Ditto, tinted 55-65
SHAFTESBURY
POWERDRIVE STANDS
5409, Twin bs drum

pedals, pr 61.10
5410, Hi -Hat 23-85
5411, Snare drm 17-66
5412, Cymbal 15-57
5413, Tom -Tom mtg. 16.41
5416, Dru m stool . . 17-16
5418, Drum stool 536
LATIN-AMERICAN
INSTRUMENTS
5485, Bongoes 'El Co -

meta', 6 x 7" pr - 6.03
5484, Bongoes, ' El Co

meta', 5 x 6", pr 4.91
5475, Conga drm, El

Cometa', 7 x 21",
each 18-26

5463, 'El Cometa'
Conga drm, 4 Ten-
sion fittings, 3 legs,
leather strap 6043

5464, 'El Cometa',
turnable Bongoes,
pr 32-79

CYMBALS
Avedis Zildjian
5241, 8" 13.69
5242, 10" 16-00
5243, 13" 22.83
5244, 14" 27-34
5245, 15" 29.65
5246, 16" 31-81
5247, 17" 3417
5248, 18" 38-69
5248WC, 18" Wide

Cup 38-69
5248S, 18" Sizzle 38.69
5248T, 18" Trio 38-69
5248MC, 18" Mini -Cup 38-69
5249, 19" 41.00
5220, 20" 45-11
5220P, 20" Pang 52-33
5220S, 20" Sizzle 45-11
5220MC, 20" Mini -Cup 45.11
5261, 21" 50.17

5221, 22" 56 95
Kenny Clarke Pairs
5215, 13"-14", High

Hat, pr 50 17
5216,14"-15", High

Hat, pr 56-98
High Hat Matched Pairs
5243/2, 13" 45.66
5244/2, 14" 54-68
5245/2, 15" 59-30
5246/2, 16" 63 62
Avedis Zildjian Brilliant
5333, 10" 19-59
5334, 13"
5335, 14"
5336, 15"
5337, 16"
5338, 17"
5339, 18"
5340, 20"
5341, 22"
5206, Cymbal Snaps
5197, Cymbal Polish,

bottle, per doz
Super Zyn
5172, 12"
5173, 13"
5174, 14"
5175, 15"
5176, 16"
5177, 18"
5178, 20"
Zyn
5114, 12"
5115, 13"
5123, 14"
5124, 15"
5116, 16"
5121, 18"
5122, 20"
5198S,20" Sizzle ...
5125, 22"
Kamala
5257, 10"
5258, 11"
5259, 12"
5262, 13"
5263, 14"
5264, 15"
5265, 16"
5273, 18"
5274, 20"

26-42
31.02
33-28
35.54
37.85
42.37
49.18
60-58
0.54

1.31

11 -97
13-90
16-07
17-90
2008
24.10
27-95

3.52
4.27
4.94
5.69
7.03
9.20

11.55
11-72
14-40

2-00
242
3.01
3.52
4.27
5.10
6.11
8-54

10-46

UFIP CYMBALS
Standard
5205, 30cm, 12" 9.32
5207, 33cm, 13" 12-91
5208, 35cm, 14" 15-70
5209, 38cm, 15" 17-91
5210, 40cm, 16" 2002
5211, 45cm, 18" 28-90
5212, 50cm, 20" 35.10
5213, 55cm, 22" 47.42
5214, 60cm, 24" 6519
Red Sound
5145, 30cm, 12" 4.90
5146, 33cm, 13" 8.00
5147, 35cm, 14" 9.48
5148, 38cm, 15" 10-80
5149, 40cm, 16" 12-86
5150, 45cm, 18" 17-91
5157, 50cm, 20" 20-46

SIMMS-WATTS

ASBA
Metal Shell Drums:
615M 24 x 14 Bass
613M 22 x 14 Bass
633M 20 x 14 Bass
50IM 14 x 9 Tom Tom
511M 13 x 9 Tom Tom
505M 16 x 16 Tom

Tom 140-40
509M 12 x 8 Tom Tom 78-60
Altuglass:
6I5A 24 x 14 Bass 146.80
613A 22 x 14 Bass 146-80
633A 20 x 14 Bass 146-80
50IA 14 x 9 Tom Tom 78.60
511A 13 x 9 Tom Tom 78.60
505A 16 x 16 Tom

Tom 140-40
Woodshell Drums:
615VVS 24 x 14 Bass 146-80
613WS 22 x 14 Bass 146.80
636WS 20 x 14 Bass 146.80
120 D/I t -tom fitting 29-20
511 WS 13 x 9 Tom

Tom 7860
509WS 12 x 8 Tom

Tom 78.60
505WS 16 x 16 Tom

Tom 140.40
743W 14 x 5 Snare

wood 125-55
743M 14 x 5 Snare

metal 125-55
743A 14 x 5 Snare

altuglass 125-55
Stands:
240 Hi -Hat 38-50

146-80
146-80
146-80
78-06
78-06

At time of going to press, firms marked * had not yet advised us of their revised prices with V.A.T. at the new rate of 8 per cent.
Price revisions will be printed as we receive them - until then, deduct £2.00 per £100.
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102 Snare Drum
133 Cymbal, floor
134 Cymbal, floor
Pedals & Cowbells:
222 Bass Drum
923 Cowbell
924 Cowbell
926 Cowbell
927 Cowbell

26.00
29.20
33.90

4275
2.95
3.75
4.60
4.20

Conga & Bongo Drums:
903/906 Tumbador 97.25
904/56 Twin Congas

on stand 166.50
905/906 Qu into 8345
230 Pedal 1375
900 Bongos 5790
K. Zildjian Cymbals:
11049, 10" Crash 1+65
11055, 12" Crash 2000
11056, 13" Hi -Hat 2225

1050, 14" Hi -Hat... 2500
1057, 15" Crash/Ride 27.50
1051, 16" Hi -Hat... 2920
1058, 17" Crash/Ride 30.85
1052, 18" Crash/Ride 3+15
1059, 19" Crash/Ride 3655
1053,20" Crash/Ride 3900
1054,22" Crash/Ride 4880

SUMMERFIELD*

IMPERIAL & ROYAL
STAR
TD5 DX outfit 35000
5245, outfit 22500
5820, outfit 28000

KEYBOARDS
BALDWIN

Models:
124A
ElO
1248
124BC
EIOR
E 1 OL

EIOLR
I25A
EIOLB
El OLB
130A
I 30AC
126
130D
130DC
56A
56D
711
CT I OOA
CTIOOD
C630
4E
210D
PR200A
C620
E110 (Piano)
E105 (Piano)
Cabinets:
3ET
3S
3PR
3ETE

TBA

BOOSEY AND
HAWKES

DIAMOND
9817, piano, portable 27+32
9820, 800 organ 58+17
9821, pedal board 56439
9824, 600 org. w/case 176.47
9825, Exprsn. pd I 8.80
9828, 700 organ 368.17
9829, 700 organ 31914
9850, X-100 Space

sounder 240.50
9855, '550' organ
ARP Synthesisers
2701 Pro -soloist 58+00
2800 Odyssey 780-50
2600 '2600' 1728.00
2900 Explorer 682.55

C.B.S. ARBITER

Rhodes Suitcase Pi-
ano, 88 note 1169.64

Rhodes Suitcase Pi-
ano, 73 note 1019.54

Rhodes Stage Piano,
88 note 79704

Rhodes Stage Piano,
73 note 672.39

Super Satellite Power
Speakers 71820

Rhodes Piano Bass 39204
Haven Organs:
101 719.93
102 1058.86
103 133920
Traveller 909.36
Crumar Keyboards:
Organiser 434.16
Stringman 45900
Jazzman 356.40

J. T. COPPOCK

ELGAM
1037, Portable 78-00
1049, Portable 11200
2049, Portable 142.00
3049, Portable 184.00
610, Portable 22000

610R, Portable with
Rhythm 270.00

249, Portable 273.00
249R, Portable with

Rhythm 31000
2049C Console 165.00
Oxford Console 33+00
Oxford RL Console

with Rhythm and
'Space Sound'
speakers 46700

Elec. Piano 25500
13 -note Pedalboard

for Portables 3900
Match 7C 50.00
Mini Pops Junior 54.00
237 Console 32400
237C w/recdr 39000
244 Console 481.00
244C w/recdr 54500

DALLAS *

Mini Moog Synthesiser 86832
Moog Sonic Six Syn-

thesiser 844.02
Mellotron 400 961.88
5691 Concord org 93.96
5695 Rocky Mount

pno 790.56

ELKA OR LA*
Electric organs:
5001 Tornado IV 188.67
5002 T.L.49 188.67
5003 Capri Junior 208.46
5004 Capri Junior w/

reverb 223.74
5005 Panther 2150... 342.91
5006 Panther 2200... 29+77
5007 Panther 2250... 40+36
5008 Capri Duo 476.25
5010 Concorde Junior 31451
5011 Concorde P120. 531.97
5012 Concorde Pro

200 769.19
5013 International

200P 92+67
Home organs:
5101 Consolette 251.59
5102 Ancona 501 56+30
5105 Ancona 501CRA 56+30
5107 Ancona 501

CREA 639.80
5108 Ancona 701 CRA

(w/piano effect) . 661.35
5109 Ancona 701

CREA (w/piano ef-
fect) 735.04

5 10 Hereford 990 605.43
5 I I Hereford 990C . 622.54
5 12 Hereford 990CR 65844
5 13 Hereford 990

CRA 68581
5 14 Hereford 990

CRE 726.86
5 15 Hereford 990

CREA 832.08
E ectronic Piano:
5 17 Minuette 99 287.53
5 18 Minuette 99C 307.31
5 19 Minuette 99CR 350.44
5 20 Minuette 99CR/

A 381-02
5 21 Capriccio I 1 40436
5 22 Capriccio 11/R 458.26
5 23 Capriccio 11/0L 673.95
5 25 Capriccio 22 535.55
5 26 Capriccio 22R 589.49
5 27 Capriccio 22/0 697.30
5 28 Capriccio 22/0L 805.15
5 29 Capriccio 33 607.43
5 30 Capriccio 33R 66I35
5 31 Capriccio 33/0 76920
5 32 Capriccio 33/01 877.01
5 33 Notturno 44 593.08
5 34 Nocturne 44R 64699
5 35 Notturno 44/0 75+82
5 36 Notturno 44/0L 862.64
5 37 Notturno 55 . 726.04

5255, outfit 260.00 8620, 20' bass 7000 850 Snare drum stand 5.99 DRUM HEADS BY STAR
KBI25, outfit 30000 8612, 12" tom tom .. 32.50 880 Snare drum stand 13.50 514, 14 snare.... . 2.00
KB125/2T, outfit ... 350.00 8613, 13" torn tom .. 35.00 882 Cymbal stand ... 11.75 014, 14" snare/batter 2.65
JR77, outfit 225.00 8616, 16" tom tom .. 50.00 886 Torn Tom stand . 3000 012, 12" Batter 2.00
R55, outfit 175.00
3020, outfit 5000
3010, outfit 6000
300, Trap Sec 16.50

1045 Cocktail outfit .

348 Bass Anchor ....
725 Bass Pedal
720 Bass Pedal

72.00
1.50

10.99
10.99

86 Snare stand 11.50
872 Cymbal stand 8.99
875D Hi Hat 13.99

013, 13" Batter 2.40
016.16" Batter 275
020, 20" Bass 420
022, 22" Bass 4.40

8588ES Snare 7500 800 Bass Pedal 4250 76 Oriental temple 00 Cymbal sizzler 1.10
8258 Metal Shell Snare 43.50 71 Bass Beater 1.10

..
blocks 4000

3386 Snare 3000 73 Bass Beater 1.60 1106 Oriental temple
2216, 16" tom torn .. 3800 1263 Conga set 9500 stand 13.99
2213, 13" tom torn .. 25.00 1301 Fibre glass conga 116.50 602 Finger cymbals 1.30
2212 2250 1302 Fibre glass conga 125.00 780 Rail consolette/
2222,22" bass 60.00 1303 Profes. conga... 105.50 Torn Torn holder.. 7.35
8622S, 22" bass 9000 1304 Profes. conga .. 110.00 783 Twin Tom Torn W.M.I. *
86205,20" bass 8000 5000 Timbales 47.50 holder 13-50
8612S, 12" torn torn . 36.50 108 Bongoes 1249 263 Cow Bell, 3" .... 2.50
8613S, 13" tom torn . 38.50 109 Bongoes 1349 264 Cow Bell. .... 3.00
8616S, 16" tom torn . 60.00 885 Hi Hat stand 18.50 265 Low Bell, 5" .... 3.25 D-3 3p.c. kit (bass,
8622, 22" bass 80 00 885D Hi Hat stand .. 18.50 266 Cow Bell, 6" .... 3.75 torn -torn, snare) .. 49.50

5138 Notturno 55R 779.99 Super Iv accordion.. 486-00
HORNBY-SKEWES ROSE -MORRIS5139 Nocturno 55/0. 887,80 Super IV 4/5 accord-

5140 Notturno 55/L . 995.64
5141 Nocturna 66 78177
5142 Notturno 66R., 835.69
5143 Notturno 66/0. 943.50
5144 Notturno 66/01 1051.36
5201 El kapiano 210'29
5204 E.p. 88/Amp

Consul 368.42
5205 Elkarhapsody,

490V 239.04
5206 Elkarhapsody,

610V 186.51
5207 E.r. 610/Amp

Consul 603433
Accordions:
Elkavox 60 745413
Elkavcx 60 (chro-

matic) 839.28
S/S Amps.:
Universal 50 198.94
Universal 100 230.38
Universal 200 377.41
Reverb III 90439
6105 Tx20 10480
6106 Tx Bass 20 120.05

ion
Syntorchestra
Cordovox A-210
Cordovox A-250 .

626.40
475.20
847130

2138.40

EKO Electronic Organs
Tiger 229.00
Tiger Mate 288.00
Tiger 61 288-00
Tiger 6IR 332.00
Tiger Duo 350.00
Tiger Duo R 399.00
Tiger Duo A 440-00
Tiger Junior 10600
Tivoli 110.00
Cantorum 44 325.00
Cantorum 44R 36600
Cantorum 44A 392430
Cantorum LD-R Discontinued
Corale LT 842.00
Majestic RCT.. Discontinued
Majestic Auto TC 1277.00
Eko Domus 37A 425.00 Jen
Crumar Electronic Pianos
CEP.I (with legs) 221.00
CEP.2 (without legs) 202-00
Synthesisers
Hillwood Blue Comet 490.00

GEM
297, Inter -continental

org 69500
291, Caravan 12+20
290, Europa 92.95
282, Jbo Gem 155-13
293, Jbo 61 196.28
298, lbo 61, w/rhythm 265.03
299, Combo pno 219.00
LORENZO ORGANS
296, 12 bs electronic. 8+27
SYNTHESISERS
280, Mini-Korg 292-09
281, Mini-Korg 377.95

GALANT!

X300 Basic
X100 Chilton
X300R6
X360R6
Cosmavox F I
Cosmavox F2
Cosmavox F3
Cosmavox F5
Insta-string legs/cs
Insta-pno. legs/cs/

sustain pdl, G20
amp

Insta-piano legs/cs/
sustain pdl, and
amp

lnsta-combo org
Mahler Pianos:

199.10
289-30
299.20
369.60
379.50
459.80
599.50
79970
349.80

24970

229.90
229.90

ROSETTI
Pianotone 195-00

SELMER
LOWREY
Teenie Genie 529-00

6107 TRX 20 113.23 Topic, Mahog. 400.21 Genie 599.00
JENNINGS Jupiter

6108 TRZ 20 135.87
Organ cabs.:

Topic, Teak
Festival, Mahog.

408.87
415.80

Genie 44 72900
753-005,11111=11111=1.-

170, portable 578-88El ketone 305P 29473 Festival, Teak 42446 Super Genie 895.00
315PS 467-26 Festival, Schools . 440.92 J71, portable 699.84 Saturn d/I 999.00
315PSR 499.61
330PSR 682.94
Rhythm boxes:

172, console on app Venus 1179-00
on app Citation spinet 1399-00

TS! I, hn pulsator ... 302.40 Holiday w/Genie 1445.00
HAMMOND

Drummer One 146.48
Drummer One plus

amp 21&89
Orla:
Dixie 27/8 19.42

150 Dixie 27/8 19.42
150A Dixie Legs 27/8 24'81
151 Pinto 37 2965
253 Venice d/I 49 120-05
256 California 49 89.85
350 Chicago 37/12 88.97
351 Chicago 37/18 92.53
353 Equipe d/I 115.02
354 37/18 Consul 165.52
355 Venice Consul
d/I 177.01

356 Venice Chord
d/I 17972

357 OPR 61 d/I 278.58

VS 350
VS 450
F 3000
N 100
Phoenix
T 500
R 122
C 3
Regent
Concorde
5200
7100
TR 33
TR 330
TR 55
TR 77
Piano EP.I0
Synthesiser SH3
Synthesiser SH.I 000.

486.00
535.00
673.00
772.00

1105-00
1468-00
1863.00
1816-00
294100
392200
957.00

112900
96.00
9600

100.00
169.00
26000
417.00
378.00

PBI3, pedal brd w/ts 54.00
VC1, ft vol control .. 12.96

Theatre spinet 1599-00
Holiday console 199900
Citation Theatre spin-

et 2150-00
Citation Theatre con-

sole 2670-00
Symphonic Stereo

Theatre console 5129430
SELMER
Standard elec. piano . 165.93
Model 'P' elec. piano. 191.45
Model 'PR' elec. piano 24+47
KENTUCKY ORGANS
Challenger A/R 767.25
Explorer AJR 1030-50
Adventurer A/R 1287.00
Cassette Recorder

(Model 294 MC) 40-70
Cassette (Model 294

MCB) 32.40

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
YC 25D, port. org... 578.34
YC 45D, port org 105+62
BP.1, port org 72-90
RA 50, port org 251.10
RA 100, port org 437.55
RA 200, port org 666-79
SYI, Solo Synthesiser 475.00

LEM*
Audio electric piano . 385.00
Intta-Piano G20

FARFISA
Piper 3227 584-00 amp. 22940

VOX *
HOHNER* LIVINGSTONModel 256RK 1468.80 Pianovox 199.90

Model 148R 37800
Planet 'N'
De luxe Planet case

243.95
56.25

Chorister 1/61 (Mel-
odic Bass) 58300 WURLITZERModel 15OR 470-88

Model I 52R 673.92
Model 154R 923.40 CP amp 96.85 Abbey Chapel (Mel-

325 Sprite 351-00Cassette rec outfits.. 7566 Elpiano 31+40 odic Bass) 648.00
Church organ CH25. 945.00 Sustain pedal 21.10 Chorale (Melodic 325C Sprite 406.00
Church organ CHS.. 327.24 Collapsible legs 3055 Bass) 793-80 330 Sprite 486.00
Professional Duo.... 1026.00 Clavinet D6 351.95 Chorale with 29 -note 335 Sprite 563430
Bench to match 6480 Bass Z 142.65 pedalboard 965-52 340 Super Sprite.... 61670
50 -watt amplifier to Bass Z stand 166-05 Chorister 2-69(B) ... 1289.52 345 Super Sprite.... 662.00

match 16+16 Electra Piano 591.20 Chorister 2-72 with 350 Super Sprite.... 705.20
VIP600 799.20 Organet 41 22+60 32 (RCO) note 435 912-60
13 -note pedalboard . 10692 Organet 240 378.35 pedalboard 1402.92 460 950.40
VIP400 incorporat- Organet 240RA 468.70 Chorister 3/73 with 465 1162.10

ing Syntheslalom.. 57780 Contessa Electronic . 350.00 32 (RCO) note 545 1078.90
13 -note pedalboard.. 106.92 Hohner rhythm play- pedalboard 1723.68 555 1401.90
VIP233 427.68 er 257.90 Custom-built instru-800 Centura 2012-00
13 -note pedalboard..43.20
VIP345, incorporating

Contessa Mini -Pop
Junior 57.35

ments on app. 802 Chancel 2012.00
Magnus: 4573 2110-30

Synchesalom 442430 Contessa Mk 30M . . 97.20 350 reed 1846 805 Centura 2378.20
13 -note pedalboard.. 43.20 Contessa Mini -Pop 3. 113.05 401 reed 26.11 4700 3241.10
Matador R 302.40 Contessa Mini -Pop 7. 127.20 411 reed 36.58 Pianos:
Professional electron- Atlantic IV Musette . 699.10 421 reed 39.31 Chatsworth 3 ft. 3 in, 556.20

ic piano 46440 Atlantic IV de luxe .. 753.20 468 reed 42-94 Woburn 3 ft. 6 in.... 599.40
Super piano 810.00 Electravox A piano.. 678.65 200 Electronic 407.20
Cordovox CG6, in- Electravox C Button 796.30 Leslie Tone Cabinets:

corporating Super Electravox de luxe MACARI* 60 (pair) 369.00
IV accordion 1895.40 piano 850-15 125 261.00

Cordovox CG7, in- Sonovox piano 74+65 145 37+00
corporating Super Sonovox button . 85165 EMS Synthi AKS .... 870.00 147 400.00
V accordion 214920 Organetta N w/bench 25.50 EMS V.0 S 3 748-00 212s 594-00

Transivox 777.60 Organs 12 113.50 EMS D.K.2 Keybrd .. 220.00 700 434.00
137 Accordion 35640 Organs 249 203.20 Sole Compact elec pno 199.65 760 447-00
XIV Accordion 421.20 Organa 354 283.90 Cru mar Group 49 org 22500 760 457.00

At time of going to press, firms marked * had not yet advised us of their revised prices with VA.T, at the new rate of 8 per cent.
Price revisions will be printed as we receive them - until then, deduct £2.00 per £100.



Discosound
90-98 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London W.1. (01) 437 5832.

Discosound
122 Balls Pond Road, London N.1.
(01) 254 5779.

D, L010 AMP,

Discoscene
536 Sutton Road, Southend, Essex.
(0702) 611577.

Henry's Disco
309 Edgware Road, London W.2.
(01) 723 6963.

D.J. Electronics (Hackney) Ltd.
Europa House, 56 Queens Road,
Southend-on-Sea.
Tel: (0702) 40818 & 40948.

ejt 4* 1   
rilasco mvER M. tv

DJ Electronics make the best Discotheque equipment. Quality products that are simple
to use. Giving superbly exciting visual effects and sound quality.
Send for our new catalogue and price lists.
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BEVERLEY AND
AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
THE SOUND OF

SUCCESS

...ask Keith Smart and Charlie Grima (Wizzard),
Peter York (Hardin & York), Harold Fisher,
Bobby Orr, Robin Jones, Lennie Hastings,
Gilbey Karno, Andy White,Clem Cattini
(Top of the Pops Orchestra), Douggie
Wright (Michael Parkinson Show), Bobby Gien,
Stan Gorman, Edward Wesala, Fred Braceful,
Pete Boot (Budgie) and many, many more.

For full details contact

Boosey&Hawkes
(Sales) Ltd.

118 Colindale Avenue, The Hyde, London NW9 SHB. Tel: 01-205 8814


